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Resonant Texts: The Politics of Nineteenth-Century African American Music and Print Culture 
Paul Fess 
 
Advisor: David Reynolds 
Resonant Texts: the Politics of Nineteenth-Century African American Music and Print 
Culture, investigates musical sound as a discursive tool African American writers and activists 
deployed to contest enslavement before the Civil War and claim citizenship after Emancipation. 
Traditionally, scholars have debated the degree to which nineteenth-century African American 
music constituted evidence of black culture and marked a persistent African orality that still 
abides within African American textual production. While these trends inform this project, my 
inquiry focuses on the ways that writers placed elements of musical sound—such as rhythm, 
melody, choral singing, and harmony—at the center of their texts in order to shape public 
conversations about race. I focus on three literary genres fundamental to nineteenth-century 
rhetoric about race: slave narratives, sentimental fiction, and song collections. I approach these 
texts by turning to recent work in the interdisciplinary field of sound studies, and I examine how 
representations of musical sound structured these writers’ confrontations with injustice. 
The result is an understanding of how representations of music within this literature helped 
establish concepts of subjectivity, personhood, and community for enslaved and ex-enslaved 
figures. Contrary to accounts that circumscribed nineteenth-century African American music and 
literature within humanist, ethnographic, and sentimentalist discourses, I argue that the musical 
sound represented within these texts sought to expose dominant power structures and convey 
methods of resistance. Rather than merely operating at the level of reportage, representations of 
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music served as modes by which to think through enslavement and racial injustice. In my 
analysis of Solomon Northup’s Twelve Years a Slave, for example, I show how representations 
of rhythm and musical virtuosity signaled a turn away from previous generations of slave 
narratives that emphasized the self-liberating abilities of exemplary individuals; instead, through 
his representations of music, Northup comes to a more systematic understanding of enslavement 
that accounts for how antebellum U.S. culture marked enslaved persons simultaneously as 
subjects and objects. In another section of the project, I compare the appearance of hymns, 
spirituals, and parodies of minstrel songs in Martin Delany’s Blake; or, the Huts of America with 
the songs recorded in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Dred; or the Great Dismal Swamp to show 
instabilities within the rhetoric of antislavery sentimentalism, and in my discussion of the song 
collection Slave Songs of the United States I show how musical notation practices and recording 
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“The ear is the delicate conduit through which fugitive authors have both (re)enacted their 
subjugation and performed the wondrously complex dimensions of their freedom.” 
Daphne Brooks, “’Puzzling the Intervals’: Blind Tom and the Poetics of the Sonic Slave 
Narrative”1 
 
In one of the most enduring moments of his autobiography, Frederick Douglass writes,  
If any one wishes to be impressed with the soul-killing effects of slavery let him go to 
Colonel Lloyd's plantation, and, on allowance-day, place himself in the deep pine woods, and 
there let him, in silence, analyze the sounds that shall pass through the chambers of his soul, 
and if he is not thus impressed, it will only be because ‘there is no flesh in his obdurate 
heart.’ 
 
At one level, these comments worked to counter the belief that a singing slave was a happy 
slave, a pernicious, widespread stereotype that helped justify the institution’s existence. For 
many nineteenth-century Americans, musical performances by enslaved people constituted an 
outward expression of the supposed inner contentment of the enslaved African, a position that 
Douglass astutely dismantles on various fronts by relating the counterintuitive and seemingly 
paradoxical nature of the music he describes. With this section of his autobiography, he famously 
underscores the complexities of the affect displayed by enslaved singers who would “make the 
dense old woods, for miles around, reverberate with their wild songs, revealing at once the 
highest joy and the deepest sadness.” Contrary to those who heard contentment in these songs, 
Douglass asserts that they “represent the sorrows, rather than the joys, of [the enslaved person’s] 
																																																								
1 Daphne Brooks, “’Puzzling the Intervals’: Blind Tom and the Poetics of the Sonic Slave Narrative,” The Oxford 
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heart.” “Every tone,” he emphasizes, “was a testimony against slavery, and a prayer to God for 
deliverance from chains.”2 Here he contests racist stereotypes and enables his readers to 
appreciate the sophistication of the emotional, interior lives of enslaved Africans. By entering 
this debate, Douglass thus sought to redefine the significance of black antebellum musical 
culture by turning to the very sentimental aesthetic standards that, at times, worked to 
circumscribe the feelings of enslaved Africans within structures of white dominance, inviting his 
readers to seek out rather than ignore, as Jon Cruz has put it, “the inner world that was 
presumably reflected in the expressions of slaves.” This passage, therefore, in part, reveals 
Douglass turning to music so his readers gain a new sympathetic purchase on African American 
cultural formations, what Cruz has termed Douglass’s call for “an interpretive ethos of pathos.”3 
However, Douglass also takes his analysis of music beyond conventional sentimental tropes. 
In this regard, he conveys how enslaved musicians used sound as a tool to describe and 
manipulate the sets of relations that structured the slave system. As he puts it at the end of these 
comments, “[s]laves sing more to make themselves happy, than to express their happiness.” One 
gets a sense of Douglass’s more methodologically centered perspective in the first passage I 
quote above, where he imagines the reader’s placement within the woods on the outskirts of 
Lloyd’s great house, listening to and absorbing the “sounds that shall pass through the chambers 
of his soul.” Here, Douglass conceptualizes the properties of sound as collapsing the distance 
between observer and enslaved person, imagining a more intimate sentimental aesthetics than 
was usually represented in slave narratives. In this sense he participates in a well-worn 
dichotomy between the subjectivity of hearing and the objectivity of sight, and counterintuitively 
																																																								
2 Douglass reproduces this scene in all three of his autobiographies, but here I quote from My Bondage and My 
Freedom. Frederick Douglass, My Bondage and My Freedom, Autobiographies, ed. Henry Louis Gates, Jr. (New 
York: Library of America, 1994), 184-86 
3 Jon Cruz, Culture on the Margins: The Black Spiritual and the Rise of American Cultural Interpretation 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1999), 3 
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for his time, he posits the former as the most affecting and effective for understanding the abuses 
of enslavement.  
But Douglass goes further than this with his comments about how musical sound and music 
making by enslaved people helped constitute the space of the plantation as well as provided a 
protean discursive tool. Perhaps the most obvious aspect of his analysis of the relationship 
between space and music making is in his discussion of how sound enabled the surveillance of 
overseers who would demand that their slaves “make a noise” in order to measure the workers’ 
distance as well as their progress in the field. Ever incisive in his descriptions of the labor 
relations that structured the slave system, Douglass declares, “[a] silent slave is not liked by 
masters or overseers.” Despite this association between music making and supervision in the 
fields, Douglass writes that on allowance day, music reverberated through “the dense old woods” 
conveying how it indicated a kind of highly mitigated sense of liberation, as a method by which 
to “get beyond the overseer's eye and lash.”4 
It is at the level of meaning and signification, however, that Douglass offers his most probing 
analysis of the musical practices of enslaved people. In this sense he emphasizes how musical 
sound itself constituted a formation that enslaved people used to convey their shifting responses 
to their conditions, which he characterizes as at various times sincere, ironic, and indiscernible. 
Douglass emphasizes that this close association between music and meaning making went 
beyond the often remarked upon allegorical practice of folding secret messages into slave 
spirituals; rather, musical sound itself was a dynamic, expressive language. He writes,  
They would compose and sing as they went along, consulting neither time nor tune. The  
thought that came up, came out--if not in the word, in the sound; --and as frequently in the 
one as in the other. They would sometimes sing the most pathetic sentiment in the most 
rapturous tone, and the most rapturous sentiment in the most pathetic tone. 
 
																																																								
4 Douglass, 183 
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Douglass asserts that music making had a grammar that was distinct from both spoken 
language—as thoughts gained expression “if not in the word, in the sound”—as well as the 
conventions of popular and sentimental musical aesthetics of the day. He insists that, rather than 
conveying a simplistic literal understanding of their experiences through songs that would, for 
example, express contentment, enslaved singers played with the process of meaning making 
itself. Douglass illustrates this in his example of a song about the great house farm. He writes, 
 —They would then sing most exultingly the following words:-- 
                        "I am going away to the Great House Farm!  
                        O, yea! O, yea! O!" 
 This they would sing, as a chorus, to words which to many would seem unmeaning 
jargon, but which, nevertheless, were full of meaning to themselves. I have sometimes 
thought that the mere hearing of those songs would do more to impress some minds with 
the horrible character of slavery, than the reading of whole volumes of philosophy on the 
subject could do.5 
 
Though he reproduces the lyrics of this song, Douglass focuses our attention on how it resounds 
throughout the woods, an orientation that conveys the depth of the song’s meaning despite 
seeming to be “unmeaning jargon.” Douglass continues by ascribing songs like this one a 
preeminent place in representations of enslavement, more resonant than “whole volumes of 
philosophy on the subject.” In his introduction to My Bondage and My Freedom, James McCune 
Smith puts this idea in more precise musical terms: “the songs of the slave,” he writes, “grated 
on his inmost soul, because a something told him that harmony in sound, and music of the spirit, 
could not consociate with miserable degradation.”6 Offering a gloss of Douglass’ analysis 
McCune Smith notes the discrepancy between musical harmony and the disruptions produced by 
practices of enslavement, drawing a correlation between definitions of music and the 
dysfunctional social order of the slave system writ large. Thus while at one level Douglass’ 
																																																								
5 Douglass, 186 
6 James McCune Smith, “Introduction,” My Bondage and My Freedom, Autobiographies, ed. Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 
(New York: Library of America, 1994), 134 
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comments directly confront the ways enslaved singers give the lie to prevailing nineteenth-
century attitudes about music and sentiment, at another he offers a different understanding of 
how to hear enslaved music, one that attempts to remix what and how music makes meaning.  
I begin here because Douglass’ interpretation of the music of enslaved people represent an 
often overlooked example of how African American writers, activists, and performers used 
musical sound in order to shape their discursive responses to the political problem of race in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. With this focus in mind, Resonant Texts investigates 
musical sound as a discursive tool that African American writers and activists deployed to 
contest enslavement before the Civil War and claim citizenship after Emancipation. Traditionally, 
scholars have debated the degree to which nineteenth-century African American music 
constituted evidence of black culture and marked a persistent African orality that still abides 
within African American textual production. While these trends inform this project, my inquiry 
focuses on the ways that writers placed elements of musical sound at the center of their texts in 
order to shape public conversations about race. I focus on three literary genres fundamental to 
nineteenth-century rhetoric about race: slave narratives, sentimental fiction, and song collections. 
I approach these texts by turning to work in the interdisciplinary field of sound studies, and I 
examine how representations of musical sound structured these writers’ confrontations with 
injustice.  
The result is an understanding of how representations of music within this literature helped 
establish concepts of subjectivity, personhood, and community for enslaved and ex-enslaved 
figures. Contrary to accounts that circumscribed nineteenth-century African American music and 
literature within humanist, ethnographic, and sentimentalist discourses, I argue that the musical 
sound represented within these texts sought to expose dominant power structures and convey 
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methods of resistance. Rather than merely operating at the level of reportage, representations of 
music served as modes by which to think through enslavement and racial injustice. In my 
analysis of Solomon Northup’s Twelve Years a Slave, for example, I show how representations of 
rhythm and musical virtuosity signaled a turn away from previous generations of slave narratives 
that emphasized the self-liberating abilities of exemplary individuals; instead, through his 
representations of music, Northup comes to a more systematic understanding of enslavement that 
accounts for how antebellum U.S. culture marked enslaved persons simultaneously as subjects 
and objects. In another section of this project, I compare the appearance of hymns, spirituals, and 
parodies of minstrel songs in Martin Delany’s Blake; or, the Huts of America with the songs 
recorded in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Dred; or the Great Dismal Swamp to show instabilities 
within the rhetoric of antislavery sentimentalism, and in my discussion of the song collection 
Slave Songs of the United States I show how musical notation practices and recording and 
collecting processes structured negotiations of race after the Civil War. In order to provide a 
better sense of this approach and its significance in this introduction, I turn now to a close 
reading of a scene from Solomon Northup’s Twelve Years a Slave, a text I also take up in the first 
chapter of this dissertation. 
 
True to his musician’s instincts, Solomon Northup first turns to his ears to discern his 
predicament when, as he recounts in his autobiography Twelve Years a Slave (1853), he wakes to 
the truth of his abduction by slave traders. Despite being a free-born citizen of New York, 
Northup finds himself shackled and unable to move amidst the darkness of a Washington, D.C. 
slave pen after traveling to that city to play violin for a show the previous evening. As he wakes 
up, he trains his attention on what he hears in order to fill in the gaps of his knowledge about his 
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circumstances. “I listened intently,” he writes of his disorientation, “for some sign or sound of 
life, but nothing broke the oppressive silence, save the clinking of my chains, whenever I 
chanced to move.”7 “I spoke aloud,” he continues “but the sound of my voice startled me.”8 The 
uncanniness of his own voice and the dissonance of the chains that bind him prompt Northup to 
search his pockets only to discover that his money and, more importantly, free papers are 
missing. “Then,” he writes, “did the idea begin to break upon my mind, at first dim and 
confused, that I had been kidnapped.”9 This attention to sound continues as he gradually 
perceives the nature of his incarceration through the morning noises of the street above him—
“the crowing of a cock,” “a distant rumbling of carriages,” “footsteps immediately overhead”—
that penetrate his cell’s walls just before the arrival of the slave trader James Burch and his 
martinet Ebenezer Radburn, who come to beat Northup into denying his former life and 
accepting their claim that he is a fugitive slave from Georgia.10  
While the scene that has Burch and Radburn violently rewriting Northup’s biography 
certainly takes up more space in the narrative, before the more conventional scene Northup’s 
awareness of his status as a “wrongfully” enslaved person originates in his perception of the 
soundmarks that come to signify the institution for him, initiating a theme throughout Twelve 
Years a Slave that conveys how sonic phenomena operated as modes for understanding the 
dynamics of the slave system and the subject position of the enslaved figure. Here, instead of 
immediately forcing his reader to confront the typical agon between master and slave that 
inaugurates such a relationship in other slave narratives, Northup first renders his perverse 
rebirth into the social death of slavery through his aural orientation, positing the importance of 
																																																								
7 Solomon Northup, Twelve Years a Slave (New York: Penguin Classics, 2012), 18 
8 Ibid. 18-19 




thinking through sound as key to how he will describe and write against this institution as well as 
the antebellum period’s definitions of black personhood.11  
This close association between the act of listening and Northup’s realization of his enslaved 
status presents a striking perspective on his formation as a slave and was of a piece with the 
development of the discursive possibilities of the slave narrative; however, his deployment of 
sound here also develops conventional tropes of the genre. These countervailing tendencies 
illustrate how African American texts, as examples of new kinds of literary forms that also used 
conventions of the political and literary movements that ushered them into the public sphere, 
occupied dual positions within nineteenth-century print economy. For example, just after this 
scene in what we learn is William’s Slave Pen in Washington, D.C., Northup shifts registers from 
his personal experiences to a broader critique of the ideological contradictions of the slave 
system, a common rhetorical move that, according to William Andrews, satisfied “American 
aesthetic standards,” which “made a black narrative that exposed the institutional facts of slavery 
preferable to one that expressed the subjective views of an individual slave.”12 Northup makes 
this shift by describing for us how the architecture of the slave pen affects the sensorium: “It was 
like a farmer’s barnyard in most respects,” he writes, “save it was so constructed that the outside 
world could never see the human cattle that were herded there.”13 This jail typifies the building 
designs influenced by laws enacted by cities across the U.S. South that rendered the slave 
markets in their midst invisible to passersby, yet the sounds Northup records become fodder for 
his early arguments that unmask these visually-oriented strategies of the slave system.14 He 
																																																								
11 Here, I refer to Orlando Patterson’s influential concept of slavery and social death.  Orlando Patterson, Slavery 
and Social Death: a Comparative Study (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1982) 
12 William Andrews, To Tell a Free Story The First Century of Afro-American Autobiography, 1760-1865 (Urbana-
Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1988), 6 
13 Northup, 21 
14 Walter Johnson, Soul Bs Soul: Life Inside the Antebellum Slave Market (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 2001), 2-3 
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writes, “The voices of patriotic representatives boasting of freedom and equality, and the rattling 
of the poor slave's chains, almost commingled. A slave pen within the very shadow of the 
Capitol!”15 From this description, Northup concludes that, while the jail might conceal the optics 
of the scenes that take place within its walls, the irrepressible sounds emanating from the 
structure reach the nearby Capitol, a building whose own sounds merge with those of the jail’s in 
a dissonant mix. The “almost” commingling between the metaphorical sounds of “patriotic 
representatives” and the actual sounds of William’s Pen persist despite the facade meant to cover 
the dirty work of the system. In making this association, Northup strikes a familiar anti-slavery 
chord that exposes the contradictions inherent in allowing slave markets to exist within a city 
that was the very seat of American political ideals by imagining the blending of the sonic 
properties of two highly potent symbols: the slave pen and the Capitol building. Northup’s 
representations of sound as he is initiated into his enslavement thus constituted tools for a new 
rhetoric about his condition based in his aural experience and conveyed his methods for making 
his experience with enslavement thematically and politically relevant for his readers disciplined 
in the conventions of more commonplace antislavery rhetoric. 
I linger over these relatively short passages from Northup’s account of his early experiences 
with enslavement to emphasize how representations of sound signified a development in the 
rhetoric of slave narratives and antebellum African American literature more generally that 
advanced a new kind of engagement with the slavery crisis emerging from some of the most 
well-worn traditions of reform literature. Northup continues this practice of using sound in order 
to represent his unique purchase on slavery, as a trope to couch those experiences within 
conventions of the antislavery movement throughout Twelve Years a Slave. As the narrative 
moves south, however, from William’s Pen in D.C. to the plantations around the Red River in 
																																																								
15 Northup, 21-22 
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central Louisiana, this focus on sound increasingly turns specifically to the relationship between 
the noisiness and musicality of plantation life. Musical experiences structure such scenes as 
Northup’s accounts of Theophilus Freeman’s slave market in New Orleans and Edwin Epps’s 
plantation at Bayou Boeuf. Northup’s self-fashioning as a “wrongfully” enslaved person also 
depends to a large degree upon his musical acumen and his relationship to the violin, through 
which he displays a virtuosity that paradoxically binds him more tightly to his enslaved status. 
Additionally, Northup’s descriptions of the music of other enslaved people mixes a proto-
ethnographic perspective with his knowledge of the popular minstrel music of the day. The book, 
in fact, concludes with the sheet music for the minstrel song “Roarin’ River: A Refrain of the Red 
River Plantation,” suggesting that a complete reading of the text is impossible unless one rosins 
up a bow.16  
I turn from Douglass’s comments on slave songs to this non-musical example, though, to 
emphasize that for nineteenth-century African American writers sound was an epistemological 
perspective. While descriptions of the music and performances one might have encountered 
when visiting southern plantations are fairly typical in slave narratives, travel accounts, and 
newspaper and magazine articles of the day, the representations of music and noise deployed by 
these writers operate as modes for understanding the dynamics of the institution of enslavement 
as well as racial formations before and after the Civil War. I, therefore, depart from earlier 
studies that attempt to offer “realistic” encounters with racialized soundscapes, resurrecting and 
																																																								
16 Sound studies scholar Mary Catton Lingold, in fact, does this in her piece on Twelve Years a Slave on the blog 
Sounding Out! In her essay, Lingold uses performance as a research method for investigating the musical attributes 
of the songs represented in this narrative as a way of gaining a new perspective on their history, interspersing her 
own performances of music from the narrative with her analysis. Mary Catton Lingold, “Fiddling with Freedom: 




reproducing sonic environments, such as those that might be found on plantations.17 Instead, as 
sound studies historian Mark M. Smith might put it, my goal is to understand “sound as sense 
and as subject,” to apprehend how the writers I discuss shaped their listening and music making 
practices in order to shape African American subjectivity, antislavery argument, and, after the 
War, claims of cultural legitimacy.18 In turning to his ears, for example, Northup unwittingly 
fashions a critique that focuses on what features of enslavement can tell us about the system’s 
institutional practices, how it formed its subjects and warped the increasingly tense sectional 
politics of the 1850s.  
The rhetorical moves that these writers derive from their experiences with music invoke a 
problem that has been central to the study of nineteenth-century African American literature: to 
what extent were these texts vehicles that ushered marginalized black voices into the public 
sphere and to what extent were they determined by conventional white cultures of print from 
which they emanated? How, in other words, are we to place the ex-slave’s authorial voice? To 
return to the scene in Williams’ Pen, for instance, as Northup recounts his initiation into 
enslavement through his auditory experiences, the complaint he makes concerning the proximity 
of the Capitol building to the D.C. slave markets, while provocative, takes its inspiration from a 
standard plank in the abolitionist critique: the ideological contradictions inherent to allowing 
slavery and the slave trade thrive within the District of Columbia, the supposed American 
egalitarian ideals.19 In fact, the very first issue of The Liberator devoted two columns to the 
onerousness of this subject. Anticipating Northup’s position in Williams Slave Pen, the columns 
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in this publication describe D.C. as one of the trade’s most repulsive way stations, asserting that 
“[i]n addition to the other evils flowing from slavery […] circumstances have rendered this 
District a common resort for traders in human flesh, who bring into it their captives in chains, 
and lodge them in places of confinement, previously to their being carried to markets of the 
south and west.”20 This topic remained important for abolitionists even after the Compromise of 
1850, which supposedly outlawed the importation of slaves to the District but maintained the 
institution’s legal status within D.C., thus undercutting the ban on interstate trade. Antislavery 
activists continued to circulate reports of the persistence of the trade in D.C. throughout the 
1850s, and as Northup’s case began to appear in the press at the beginning of 1853, his time in 
Washington was something newspaper editors and abolitionists seized upon. 
While a decidedly progressive stance for its time, this position betrays how the political 
agenda of Twelve Years a Slave and other instances of black writers’ responses to the slavery 
crisis might have been determined by the platform of the radical abolitionist movement and the 
white institutional discursive strategies through which it worked. In reproducing such positions, 
slave narratives, for instance, are often characterized by scholars of African American literature 
as amongst the most compromised of texts. In this view, these narratives merely advanced 
clichéd arguments about the relationship between freedom and enslavement that had more to do 
with white abolitionists persuading their white reading publics than with ameliorating the plight 
of enslaved Africans. This body of literature, it might be said, focused on abstractions, such as 
the contradictions inherent to a democratic republic that endorsed slavery and the pathos evoked 
by the suffering of the enslaved, at the expense of mirroring the paternalism of the plantation 
system itself. (One might even see in the passage from The Liberator a reproduction of the 
representation of the property status of enslaved Africans.) This tendency placed the job of 
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deriving objective facts about the institution from the ex-slave’s subjective experience squarely 
in the hands of white readers, editors, and publishers.  
This tension between competing voices and figures of authority has led John Sekora to 
conclude that slavery was “very much a literary matter,” begging the important questions, “Who 
is entitled to claim, to possess these lives? In whose language do they appear? What historical 
conditions permit or demand their appearance?”21 As Twelve Years a Slave moves from 
Northup’s innovative aural representations of his personal experiences in Williams’ Pen to a 
common abolitionist critique of American democracy, it could be argued, as Sekora has 
influentially written about the structure of the genre more generally, that the narrative encloses 
its “black message” within the “white envelope” of abolitionist discourse.22 This narrative’s 
status as one of the many that were dictated to white amanuenses adds potency to this line of 
criticism. In his observations on the genre, James Olney sees such extended metaphors as the 
association between the slave jail and the Capitol building as evidence of Northup’s editor David 
Wilson “laying his mannered [literary] style over the faithful history” that Twelve Years a Slave 
purportedly recounted.23 Or as Sekora might argue, Twelve Years a Slave, like so many other 
slave narratives, was “born into a world of literary confinement.”24 
Taking this perspective too far, however, misses the ways that African American writers in 
the nineteenth century productively occupied double and contradictory positions within the print 
economy. Analyzing slave narratives, for instance, in binary terms that only emphasize the 
hierarchical relationship between black authors and white publishers has a tendency to flatten the 
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ways in which these narratives represent, as Robert Reid-Pharr has argued, “a complex, some 
would say hybrid, conception of history and community.”25 The conditions of Twelve Years a 
Slave’s publication speaks to this complexity. Though the usual set of antislavery activists 
championed its appearance in 1853, it was the first slave narrative published by a commercial 
publishing house, suggesting that it was originally conceived as entering the carnivalesque scrum 
of the wider antebellum literary marketplace.26 Additionally, through his dedication and 
references to Harriet Beecher Stowe in the narrative’s opening pages, Northup simultaneously 
latches onto the mass, as well as abolitionist, appeal of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. In navigating his 
precariousness within the publishing industry, then, Northup finds what William Andrews has 
identified as the “uses of marginality.”27 Responding to this concept Sekora has made the 
Foucauldian argument that such marginal writing has only served to bolster the homogeneity of 
dominant nineteenth-century discourse about enslaved and formerly enslaved Africans. I argue, 
however, that representations of music in the texts I examine here function in ways that 
simultaneously convey the “statement” and “counterstatement” that has always coexisted within 
the African American literary voice, injecting dominant discourse with a new kind of rhetoric.28  
In this view, Northup couches his nod to commonplace aspects of abolitionism within his 
usage of his musical training and auditory experience, collapsing the distinction between the 
supposedly objective, rational abolitionist stance and the messiness of the slave’s lived 
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experience. In his account of his early enslavement, Northup introduces his readers to the 
inauspicious jail in D.C. first through the disorienting cacophony of his chains and the quotidian 
street sounds. Through this depiction Northup produces the standard abolitionist position 
attacking enslavement in the District while simultaneously reformulating the usual objectifying, 
violence-laden scene of an enslaved person’s introduction to the system through the empathetic 
structure of his listening experience. Similar complex representations of enslavement continue 
throughout the narrative as Northup recalls the music he encounters and performs in the slave 
market in New Orleans as well as around the plantations in southwest Louisiana. Such 
formulations account for how the “black message” within a body of literature like slave 
narratives pierced the conventions of the “white envelope” of radical abolitionism and gets at 
how black writers entered American political and literary discourse through conventional forms 
such as the slave narrative. Along these lines, my analysis of representations of musical sound in 
Resonant Texts takes up Sekora’s challenge that “a new literary history will recognize that the 
silence of the slave narrative was partial and temporary.”29 Representations of music and its 
opposite, noise, provide examples for how African American texts at midcentury deployed sound 
as a method of resisting the silences and elisions that seemingly structured their experiences. 
Such representations of music, for instance, constituted important tropes for how Northup 
conveyed a new sense of black personhood and Harriet Beecher Stowe and Martin Delany 
reshaped antislavery fiction during the 1850s by working within abolitionism’s most proscribed 
genre forms.  
As Jonathan Sterne reminds us, the positivist split between the objectivity of sight and the 
subjectivity of sound is longstanding and in need of being challenged. This is particularly true for 
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understandings of African American textual production before the twentieth century.30 While 
many histories discuss the cultural relevance of music described in slave narratives, travel 
accounts, and newspaper articles, much of this work stops short of analyzing how African 
American writers used musical sound to shape the political positions of their texts. Throughout 
the texts I examine here, writers deploy representations of musical sound as critical tools that 
interrogate the irrationality of racial formations and as strategies for undoing them. In Burch’s 
slave pen, for instance, Northup shortens the reader’s critical distance by placing her inside his 
disorienting experience upon waking up, illustrating “the contradictoriness of [the] objectivity 
based in subjectivity” that set the agenda for most slave narratives.31 Rather than a tableau of a 
slave jail, a prominent feature of many slave narratives, Northup foregoes representing the 
mastery of sight by using the experience of listening in order to model the fundamentally 
psychically destabilizing process of losing his sense personhood. The reader alive to Northup’s 
use of sound in this scene gains a sense of the seemingly contradictory means by which Northup 
becomes both person and property.  
Studies of sound’s role in shaping black literature have traditionally revolved around the 
deployment of sonic techniques in service to what Henry Louis Gates, Jr. has influentially 
identified as a “signifying black difference,” an ironic posture African American writers have 
adopted that is rooted in literary tropes derived from African American oral and musical folk 
culture deployed to manipulate white, hegemonic cultural forms.32 Roger Abrahams has defined 
the ironic verbal play of signifying as “an ability to talk with great innuendo, to carp, cajole, 
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wheedle and lie […] in other instances to talk around a subject, […] making fun of a person or 
situation.”33 Scholars such as Gates and Eric Sundquist have emphasized the ways enslaved and 
ex-enslaved authors like Frederick Douglass and Nat Turner deployed sonic figures to 
manipulate the supposed rationalism of dominant discourse by saying one thing and meaning 
another, exposing the flawed assumptions of meaning-making itself.34 This line of criticism, in 
its focus on reclaiming the agency of the enslaved and formerly enslaved, has tended to reiterate 
the pressures around self-mastery that impinged on African American narratives in the nineteenth 
century. As a slave narrative dictated to a white amanuensis and published in a white-dominated 
literary field in the decade before the Civil War, Twelve Years a Slave does not quite fit this 
model.  
While vernacular reformations of the language associated with signifying are largely absent 
from Northup’s description of Williams’ Slave Pen—or perhaps muted by David Wilson’s 
editorship— this scene, it might be observed, grounds a convention of abolitionist discourse in 
the realism offered by the sounds he experiences from within his cell, a discursive move that 
invokes a literary tradition by signifying on the work of both white abolitionists as well as other 
African American writers that participated in the antislavery movement. Sound surfaces as a 
vehicle for Northup to merge his literal auditory experiences with those he imagines as 
emanating from the Capitol building, and he retells this trope not as a specular subject to be 
looked upon but by inviting the reader into a new ontological perspective, that of the listening 
insider. Though the usual comic or ironic quality associated with signifying is missing from this 
scene, Northup registers the standard abolitionist stance and then reforms the trope for radical 
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purposes. Reading the musical scenes later in this narrative through the concept of signifying, 
though, becomes less and less fitting. For instance, he seems genuinely perplexed by juba patting 
and other aspects of slave culture that would normally provide an opportunity for signifying on 
white discourse and fomenting the kind of communal contiguity that Gates and other scholars 
emphasize in their analyses of African American literature. 
Northup’s use of sound more closely aligns with recent work that investigates the 
intersections of the field of sound studies and African American literary scholarship. This work 
focuses on how sound itself—outside of, and in many ways antagonistic to, the linguistic 
register—is imagined to structure scenes such as the one in William’s Pen. Scholars of sound and 
African American culture tend to embrace sonic properties as alternatives to Western writing 
practices in order to widen the ambit of political and literary discourse to include African 
American literature that might not otherwise be represented in the canon.35  As he recalls his time 
in William’s Pen, for example, Northup reverses the typical epistemological hierarchy between 
sight and sound, emphasizing how, despite the institution’s close management of spectacle, 
enslaved people nevertheless gained a critical purchase on the system through their aural 
experiences. If, as Harriet Jacobs describes in her narrative, “the secrets of slavery [were] 
concealed like those of the Inquisition” Northup asserts that the sounds penetrating the walls of 
his cell belie what these institutional tendencies would disguise.36 As Northup begins his 
autobiographical account of his descent into the dehumanization of slavery, he figures the 
clinking of his chains and the patriotic voices of elected representatives as structuring his 
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awareness of his new status. His apprehension of the soundscape that surrounds him in William’s 
Pen becomes an opportunity to describe the contradictions of the system writ large for his 
abolitionist audience. Here, Northup notes the sounds of the “democratic whips” and “republican 
chains” that William Wells Brown famously described in his slave narrative published six years 
prior and conveys a politics of slavery that models the power structures of the system through the 
aesthetic category of its noisiness, showing that representations of sound themselves could be 
revelatory vehicles for the ex-enslaved autobiographer as he or she gave an account of the 
system.37 Despite the darkness of his cell and the invisibility of the slave pen to passersby, 
Northup renders sound as intransigent and fugitive; it transmits information about his particular 
circumstances as well as the larger workings of the institution of slavery despite efforts to 
channel and contain these experiences. 
Rather than signifying on the power structure, Northup is silenced in this scene, turning to his 
ears in a move that might at first seem like a concession of his authority for the passivity 
commonly associated with the listening experience. However, Northup displaces this 
conventional understanding of the senses and conveys how the act of listening, as Jennifer 
Stoever remarks, was “crucial not only for ensuring slaves’ survival but also for enabling an 
evolving understanding of one’s self.”38 In this vein, Northup dwells on the uncanny dissonance 
between once-familiar sounds, such as street noises and his own voice, and the soundmarks of 
slavery in order to accentuate the psychic disruption at the heart of his experience with 
enslavement as well as his autobiographical project. With Northup’s attention to what he hears 
we witness what Bryan Wagner has classified as the “identity-forming violence” that silences 
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and elisions in the early African American literary corpus often signified.39 Northup shows the 
listening experience to work disciplinarily, determining the horizon of enslaved subjects, 
however, he simultaneously deploys a more activist mode of listening that shaped the 
information he gleaned from the soundscape toward antislavery ends. In his turn away from 
typical figures of speech as productive of discursive meaning, we are presented with the 
formation of an enslaved subject through what Fred Moten might call “a radically exterior 
aurality that disrupts and resists certain formations of identity.”40 In other words, Northup’s 
listening experience here harkens to an account beyond questions of agency, one that exacts its 
politics by exposing the mechanics of the institution. Rather than presenting his readers with 
revolutionary, self-assertive declarations of resistance at this moment, Northup suggests the 
complex ways that subjection and repression were bound to the freedom-seeking subject of slave 
narratives.  
 
With chapter 1 of Resonant Texts, “Solomon Northup and ‘The Echo of the Subject;’: Music, 
Autobiography, and Twelve Years a Slave,’ I expand my analysis of this slave narrative, 
illustrating how Northup’s understanding of musical sound determined his rhetorical 
commitments and defined his narrative’s depiction of black political agency. Twelve Years a 
Slave conveys how music making worked within and against power relations that structured 
racial hierarchies that were part of the slave system as well as abolitionist print culture. Unlike 
other accounts of music on the plantation, Northup’s narrative fused representations of music 
making to his autobiographical and ethnographical perspectives, a technique that shaped how he 
pondered his position as a free-born African American in the midst of the complex and 
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precarious relationships defined by the slave system. If we conceive of slave narratives as texts 
that helped constitute enslaved and ex-enslaved political subjects in the years prior to the Civil 
War, Northup’s use of music in his account offers a more complex perspective than most scholars 
ascribe to texts of this genre, one that outlines a different rendering of enslaved subjectivity than 
many of the previous generation of ex-enslaved autobiographers. Music thus serves as a mode of 
explanation for how ideas of freedom and subjection were interconnected components of black 
life in the antebellum period, unsettling assumptions about the role of print culture in shaping 
black personhood in the nineteenth century. In this sense, music in Twelve Years a Slave 
constitutes an important development in the emergence of the black literary voice within 
antebellum cultures of print.  
In this chapter, I first focus on the relationship between Northup’s representations of music 
and his autobiographical project within the slave narrative genre form. His representations of 
musical sound in this vein inform his autopoesis—the self-making he engages as he finds himself 
enslaved in Louisiana and as an autobiographer writing Twelve Years a Slave. Here, I argue that 
Northup’s representations of music were part of his and other ex-enslaved narrators of the 1850s’ 
turn away from conventional kinds of self-fashioning strategies. These musical representations 
yielded elaborate meditations on freedom, subjectivity, and antebellum black personhood that 
stand as an indictment of the category of the bourgeois liberal subject upon which white editors 
and readers of the slave narrative evaluated the genre. 
In second section of this chapter, I discuss the relationship between this narrative’s 
representations of music and abolitionist politics. Slave narratives were often seen by 
abolitionists as “self-liberating” documents that were compelling testaments of self 
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determination in the face of the totalizing system of enslavement.41 Music complimented this 
strategy because it was thought to be a tool useful for presenting evidence of the pathos of the 
interior lives of the enslaved, mobilizing emotional responses against the system and promoting 
liberal, individualist notions of freedom and natural rights on behalf of enslaved Africans, often 
blinding this movement to the systemic challenges presented by racial slavery. I argue that in his 
representations of music Northup counters this humanistic, sentimentalist antislavery rhetoric. 
Through his use of music, Northup deemphasized liberal political appeals to human rights 
associated with the abolitionist movement and unwittingly produced a more collective approach 
to assessing the horrors of enslavement. Rather than offering an unproblematic incitement for 
northern sympathetic and humanitarian impulses, the music in this narrative conveys a sense of 
how nineteenth-century U.S. culture marked enslaved subjects as simultaneously person and 
property, human and chattel, subject and object, a process of categorization that structured 
southern slave society as well as the northern abolitionist press. 
With chapters 2 and 3, I examine the relationship between religious music, minstrel songs, 
antislavery rhetoric, and the sentimental novel. In the first part of chapter 2, I illustrate the 
connections between antislavery music and sentimental literature through a close examination of 
the preface to George Whitefield Clark’s antislavery songbook The Harp of Freedom (1856), 
showing how both sentimental literature and antislavery songs shared ideological bases in 
midcentury notions of sympathy. In the second section of this chapter I turn to how Harriet 
Beecher Stowe deployed these concepts in her second novel Dred; a Tale of the Great Dismal 
Swamp. In this novel, Stowe uses representations of hymns and blackface minstrelsy to 
interrogate and reshape the moral didacticism of Uncle Tom’s Cabin and the place of the 
sentimental novel in antislavery reform more generally. After the success of her first novel, 
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Stowe became much more directly involved in antislavery politics, and as a result, her 
perspective became darker and “right thinking” seemed a less and less satisfying orientation. 
Through her representations of music making she illustrates key failings of the sentimental 
aesthetic mode, which had come to dominate antislavery political appeals. Stowe’s exploration of 
the slavery crisis through religious and minstrel music takes two directions. On the one hand, she 
uses representations of music and scenes of performance to mediate her novel’s dissection of 
white sympathy. On the other, hymns appear in service to her renewed understanding of 
sentimentalism rooted in a more progressive, if still paternalist, notion of the black experience.  
In Chapter 3, I explore the ways Martin Delany uses religious music and minstrel and 
antislavery songs in his novel Blake; or, the Huts of America in order to articulate a 
comprehensive vision for overthrowing the slave system. In adopting this perspective, Delany 
turns away from antislavery sentimentalism and instead uses music as a tool to connect diverse 
and geographically widespread elements of black culture. In this understanding, music does not 
elicit an “ethnosympathetic” response that depended upon white approval of black subjects or 
fascination with black music, as it does in Dred, but rather it crystallizes sets of “relations of 
force” that are on display throughout the novel in order to critique and undo the dominant 
ideology that underwrote the slave system. Instead of attempting to change his readers’ feelings 
about enslaved people, Delany centers his novel’s politics on organizing collective black radical 
action, shifting the meanings of the songs he represents away from the register of sympathetic 
identification to their capacities as what Stuart Hall might term points of articulation, connecting 
a disparate field of elements from black cultures. Delany is interested in how musical sound and 
music making reveal the arrangements of these forces and how, within structures of dominance, 
he can imagine possibilities for a black-led future. In this sense, Blake is a kind of negative 
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example that lampoons and turns away from the sentimental aesthetic that animates Stowe’s 
work. Thus contrary to Stowe, Delany deploys music in order to turn away from the language of 
feeling altogether and imagine alternatives for the rhetoric of antislavery reform. 
I end with a coda, “Preservation Blues,” where I discuss theories of cultural preservation and 
circulation that animated the postbellum history of collecting black music: the army diary of 
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, and the collection of spirituals Slave Songs of the United States 
(1867). This chapter examines these episodes as key moments after the War and Emancipation 
wherein black music provided the ground for contesting and defining the emergence of black 
culture, a process that was part of how each of these projects theorized the recording and 
performance of this music. African American music by the second half of the nineteenth century 
was, of course, an expansive field for the assertion of African American culture, and there were 
important projects that sought to define this music beyond the slave spiritual. (James Monroe 
Trotter’s Music and Some Highly Musical People (1878) comes to mind.) However, the 
compilers and performers of these projects shared preoccupations with the material design and 
methodology of their recording and musical transcription processes. On the surface, these 
preoccupations concerned the accuracy of their representations of spirituals, but at another level 
this focus on methods held implications for how the function of African American music was 
itself defined. For Higginson and the compilers of Slave Songs this meant primarily emphasizing 
the preservation of these songs as the chief concern of their projects, thereby relegating slave 
spirituals to the plantation and characterizing formerly enslaved people as rustic, barbaric, and 
unrestrainedly natural folk geniuses. On the other hand, the characterizations of black music 




My analysis of the arrangements and dynamics enabled by representations of musical sound 
in these texts addresses ongoing conversations about the role of sound and performance in 
accounts of the emergence of African American literature. What I’m after in this work is an 
account of how representations of music in these texts function and how an attention to music 
making informs their places in abolitionist and postbellum discourse. Rather than portraying 
these instances of music merely as evidence of the cultural life of African Americans, the texts I 
study here cast them as tools through which to understand the complex interplay between what 
Walter Johnson calls “enslaved humanity” and the disciplinary power of the slave system, 
anticipating a mode of analysis of enslaved subjectivity that contemporary critics such as Saidiya 
Hartman have shown to be major structuring features of enslavement itself.42 Contrary to 
interpreting representations of enslaved and ex-enslaved musicians as signs of liberation, 
Hartman characterizes affective portrayals of these songs as evidence of subjection more sinister 
than the lash. In his response to Hartman, Fred Moten emphasizes the improvisatory nature of 
music that represents the fact that “objects can and do resist.”43  
Northup’s Twelve Years a Slave, like the other works I take up in Resonant Texts, presents us 
with an account of an enslaved person negotiating this system by thinking through musical 
structures. Like the other works I examine, the musical sounds recorded in Twelve Years a Slave 
expose both of these aspects of the slave system, and they invite its bourgeois audience to think 
with slavery’s structure rather than simply observing southern slavery from a distance or merely 
attending the increasingly raucous antislavery rallies at Faneuil Hall. Writers like Solomon 
Northup, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Martin Delany show music and text to be intertwined, and 
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in their works they convey deep insights for representations of subjection, revolt, improvisation, 
and servitude. More than only providing yet more evidence for one of white supremacy’s 
longstanding tools for social control, however, these writers deploy figures of musical sound in 
ways that show how the discursive possibilities of the slave narrative, the sentimental novel, and 
even the songbook were being stretched. As Daphne Brooks has argued, such “performative 
listening and sonic expressiveness might constitute alternative forms of the former slave’s 
narration by way of articulating that which exceeds and complicates the written word.”44 As I 
show, these writers fuse alternative forms of telling their stories to the conventions of the most 
popular genre forms at midcentury. Placing sound and performance at the center of assessments 
of these narratives reveals, as Elizabeth Maddock Dillon has asserted, the “central dynamics of 
race, embodiment, and performance in relation to the social and political belonging that 
characterizes the public sphere.”45 Looking to representations of music, thus, provides us with a 
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Solomon Northup and “The Echo of the Subject”: Music, Autobiography, and Twelve 
Years a Slave 
 
I 
“…music sets off the autobiographical gesture.” 
-Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, “The Echo of the Subject”46 
 
“Thus because jazz finds its very life in improvisation upon traditional materials, the jazz 
man must lose his identity even as he finds it.” 
 
-Ralph Ellison,  “The Charlie Christian Story”47 
 
 
By his own account, Solomon Northup was a consummate violinist, and he places this ability 
at the center of his identity throughout Twelve Years a Slave. This emphasis is present from the 
beginning of the narrative, where, in recalling his childhood, he writes, “The leisure hours 
allowed me were generally either employed over my books, or playing on the violin—an 
amusement which was the ruling passion of my youth.”48  His early musical acumen develops 
into an integral part of his livelihood after he marries and starts a family with his wife Anne. 
“Throughout the surrounding villages,” he tells us, “my fiddle was notorious […] We always 
returned home from the performance of these services with money in our pockets; so that, with 
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fiddling, cooking, and farming, we soon found ourselves in the possession of abundance.”49 
However, his instrument also comes to signify much of his difficulty in translating his 
experiences into the slave narrative form. After his early associations with his musical talent, we 
learn that this is the very trait his kidnappers exploit as they goad him into joining their traveling 
show on its way to Washington. As Northup descends into enslavement, his violin playing comes 
to represent how the institution disciplined and commodified black bodies, and this ability 
simultaneously affords him a degree of mobility as the demand for his talents spreads throughout 
the region, prompting him to brag, “At the expense of appearing egotistical, I must nevertheless, 
declare, that I was considered the Ole Bull of Bayou Boeuf,” likening himself to the famed 
Norwegian violinist Ole Bornemann Bull.50 In a situation that mirrors the circumstances of his 
kidnapping, at the end of the narrative, the agents of the rescue party from New York find him by 
using his renown as a violin player. To add another valence to this mix, during his enslavement, 
Northup’s violin provides a kind of solace that allows him to imagine transcending his condition 
at the expense of separating himself from his fellow slaves. He foreshadows this in the opening 
pages of the narrative when he writes, “[My violin] has also been the source of consolation since, 
affording, pleasure to the simple beings with whom my lot was cast, and beguiling my own 
thoughts, for many hours, from the painful contemplation of my fate.”51 Here, the violin 
comforts him while also serving as a vehicle that differentiates between the “wrongfully” 
enslaved Northup and those “simple beings” born into the condition.  
Northup’s musicianship is thus an important aspect of the autopoiesis of Twelve Years a 
Slave. However, his violin, his music making, and the music of the other enslaved people he 
encounters surface again and again to signify how his circumstances stifled the presentation of 
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the kind of exemplary, self-liberated individualism featured in the typical slave narrative. 
Hortense Spillers has identified such representative figures in African American culture as 
standing for the “individual-in-the-mass” while also embodying the “mass-in-the-individual.” 
Spillers describes this as a “synecdochic relationship” where “every man/woman is the ‘race’” 
and vice versa, citing this as one of the central problematic formations in African American 
literature.52 For slave narratives this representative tendency meant that, unlike what we might 
assume about other types of autobiography, writers were rewarded for evacuating a particular 
sense of self from their narratives in favor of conveying what William Andrews has identified as 
“an objectivity based in subjectivity,” where the subject at the narrative center stood for all of 
those subjected to the slave system. Slave narratives were therefore tasked with representing the 
enslaved autobiographer’s experience while conveying an accurate depiction of slavery in 
general, rendering the categories of “individual” and “mass” interchangeable.53 Contrary to this 
tendency, however, Northup emphasized the competing vectors that shaped his autobiographical 
project: his self-assertiveness, his relationship to other enslaved people, his entanglements with 
the operations of the slave system, and his sometimes-reluctant position as an antislavery 
advocate. Whereas most slave narratives before the 1850s were thought of as depicting heroic 
individuals meant to represent the mass of enslaved persons, Northup and other writers during 
the 1850s—by the very nature of his account—conveyed a far murkier story that complicates this 
conventional frame. 
The complexities of the ex-enslaved autobiographical voice become more apparent when we 
consider how this voice emerged from within the white-controlled publishing industry, a fact that 
has bedeviled the notions of agency and selfhood that were purportedly represented in slave 
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narratives. As John Sekora has put it, it is “not black recollection, but white interrogation [that] 
brings order to the narration.”54 For James Olney this has rendered the genre in ill-defined terms: 
“just as the triangular relationship of embracing sponsor, audience, and ex-slave made of the 
latter something other than an entirely free creator in the telling of his life story,” [it also] “made 
of the narrative […] something other than autobiography in any full sense and something other 
than literature in any reasonable understanding of that term as an act of creative imagination.”55 
The re-imagining of the ex-enslaved person’s experiences in these autobiographies shifted the 
focus of these texts from the subjective retellings of authors’ lives to what John Ernest has 
termed the “docudramatic” tendencies of the genre wherein “individual narratives are reduced to 
the status of evidence—usually questionable evidence—toward that attempted re-creation.” 
According to Ernest, the “docudramatic,” or evidentiary trends written into slave narratives 
paradoxically enacted both vision and blindness by offering the fiction of an objective view of 
slavery while masking the reproduction of white supremacy and white mythology underneath the 
publication of slave narratives. Ernest argues that this tendency “overwhelms” Twelve Years a 
Slave specifically.56 Overall, this line of criticism emphasizes the compromised depiction of the 
self at the center of slave narratives, casting doubt on these texts’ depictions of historical black 
figures.  
Such analysis is of a piece with post-structuralist and deconstructionist criticism surrounding 
the stability of the modern liberal subject, a figure that the autobiography purportedly celebrated. 
One aim of this deconstructionist criticism of autobiographical writing has been to expose the 
fiction of its supposedly cohesive, a priori representations of the self. While scholars broadly 
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agree that the autobiographical subject surfaces at the moment of writing, rather than before it, 
critics such as Jacques Derrida and Paul de Man have taken this further, arguing that the 
autobiographical “I” at the center of these works is essentially grammatical, a trope, signifying 
less a historical subject than a means of figuration.57 Applied to slave narratives, this criticism 
emphasizes the ways in which the subject at the center of these texts results less from a desire for 
a kind of self expression that comes from emancipation than from elements of the grammar and 
tropes of radical abolitionism. 
Despite these suspicious understandings of the figure of the ex-enslaved subject of slave 
narratives, a renewed interest arose in the latter half of the twentieth century in the possibilities 
that these narratives conveyed representations of antebellum black agency. Historians such as 
John Blassingame, Eugene Genovese, Hebert Gutman, and Lawrence Levine looked to slave 
narratives as sites for discerning the character of the interior lives of enslaved people, exploring 
the nature of enslaved agency in order to recover it from erasure.58 As Blassingame describes 
these efforts, “the chief value of the autobiography lies in the fact that it is subjective, that it tells 
us a great deal about how blacks felt about the conditions under which they lived.”59 That this 
trend in the historiography of enslavement appeared at the same moment that the stability of the 
autobiographical subject at the center of slave narratives was being called into question 
highlights the stakes for African Americanist scholars who sought to recover early African 
American texts for American literary history. The convergence of these critical trends upon the 
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slave narrative raises an important question: if the subject of slave narratives is ultimately 
figurative and tropological, we might ask, who produced these devices and what does such an 
analysis change about efforts to assess the ex-enslaved person’s lived experience? 
Northup’s musicianship in Twelve Years a Slave presents a different approach to this 
problem. In opposition to notions about the conventional kinds of selves represented in slave 
narratives, Northup turns to his violin to mediate his oscillation around the conflicting categories 
that the practice of slavery produced. Northup suddenly discovers himself to be both person and 
property, subject and object, and free person of color and member of an enslaved community. 
These fractured positions convey the alterity that structures the autobiographical subject at the 
center of this narrative; with Twelve Years a Slave we are presented with a self theorization, and 
a theorization of the slave narrative, that is simultaneously detached from and engaged with its 
subject. Just as Northup’s talents present him the opportunity to transcend his condition, they 
also reinforced the system of commodification he was imbricated within. And while his 
inclination towards music gives him a closeness to the culture of his fellow slaves, his self-
proclaimed virtuosity sets him apart.  
In this way, Northup’s portrayal of the closeness between his musicianship and his 
autobiography conveys what philosopher Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe would call the desistánce of 
the autobiographical subject, a concept he describes as the simultaneous, contrary motion of 
immersion and withdrawal that shapes this form of writing.60 Lacoue-Labarthe theorizes this 
tendency as arising from the close relationship between the autobiographical and musical 
impulses he sees in many philosophical autobiographies. He ties this tendency to the sonic figure 
of rhythmic echoes wherein the catacoustic, or reflective, repetitive, form of rhythm “gives the 
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subject to itself, prespecularly, as an echo rather than a reflection.” This analysis resonates with a 
psychoanalytic trend within the philosophy of sound associated principally with the theorist Guy 
Rosolato. Building from Jacques Lacan’s concept of the mirror stage, Rosolato has influentially 
described the voice as an “acoustic mirror,” an image that evokes the catacoustic, or reflective, 
properties of Lacoue-Labarthe’s analogy of identity formation. “The voice,” Rosolato writes, 
“has the property of being at the same time emitted and heard, sent and received, and by the 
subject himself, as if […] an acoustic mirror were always in effect,” suggesting that alterity is 
encoded within the subject’s own speech.61 Northup’s violin serves a similar function as his 
efforts to recover his sense of self within enslavement through his music making resound in 
complex ways. 
This turn to the analogy of the echo stems from what Lacoue-Labarthe sees as the 
autobiographer’s concurrent efforts to account for the self and theorize this self-fashioning. 
Lacoue-Labarthe argues that this rhythmic tendency only reveals itself when the subject notices 
its absence, rendering the autobiographer’s position undecidable: the rhythm between self and 
the theory of the self that would confirm the subject’s identity only reveals itself when this 
rhythmic structure is lost. The self-analyzing subject of autobiography is thus an infinitely 
withdrawing one, suggesting that the scene of subject formation depicted in autobiographies is an 
indeterminate mise en abyme: the true subject of the autobiography is never there; it is always 
withdrawing from the scene of writing that tries to recover it. Applied to nineteenth-century 
slave narratives, this sonically oriented conception of autobiographical writing aligns with how 
ex-enslaved writers were shaping these texts as more than merely providing evidence of the 
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wrongs of slavery, and in Twelve Years a Slave, we see Northup turn to his violin playing 
throughout to sort out his own understanding of himself within these parameters. 
Lacoue-Labarthe’s account of the autobiographical self then provides a rubric for how 
Northup’s self definition in Twelve Years a Slave depends upon his simultaneous approach to 
and denial of his status as an enslaved person as well as his engagement with and withdrawal 
from the communities of other enslaved persons in which he finds himself. Northup’s 
descriptions in this vein belie a deep anxiety about his sense of self, which finds him consistently 
asserting his original status as a free person from within his account of enslavement. As Northup 
turns to his violin, he encounters the loss of the rhythmic echo that would confirm his identity as 
an accomplished musician and free person of color; instead, he is confronted with the loss of this 
status, which paradoxically also establishes the self of his autobiography, which itself is 
dependent upon the recovery of the sense of personhood he loses, and so on, ad infinitum.  
Rather than remaining in this deconstructionist aporia, though, I argue that by merging his 
musical impulses with his autobiographical ones—by turning to music as a means of conveying 
how he positions himself with respect to his experiences with enslavement—Northup gets at 
what Spillers has called the “dynamics of structure” of the slave system.62 Northup’s engagement 
with his past and present self, his free and enslaved status, and his closeness to and 
differentiation from other slaves through his representations of his violin playing emphasize the 
degree to which he became enmeshed within the slave system, forced to exist between 
conflicting categories that would label him as both person and property. In a perverse version of 
Ralph Ellison’s description of the jazzman in the epigraph to the chapter, Northup at once gains 
and loses his identity through his violin playing and, in this way, conveys paradoxical truths 
about the position of the autobiographical subjects of slave narratives. 
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The rhythmic oscillation implied by Northup’s violin-playing counters the teleology of self-
expression, self-mastery, and self-advancement that has traditionally animated autobiographical 
writing.63 Originally extending from religious narratives, spiritual autobiographies, such as St. 
Augustine’s Confessions, for example, sought to purify the subject’s thoughts and ways of living 
through acts of writing that were in turn meant to provide moral examples for readers. In the 
American context, this attention to the autobiographical subject’s spiritual development merged 
with the more secular Enlightenment ideals of self-perfection; the most well known example of 
this is The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin (1791). Both of these strands of 
autobiographical writing—the spiritual and the secular—shaped the slave narrative. 
In her influential study of this genre, Frances Smith Foster defines the typical plot of 
antebellum slave narratives as exhibiting four basic phases that were essentially politically 
abolitionist versions of the melioristic tendencies of earlier autobiographies. The first phase 
consisted of a “loss of innocence, which was objectified through the development of an 
awareness of what it meant to be a slave.”64 This was followed by “the realization of alternatives 
to bondage and the formulation of the resolve to be free,” which Foster equates with a 
“conversion experience.”65 The third phase detailed the bondsman’s escape, and the fourth 
described the experience of freedom. This narrative trajectory matches other religiously-inflected 
and reform-minded accounts through an arc that sees enslaved Africans move from a state of 
degradation to one of “jubilation.”66 As Sam Worley writes, typically the ex-slave’s sense of 
“injustice [grew] in tandem with a sense of self.” This “conversion” experience was also more 
complicated than merely depicting the ex-slave’s improved condition; it was equally, if not 
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more, important to the slave narrative’s white readership that these narratives confirmed their 
own conversions to the antislavery position. 
While Northup certainly responded to these conventions, Twelve Years a Slave nevertheless 
sharply departed from them. Contrary to Frederick Douglass’ formulation in his first 
autobiography that we have “seen how a man was made a slave” and we “shall see how a slave 
was made a man,” Northup found himself stuck within this chiasmus, between the terms “slave” 
and “man.”67 Rather than a Franklinesque romantic hero who sheds his status as enslaved object 
for the promise of self-determined freedom in the North or Canada, Northup’s autobiography 
reversed this trajectory by portraying a free person of color who finds himself enslaved and sold 
into the Deep South. Music, in particular his representations of his violin playing, come to 
signify this rootedness in the commodifying structures of enslavement. Rather than emphasizing 
the doughty struggles of the freedom-seeking subject, through his representations of music 
making Northup places us in an echo chamber wherein conflicting categories set in motion by 
the practice of enslavement carom off of each other.  
The implications of this remix of the genre become apparent at the very beginning of Twelve 
Years a Slave when Northup turns to the “I was born” statement of his account, which he 
explicitly ties to his violin playing. This standard feature of slave narratives has been the subject 
of much critical scrutiny since its very status as the obvious place for an autobiography to start—
at the beginning of a life—tended to emphasize the “natal alienation” of the ex-enslaved author 
from basic facts about his or her birth.68 In most slave narratives the “I was born” statement 
established the murky circumstances of the ex-enslaved author’s early life, setting up the 
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narrative arc described by Smith Foster. Since details about their origins were unknown to many 
narrators, these writers focused on such pieces of information as the places—rather than dates—
of their births and the rumors surrounding their conceptions. Lewis Clarke, for example, begins 
his narrative by grasping at the facts associated with his birth and quickly moves to condemn his 
white father as his enslaver. He writes, “I was born in March, as near as I can ascertain, in the 
year 1815, in Madison County, Kentucky, about seven miles from Richmond, upon the 
plantation of my grandfather, Samuel Campbell. He was considered a very respectable man 
among his fellow robbers-- the slaveholders.”69 
This feature has been traditionally seen as one of the many that attempts to prove the 
authenticity of the ex-enslaved author, signifying the reading audience’s need to verify the ex-
slave and his or her story as the first business of the text. Born without accessible records into 
murky genealogies populated by both slaves and slaveholders, “destitute of religion and every 
principle of humanity,” as Henry “Box” Brown tells us at the beginning of his narrative, the ex-
enslaved writer deployed these statements in order to establish the baseline of abjection from 
which his or her assent to the status of free person was accomplished.70 These moments 
responded to the antislavery sentimentalist rhetoric of the day by highlighting the author’s innate 
pursuit of natural rights despite being burdened by a skewed, non-normative family structure. 
Sympathetic readers were meant to pity the loss of moral grounding this structure implied and 
marvel at the author as he or she overcame these challenges. Certainly more could be said about 
the subtle economic arguments and perspectives on race that writers like Mary Prince, William 
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Wells Brown, Clarke, and “Box” Brown lay the groundwork for here; however, it’s clear that 
contemporaneous, humanist interpretations of these narrative beginnings by abolitionist 
sympathizers unwittingly reproduced the logic that saw black bodies as nothing more than 
commodities. This generic convention insisted, in other words, that these writers’ initial 
enslavement would be an essential aspect of the stories they told during their freedom. 
Northup begins in a very different position from these writers, and his violin playing appears 
as a significant element of his early life that marks this difference. He sets this up by making his 
violin a guiding object during his upbringing—playing it was his “ruling passion”—as well as an 
important component of his livelihood in New York.71 Here, the violin signifies a mode of 
leisure that emphasized the freedom that he was born into as well as a means for him to freely 
participate in his local economy. In addition to being a means of passing the time when he was a 
child, as he became an adult he prospered from “numerous calls to play on the violin,” which 
resulted in he and his wife being “in the possession of abundance.”72 With this beginning we see 
Northup benefiting from the kinds of struggles on display in other slave narratives, and his 
ability to play the violin for fun and profit comes to stand for this inheritance. Northup’s violin 
thus originally symbolizes his stable social position, relatively uncomplicated origins, and self-
determined relationship to his own labor. However, this initial representation of his violin 
playing only served to set up later developments that underscored the precariousness of the 
supposedly bright-line distinctions between free and enslaved labor that animated his and others 
slave narratives. Northup’s association between his musicianship and his notions about self-
determination and his livelihood resurface throughout Twelve Years a Slave as he displays his 
talents after his kidnapping. The significance of the violin shifts radically as its original 
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meanings are routed through the slave trade and the plantation system in ways that show these 
meanings themselves to have been unstable. 
Anticipating later developments surrounding his violin playing, Northup recounts how his 
kidnappers exploited his musicianship and lured him below the Mason-Dixon line. This scenario 
initiates the fracturing of Northup’s self-conception that he spends the rest of Twelve Years a 
Slave trying to suture. By the time he wakes up in William’s Slave Pen, he has acquired a new 
origin story and a distorted sense of his own status. His violin—an object that remains a symbol 
of his freedom even as it accrues meanings associated with his enslavement—mediates these 
fractures. Throughout his experiences Northup turns to this instrument in order to represent the 
contradictions of enslavement. On the one hand, the violin provided Northup with a sense of self 
beyond the work he does in the field; on the other, the music he makes tightens the chains that 
bind him. 
His violin playing assumes this dual role when Northup arrives at Theophilus Freeman’s 
slave market in New Orleans. After his detainment at William’s Slave Pen, Northup is shipped 
south in a chattel gang, and during his journey he attempts to reclaim his freedom by plotting a 
doomed uprising with some of his fellow slaves. Influenced by the failure of this effort, Northup 
changes his strategy and attempts to work within the logic of the slave system by turning to his 
ability to play the violin as he is put up for sale at Freeman’s auction house. The musicianship he 
displays in Freeman’s slave parlor constitutes an important moment in this narrative because it 
crystallizes much of how he shaped his identity within the structures of enslavement as well as 
how cultural formations—like slaves’ musical abilities—shaped this society. Northup’s violin 
was not only an important tool for how he negotiated his passage through this market, but his 
music making emphasized the complex conditions under which enslaved persons had to 
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construct and reconstruct ideas of selfhood. Like his characterizations of sound in William’s 
Slave Pen, Northup’s self-fashioning as an enslaved musician insists on his rootedness in, rather 
than transcendence of, his new found condition.  
This is most apparent when Northup recounts the impromptu violin-playing contest he 
initiated with Bob, one of Freeman’s slaves, who Northup bests by playing the “Virginia Reel.” 
He writes,  
After being fed, in the afternoon, we were again paraded and made to dance. Bob, a 
colored boy, who had some time belonged to Freeman, played on the violin. Standing 
near him, I made bold to inquire if he could play the "Virginia Reel." He answered he 
could not, and asked me if I could play. Replying in the affirmative, he handed me the 
violin. I struck up a tune, and finished it. Freeman ordered me to continue playing, and 
seemed well pleased, telling Bob that I far excelled him—a remark that seemed to grieve 
my musical companion very much.73 
 
Northup first reminds us how closely the slave market was tied to black performance culture in 
the antebellum period, a commonplace observation in archival characterizations of enslavement 
as well as contemporary scholarship about the system. He thickens this frequent feature of 
antislavery literature, though, by associating his musicianship with his efforts to reclaim his free 
status. In this vein, the violin served as a means of displaying his talents in ways that allowed 
him to distinguish himself from other enslaved people. However, his performance also suggests a 
disruption in the formation of potential alliances, and at the risk of overstating my point, this 
aspect of the scene raises questions about the cohesion of black communities in combatting 
antebellum white supremacy within the slave-holding South as well as across other sections of 
the country. At the same time, as Northup displays his talents he enables the commodifying 
operations of the slave market, certainly making himself more attractive to potential buyers but 
also lending a kind of aural respectability to a marketplace full of uncivilized sounds such as 
groans and shrieks. Even as his playing of the reel makes his sale more probable, though, it also 
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gives Northup some leverage in influencing who purchases him, increasing the likelihood that he 
could work his way into a situation that would more easily facilitate his escape. In this scene we 
see a drastic change in the more stable sense of self he portrays at the beginning of his narrative. 
We begin to see how Northup moves between and within the categories defined by the slave 
system, turning to what had been an important identity marker only to find the dehumanizing 
workings of enslavement. Rather than discovering a means of transcending these processes, 
Northup shows how his musical ability signified the back and forth between his identity 
formation and the ways the slave system circumscribed his (and Bob’s) statuses as individuals as 
well as members of communities. 
As Northup makes “bold” and cajoles the violin out of Bob’s hands we see him attempting to 
reclaim the identity he has lost as a result of his kidnapping. Significantly, this comes on the 
heels of his awareness that he has been stripped of his name and given a new one, something he 
learns as Freeman reads the shipping manifest aloud when Northup—now Platt—arrives in New 
Orleans. In this scene, we see Northup reminding us of an original marker of his identity. Later 
representations of his violin playing could be seen to be doing the same work, acting as means 
for him to orient his interior existence to a different rhythm than the mechanical regulation of 
plantation time. He tells us that he “scarcely can conceive how [he] could have endured the long 
years of bondage.”74 His violin becomes his “companion—the friend of my bosom triumphing 
loudly when I was joyful, and uttering its soft, melodious consolations when I was sad.”75 
“Often, at midnight,” he continues, “when sleep had fled affrighted from the cabin, and my soul 
was disturbed and troubled with the contemplation of my fate, it would sing me a song of 
																																																								




peace.”76 Here, the melodies he plays in his cabin resist and restructure his experience of the 
enforced rhythms of the plantation in order to assert his personhood. However, similar to 
Lacoue-Labarthe’s analysis of the close relationship between musical and autobiographical 
impulses, Northup ultimately finds no direction home: there is an irresolvable dissonance 
between his former life and the one he attempts to re-fashion in the new context of enslavement. 
The rhythmic echo that would seamlessly align musicianship and self-determination is lost; 
instead, his violin playing becomes filtered through the workings of the slave system, and as he 
attempts to reclaim his exemplary status this effort is undercut by the dynamics of the 
marketplace and the plantation. 
In the scene at Freeman’s auction house, Northup implicitly connects his virtuoso musical 
ability to the processes of self recovery and life writing, and we see that musical virtuosity, much 
like autobiography itself, posits a distinct relationship between the individual and the 
community, or as Spillers might have it, the individual-in-the-mass and the mass-in-the-
individual. Similar to the role of the autobiographer, the soloist, especially in the improvisatory 
African American musical tradition, is typically expected to provide a unique display of his or 
her craft that simultaneously fits within the group, the community, the milieux. In this process, 
both soloist and autobiographer are often simultaneously expected to transcend their original 
circumstances while remaining exemplary representatives of these circumstances. Like the 
soloist, the autobiographer negotiates a multiform subject position that purports to give a 
singular, individual account from within broader historical and cultural contexts. Northup’s 
descriptions of his role as a virtuoso musician, thus, resonate with the conventions and ostensible 





stories of ex-enslaved individuals that also spoke for the rest of the four million enslaved persons 
in the antebellum U.S.   
By recounting his performance in Freeman’s parlor within the framework of a musical 
contest, however, Northup complicates this equation. This framework calls into question the 
communal structures often associated with antebellum black music making. In his historical 
analysis of the antebellum slave market, Walter Johnson has argued that such music making was 
“the raw material of community” that represented “less a timeless cultural commonality than the 
real-time ritual animation of an existing form with the substance of a new community.”77 This 
was certainly true for many enslaved musicians; however, we see Northup separating himself 
through his musical ability and reinforcing what Robert Stepto has identified as his 
“displacement as a participant-observer.”78 Northup positions himself in this way throughout the 
narrative, especially around music making. He consistently draws a distinction between the 
“simple” songs of his fellow slaves and the music he makes; he also describes the music and 
performances he encounters in proto-ethnographic terms. There is a slippage here in the 
collaborative dualism of the kind of call and response that has traditionally animated formations 
of black music and the soundings of community it is often thought to imply. In Freeman’s 
auction house, rather than Bob answering his challenge he shrinks away, and Northup’s rendition 
of the “Virginia Reel” fades into the mix of the ghostly sounds of the slave market. 
In his own mind, Northup is decidedly different from the others who are up for sale, and 
from the perspective of this distance, he illustrates the precarious circumstances that forged the 
communal bonds of the enslaved, suggesting the ways that such bonds were placed under 
systematic pressures. Such scenes of contestation have provoked pessimism about the 
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possibilities for the enslaved of recovering a sense of agency. Orlando Patterson, for instance, 
argues that “The slave […] could have no honor because he had no power and no independent 
social existence […] he had no name of his own to defend; he could only defend his master’s.”79 
Such an understanding posits that slavery itself—here represented by the auctioneer Freeman and 
the marketplace—defined the horizons of enslaved people in ways that rendered distinctions 
between exemplary individuals and their possibilities of transcending enslavement moot. 
This pessimistic understanding of individual talents within the framework of his contest with 
Bob resonates with other accounts of slavery that featured musical contests as powerful 
disciplinary tools. In his travel account Six Years in a Georgia Prison (1851), for example, Lewis 
Paine relates two such competitions. The first presented a kind of speed dance competition 
between whites and enslaved blacks. Paine writes, “All indulge in the dance. The slaves, as they 
become excited, use the most extravagant gestures—the music increases in speed—and the 
Whites soon find it impossible to sustain their parts, and they retire. This is just what the slaves 
wish, and they send up a general shout, which is returned by the Whites, acknowledging the 
victory.”80 Though the whites become worn out and admit defeat, such carnivalesque events only 
served to reinforce the power structure of the plantation. Paine underscores this implication by 
moving from this description to one that details a corn-shucking event that plantation owners 
across the South held. Folklore scholar Roger Abrahams defines these events as one of the most 
important features of antebellum life for the origins of African American culture spawning an 
entire genre of song.81 As Paine describes the one he attended, enslaved people from the 
surrounding area would gather at one planation to shuck corn, and in order to speed the labor that 
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was the underlying reason for holding these events slave owners would persuade shuckers to “try 
a race.” Music would accompany such races, and a chaos similar to the competition he 
previously described ensued. Paine writes, “At last they get to making all the different noises the 
human voice is capable of, all at the same time—each one of each party doing his best to win the 
victory. One unacquainted with such scenes would think that Bedlam had broken loose, and all 
its inmates were doing their best to thunder forth their uproarious joy.”82 
I discuss the political implications of these kinds of scenes for collective black performance 
on the plantation in the next section of this chapter; for my argument in this section, I’m pointing 
to this common feature of plantation life to show that, in attempting to refashion his identity 
within the context of enslavement, Northup experienced a standard tool of slavery’s disciplinary 
strategy. On the surface such scenes as those found in Six Years in a Georgia Prison Paine 
simply recounted evidence of the African American musical culture he observed; however, in his 
description, music mystifies and distracts; it evokes contrived motivations for efficiency; and, it 
creates just enough space to bend the rules and decorum upon which slave society was built 
without turning this system on its head, despite threatening chaos. In other words, such scenes 
constituted “open displays of work and play” that sought to underscore the former by seeming to 
offer the latter.83 Furthermore, these performances also constituted entertainment for whites on 
the plantation, providing yet another link between performance and the regime of enslaved 
labor.84 In considering these instances of African American music within a more pessimistic, 
suspicious understanding, we see how the fantasies of competition and play that structured 
plantation performances enabled forums for self-fashioning and virtuosity that were constantly 
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undercut by the commodity form into which the enslaved were pressed. In Twelve Years a Slave, 
Northup implicitly showed how his sonic epistemological perspective could reveal these 
complexities. 
The musical contest between Northup and Bob at Freeman’s auction house, however, 
occurred before the sale was made, not within a scene featuring labor, as in Paine’s account, but 
at a moment in the process of commodification during which negotiations between valuation and 
black agency were foregrounded in particular ways. In Twelve Years a Slave the “Virginia Reel” 
was part of the exercise meant to ensure slaves maintained their fitness for the market. By 
displaying a sought after attribute, Northup thus deepens his valuation in this scene in two 
senses—through his ability to facilitate Freeman in maintaining the bodies he has for sale and in 
the ways potential buyers would view this ability as translating into similar uses on their 
plantations. In this way, musical performance signified common understandings of how it would 
be deployed on the plantation as well as serving as a means of propping up the fictions of the 
market that sought to entice customers. The auctioneer’s gaze confirms this. Northup writes, 
“Freeman ordered me to continue playing, and seemed well pleased, telling Bob that I far 
excelled him.” Once the auction house is open to customers Freeman “made it a point to enlarge 
upon [Northup’s] musical attainments,” a comment Northup makes after he describes other ways 
potential buyers inspected the enslaved people for sale, making them “walk briskly back and 
forth,” “open our mouths and show our teeth, precisely as a jockey examines a horse which he is 
about to barter for or purchase.”85 Musical ability thus becomes equated with other ways in 
which slaveholders evaluated the worth of those they would enslave. Rather than the assertion of 
the self that Northup at first imagines that he is engaged in, his violin playing is bound up with 
the processes of turning bodies into commodities as part of what Saidiya Hartman might call, a 
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“theater of the marketplace,” wherein performance never manifests outside of the slave 
economy.86 Hartman has argued persuasively that similar scenes in other accounts of 
enslavement ultimately only reveal the more quotidian workings of the ideology of slavery. 
Whereas nineteenth-century readers thought they saw black subjects, in such musical scenes they 
only ever encountered further examples of enslaved people being objectified.  
Northup’s choice of the “Virginia Reel” with respect to this disciplinary aspect of enslaved 
music is telling since this tune, which originated in the seventeenth-century English court, was 
usually paired with a folk dance that essentially reified class and gender norms. In the 
nineteenth-century American context the “Virginia Reel” had a range of overlapping meanings. 
It was symbolic of the Anglo-Saxon heritage invented by the southern plantation class while also 
serving as a popular frolic for the enslaved on plantation holidays. Enslaved people would 
perform the reel with all of the attendant courtship rituals without the ability to export any of 
these social norms to their lived experience, as white ball-goers might. These performances 
occurred under the auspices of the plantation class for whom these events served as 
entertainment.87 These carnivalesque aspects of the prevailing racial order were also adapted for 
the blackface stage, where the reel contributed to this cultural formation’s enactment of fantasies 
regarding race, class, and gender.88 This situation leads Hartman to conclude that “with each step 
of the “Virginia Reel,” domination was extended and reproduced;” though she adds the caveat 
that “on occasion, the reel was turned to contrary purposes.”89  This association between 
Northup’s musical ability and his value as enslaved labor follows him throughout the narrative. 
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When John Tibeats sells him to Edwin Epps, his last owner, for instance, Northup notes, 
“Tibeats, at the time of my sale, had informed [Epps] I could play on the violin” and as a result, 
“frequently I was called into the house to play before the family, mistress being passionately 
fond of music.”90 
At first, it might seem that Northup only finds his violin playing to emphasize the 
impossibility of recovering his sense of self. However, in the scene at Freeman’s auction he also 
used his ability to play the violin to try to persuade a resident of New Orleans to buy him thus 
rendering his escape more possible.91 Additionally, later in the narrative Northup’s skills on the 
violin enabled him to negotiate plantation life and ameliorate his condition materially in the form 
of spending money and a relative ease of movement throughout the region. He writes, “I was 
indebted to my violin, my constant companion, the source of profit, and soother of my sorrows 
during years of servitude.” He continues, “On holy Sabbath days, when an hour or two of leisure 
was allowed, it would accompany me to some quiet place on the bayou bank, and, lifting up its 
voice, discourse kindly and pleasantly indeed. It heralded my name round the country.” In one 
scene he tells us “there was a grand party of whites assembled at Mr. Yarney's, in Centreville, a 
hamlet in the vicinity of Turner's plantation. I was employed to play for them, and so well 
pleased were the merry-makers with my performance, that a contribution was taken for my 
benefit, which amounted to seventeen dollars.”92 “[The violin],” he continues, “introduced me to 
great houses —relieved me of many days' labor in the field—supplied me with conveniences for 
my cabin—with pipes and tobacco, and extra pairs of shoes, and oftentimes led me away from 
the presence of a hard master, to witness scenes of jollity and mirth.”  His earnings from this 
activity brought, “Visions of cabin furniture, of water pails, of pocket knives, new shoes and 
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coats and hats, floated through my fancy,” and later, these dreams are made material as he buys 
such conveniences.93 Though, the situation he describes here ultimately depends on the whims of 
the planter class, such accounting of his role as an enslaved musician also indicated a more 
complex portrayal of music making on the plantation than only signifying subjection. 
Northup’s awareness of how sounds structured the dynamics within which enslaved subjects 
operated thus complicates conclusions about the proximity of musical performance to the 
processes of objectification of enslaved bodies. In his recounting of the scene at Freeman’s 
auction house, for instance, Northup implicitly represented the dialectical relationship between 
his music and the noises of human suffering produced by other enslaved people. The relationship 
between music and noise that Northup sets up here signified the contradictory definitions of 
enslaved personhood that he found himself and other enslaved people negotiating. This becomes 
apparent when Northup describes the grief experienced by Eliza, one of the enslaved people with 
whom Northup traveled from Washington to New Orleans. Just after Northup’s playing of “The 
Virginia Reel” Eliza faces losing her son to a buyer who claims that he could not purchase the 
entire family. Northup renders Eliza’s reaction to this transaction in sonic terms.  
 
The man answered that he could not afford it, and then Eliza burst into a paroxysm of 
grief, weeping plaintively. Freeman turned round to her, savagely, with his whip in his 
uplifted hand, ordering her to stop her noise, or he would flog her. He would not have 
such work—such sniveling; and unless she ceased that minute, he would take her to the 
yard and give her a hundred lashes.94 
 
Eliza’s outburst prompts Freeman to try to restore order to the scene. “Freeman damned her,” 
Northup writes, “calling her a blubbering, bawling wench, and ordered her to go to her place, and 
behave herself; and be somebody.” The noisiness of Eliza’s pleas is met with the disciplinary 
threat imposed by the whip. The figure of the enslaved mother ripped away from her children 
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was central to the sympathetic strategies of the antislavery movement; however, Northup’s 
juxtaposition of Eliza’s screams to his playing of the “Virginia Reel” adopts a new perspective 
on this conventional scene. 
By interpreting the sounds in these scenes in this way, I do not mean to rely on a positivist 
distinction between music as representing the artifice of power and authority and noise as 
conveying the real expression of dissent or the inner lives of enslaved persons; rather, Twelve 
Years a Slave shows that definitions of these categories were always in motion, their formations 
signifying relations between enslaved persons and the planter class. Northup’s narrative 
represents the ways in which enslaved people were aware of these sonic arrangements. What 
distinctions between music and noise revealed about the interior motivations of enslaved people, 
therefore, mattered much less than what the dialectal nature of these two categories conveyed 
about the discipline that pressed on them and the ways the enslaved subject resisted and 
participated in this dynamic. Agency, in this sense, rested in who configured these categories, on 
who shaped definitions of music and its relationship to noise, and how these formations enabled 
or distorted the making of meaning. 
Music in this narrative, therefore, comes to represent the work this cultural formation 
performed by revealing systematic pressures. In adopting this perspective Northup creates an 
autobiography that complicates ideas about the stability of the liberal subject upon which the 
slave narrative genre and radical abolitionism depended. Rather than the heroic individualism of 
previous slave narratives, Northup’s representations of music show the conflicting categories that 
enslaved people negotiated, and these representations of sound hone in on an important method 
for how the enslaved subject exposed and resisted the objectifying forces that would make of 
them commodities. Through this use of music Northup conveyed how enslaved people moved 
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within and outside of the binary statuses as both subjects and objects. With this juxtaposition of 
musical sounds and the sounds of human suffering Northup reminds us of the precarious line 
between aesthetics and politics enslaved and ex-enslaved people traversed, a matter I take up in 




“Chancing upon a potentially usable black story, the abolitionist sponsors concerned 
themselves with elemental questions: Did the subject actually exist? Was he or she actually a 
slave? Were the names, dates, places of the story factually reliable? Was the subject a suitable 
representative of the antislavery case? These questions answered satisfactorily, how could the 
story be organized more persuasively?” 
-John Sekora, “Black Message/White Envelope: Genre, Authenticity, and Authority in the 
Antebellum Slave Narrative”95   
 
“To feel in solidarity with [the other] it is not necessary for me to grasp him.” 
-Édouard Glissant, Poetics of Relation96  
 
As William Lloyd Garrison laid out the principle goals and strategies of the American 
Antislavery Society at the group’s first meeting he declared, “The public have itching ears to 
hear a colored man speak, and particularly a slave. Multitudes will flock to hear one of his class 
speak […] It would be a good policy to employ a number of colored agents, if suitable ones can 
be found.”97 With his persistent flair for the spectacle on display, Garrison seized upon the figure 
of the fugitive slave and the performance of his story—in print and on the lecture circuit—as key 
components of the Society’s effectiveness in disseminating its political message. Here, Garrison 
imagines white audiences being fully converted to the antislavery cause after witnessing the 
firsthand accounts of those who endured the system. The practice of appealing to audiences’ 
sympathies became an important aspect of these events, a strategy that jibed with the AAS’s turn 
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away from representative politics in favor of a platform based on moral suasion, which focused 
on moralistic appeals over political ones. With this orientation toward reform, white audiences 
consumed the stories of ex-enslaved people’s suffering and supposedly arrived at more rational 
antislavery attitudes.  
Though the radical abolitionist position was varied amongst the movement’s members and 
changed substantially throughout the years between the founding of The Liberator by Garrison 
and Isaac Knapp in 1831 and the close of the Civil War, emotional and sentimental antislavery 
appeals were central to the strategy of moral suasion. In the way they simultaneously represented 
the dehumanizing aspects of the system while conveying stories of the irrepressible human spirit, 
slave narratives and antislavery songs were shaped by this rhetoric. This humanist perspective 
drove the development of the slave narrative genre from the 1830s onward and influenced the 
theorization of music’s role within the AAS strategy, which deployed music as an influential, 
persuasive tool thought to have the power to sway the inner thoughts of antislavery audiences. 
This discursive economy, however, begs the question, what was the place of the ex-enslaved 
speaker, writer, or performer who produced these effects?  
By the time Twelve Years a Slave was published, the sentimentalist aspects of moral suasion 
very much defined the standards by which slave narratives were judged; however, the 
representations of music embedded within Northup’s account of the slave system formed an 
important part of what William Andrews has identified as this narrative’s “new discursive 
contract.” This contract responded to the strong current of paternalism that underwrote the 
AAS’s sentimentalist orientation to the plight of the slave. As Garrison’s advocacy for the 
usefulness of ex-enslaved speakers suggests, the radical abolitionist position regarding slave 
narratives and ex-enslaved performers involved white abolitionist leaders stage managing the 
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stories of ex-enslaved people, who stood in as representations of slavery’s wrongs while in many 
cases being left out of the shaping of the abolitionist platform. These leaders tended to emphasize 
the speaker’s or writer’s former enslaved status, which worked to re-inscribe this status and 
accentuate the equation between the ex-slave and the commodity form even as this correlation 
was disavowed in antislavery literature and at antislavery events. In My Bondage and My 
Freedom (1855), for instance, Frederick Douglass characterized his early experiences on the 
abolitionist lecture circuit along these lines. He writes, “I was generally introduced as a ‘chattel,’ 
a ‘thing’—a piece of southern ‘property’—the chairman assuring the audience that it could 
speak.”98 Though the staging that he described here was surely performed with a measure of 
dramatic irony, Douglass highlighted how, in making him a figure of sympathy and curiosity, 
abolitionist political organizers reinforced the dehumanizing structures of slavery in ways that 
could be seen as only a few degrees removed from the real thing. Under the guise of appealing to 
assumptions about people’s universal convictions, these events offered their audiences what has 
been condemned as an “easy empathy.”99 Easy, because it required no political action. 
Additionally, developments in American popular culture, particularly the pervasiveness of 
blackface minstrelsy, meant that the slave was everywhere and nowhere at once, rendering 
sympathy for this figure commonplace, muddled, and ineffective. By the 1850s, American 
culture was saturated with serious as well as frivolous representations of the pathos of black 
people, nevertheless this period fell far short of having a robust, coherent theory for undoing the 
slave system.  
When Twelve Years a Slave first appeared, though, abolitionists promoted it within the usual 
sentimentalist terms. As one of the first slave narratives to dramatize the new reality ushered in 
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by the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850, Northup’s story was taken up by the leading lights of the 
anti-slavery movement as a story that occasioned “shame and tears on the part of all.” “Some of 
the scenes,” one reviewer wrote, “have a fearful and exciting power in their delineation. The 
sunshine of kind treatment sheds a few broad beams athwart the dark canvas of twelve years of 
bondage; but in the main, the dark cruelty and wickedness of oppression is still more revolting 
by the contrast.”100 Hitting a Garrisonian note, another reviewer saw Twelve Years a Slave as 
drawing people into the antislavery movement, writing “he who with an unbiased mind sits down 
to the perusal of this book, will arise perfectly satisfied that American Slavery is a hell of 
torments yet untold, and feel like devoting the energies of his life to its extirpation from the face 
of God’s beautiful earth.”101 By dedicating his book to Harriet Beecher Stowe, Northup also tied 
his narrative to the most popular and influential sentimental antislavery novels of the day. These 
associations helped drive sales: in its first year of publication, Twelve Years a Slave sold 20,000 
copies, making it one of the year’s best sellers, an attribute made more surprising by the fact that 
it was only published in October of that year.102 
Even though Twelve Years a Slave came from this sentimentalist rhetorical economy, it 
appeared at a time when black writers were reassessing their roles within the strategies of the 
abolitionist movement, and the representations of music Northup wrote into his narrative 
constituted a significant aspect of this change. As I’ve argued in the previous section of this 
chapter, the music in Twelve Years a Slave does more than garner sympathy for himself or the 
other enslaved people he observes. Rather, by combining representations of enslavement and 
music, Northup crafts a counterintuitive anti-humanist understanding of the slave system that 
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attempts to account for the complex formations of power through which this system worked. If 
we accept contemporary schemas that show the double-edged workings of power as 
simultaneously “pressing the subject into subordination” and forming “the subject’s continuing 
conditions of possibility,” Northup’s attention to music offers an epistemology through which to 
examine this paradoxical formulation for antebellum black political agency.103 Northup reveals, 
on the one hand, that while subjugation certainly met the enslaved person at every turn, it 
perhaps more sinisterly manifested through the supposed pleasures of performance and 
entertainment.104 On the other hand, this narrative conveys how music constituted a form of 
resistance, allowing the enslaved to appropriate the methods of power involved in the formation 
of enslaved subjects and form strategies for the alteration of the very forces that served to 
subjugate them. As I’ve written above, this was an essential aspect of Northup’s self-fashioning. 
In this section, I examine how his musical and autobiographical impulses shaped his narrative’s 
politics. 
I argue that through his representations of music Northup unwittingly replaced the 
abolitionist movement’s moral suasionist political rhetoric with scenes featuring music’s 
relationship to power formations. Under this rubric, the pleasures and cultural-historical 
significance of music matter much less than how the act of music making—whether in the 
performances that occurred at the big house or those that took place around slave cabins—
enacted a method for thinking through forms of discipline and group identifications. As I explain 
above, Northup’s own orientation to other enslaved people was problematic; however, through 
his often-perplexed accounts of enslaved music making he inadvertently reveals the making and 
breaking of communal bonds and, by extension, the making and breaking of political action. 
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Looking at the musical scenes in this narrative in terms of how they construed group formations 
underscores the importance of music in helping Northup understand black political agency 
within the slave system, if only implicitly. This interpretation of Twelve Years a Slave seeks to 
uncover how this narrative’s representations of musical sound enabled Northup to participate in 
what Robert Fanuzzi has defined as the “abolitionist public sphere.”105  
Antebellum African American music has typically been characterized as a cultural formation 
that operated beneath the dominant political landscape, serving as a vehicle for coded messages 
that aided the escape of enslaved people, for instance. While this perspective has been useful for 
emphasizing the significance of this music, my interpretation theorizes musical sound as an 
important way that the black political voice explicitly shaped antislavery public discourse. 
Traditionally, theories of politics and citizenship, particularly those that concern historical 
periods after the advent of the printing press, have relied on what has come to be called the print 
public sphere as the primary location of political discourse. With print came a more widespread 
dissemination of ideas, supposedly more stable, accurate textual productions, and a more easily 
discernible discursive record.106  In defining the public sphere formed by the radical abolitionist 
movement, Fanuzzi draws a distinction between this movement’s perspective and the “discursive 
space of free discussion” at the center of Habermas’s poltical theory. The print public sphere of 
abolitionism tended to involve those who could not legally participate in nineteenth-century U.S. 
politics, a perspective that was a natural development from the movement’s turn to the strategy 
of moral suasion. As part of their sentimentalist perspective, radical abolitionists spoke to and for 
a populace outside of the strictures of “the legal and political definitions of citizenry,” the voters 
assumed to constitute Habermas’s notion of the public sphere. Members of this movement 
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dedicated their efforts to outside groups such as illiterate “readers,” the enslaved and ex-
enslaved, and women, conjuring “the prospect of an indiscriminately composed public sphere 
and the threat of full civic participation.”107 Thus, while the paternalist notions I discuss above 
certainly underwrote much of this movement’s sentimentalist platform, a more positive 
development arose in how abolitionism came to necessarily require the involvement of those 
who were traditionally excluded from politics.108  
The very structure of Twelve Years a Slave conveys Northup’s serious doubts about the 
political efficacy of such traditional textualist definitions of political discourse.109 Contrary to a 
reliance on the printed word to enable rational discourse, the politics of this narrative are rooted 
in the ways Northup juxtaposes sound and text in order to show text-based claims to identity and 
legal status to be problematic for the ex-enslaved author. While scholars have paid particular 
attention to Northup’s reliance on legal documents, written texts represented in the narrative—
trial accounts in the appendix, the representation of free passes in the narrative itself, the letter it 
takes Northup twelve long years to send and that he fears will never circulate—all give the lie to 
notions of print as an objective, disinterested media that produced rational political discourse 
around the slavery issue. Historian Trish Loughran has proposed that the publication of Twelve 
Years a Slave itself was yet another manifestation of these concerns because its appearance in the 
1850s stood as a rebuke to the print networks to which Northup was denied while he was 
enslaved.  
Northup accomplishes this by drawing our attention to two kinds of performance: one that 
occurred at the demands of the plantation class and one that takes place on slave holidays. The 
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starkest example of the former took place while Northup was attached to Edwin Epps’s 
plantation, when he and his fellow slaves were forced to perform barn dances in the middle of 
the night. The clearest instance of the latter occurred in Northup’s description of the Christmas 
holidays, which becomes the springboard for his discussion of slave music in general. While 
Northup derives these two categories of enslaved music from conventional abolitionist literature, 
taken together they direct us away from the sentimentalist rhetoric within which such imagery 
was usually couched. Instead Northup shows us that music making itself—rather than its 
discursive, lyrical signification—had much to tell us about the formation of collectives of 
enslaved people. 
He sets up this dichotomy by first describing the dances the enslaved would be coerced into 
performing on the nights Edwin Epps was in “a dancing mood.” On these occasions, an 
inebriated Epps gathered his slaves in a “large room of the great house,” and Northup, “spurred 
by an occasional sharp touch of the lash, sat in a corner, extracting from [his] violin a marvelous 
quick-stepping tune.”110 Here, Epps’s lash itself becomes one of the instruments that define the 
scene. During these episodes, he writes, “there must be no halting or delay, no slow or languid 
movements; all must be brisk, and lively, and alert.”111 As Epps ambles through the spaces 
between the performers, “his whip was in his hand, ready to fall about the ears of the 
presumptuous thrall, who dared to rest a moment, or even stop to catch his breath.”112 These 
dances often lasted all night, and despite fatigue, Epps’s “unhappy slaves were made to dance 
and laugh” as well as work the next day.113  
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The disciplinary aspects here were in line with other accounts of enslavement that circulated 
widely within antislavery rhetoric; however, these scenes typically fit the humanist leanings of 
the moral suasionist position. Many leading abolitionist writers and activists noted the practices 
of forcing the enslaved to make music. In a letter from 1822, for instance, antislavery activist 
Reverend James H. Dickey of Kentucky related seeing a coffle of about 40 slaves chained 
together marching in a “dismal silence” that was only interrupted by the “sound of two violins.” 
Upon witness the marchers, Dickey notes that they moved to this music beneath the American 
flag, which was held by one of the slaves, “carried by a hand literally in chains,” making a 
connection between enslavement, sound, and American ideals similar to the rhetorical moves 
Northup makes in William’s Slave Pen. Interestingly, in Dickey’s account the black subject is 
replaced by the black body, signified by the metonymic image of the enslaved hand. In 
characterizing his observations in this way, Dickey reinforces the marchers’ status as victims of 
enslavement, a move he makes in service to his appeal to the morality of his would-be 
antislavery sympathizers. Dickey’s account had a lot of traction within the abolitionist 
movement. In his 1833 open letter, activist Reverend John Rankin, for instance, expanded upon 
this vignette’s appeal to a morality rooted in his readers’ emotional response. In this vein he 
writes, “And the feelings of humanity are shocked at seeing the most oppressive sorrows of 
suffering innocence mocked with all the lightness of sportive music!” Rankin’s recounting of 
this story fits it into moral suasionist terms, highlighting first the discrepancy between the 
“lightness” of this music and the heaviness of the slave trade. Three years later, Lydia Maria 
Child developed this imagery in her An Appeal in Favor of That Class of Americans Called 
Africans (1833). “We have no Saturnalia here,” she writes, “unless we choose to thus designate a 
coffle of slaves, on the fourth of July, rattling their chains to the sound of a violin, and carrying 
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the banner of freedom in hands loaded with irons.”114 Harriet Beecher Stowe also reproduced 
this story when she compiled A Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1853), her source book for her 
famous novel. The association with the uses of music by enslavers to mask the cruelty of the 
system recurs in other stories Stowe’s Key such as the account of Mary and Emily Edmundson 
who were “obliged to set off singing! accompanied with fiddles and banjoes!—“ as they 
marched to enslavement in South Carolina. In noting the relationship between enslavement and 
music, abolitionists were forming their antislavery critique around a standard strategy of slave 
society: the uses of music to control the sentiments of the enslaved population.  
If abolitionists saw the opportunity to appeal to their readers’ emotions by representing the 
dissonance created by performances of supposedly happy music in the midst of the 
dehumanizing practices of enslavement, slaveholders deployed music as a means of controlling 
the attitudes and emotions of enslaved people so they would remain docile. This was, in fact, the 
more sinister side of the same perspective that viewed music in sentimental terms. The writer of 
an advice piece published in De Bow’s Review titled “Management of Negroes upon Southern 
Estates,” for example, advises, “I must not omit to mention that I have a good fiddler, and keep 
him well supplied with catgut, and I make it his duty to play for the negroes every Sunday night 
until 12 o’clock.” British actress-turned-antislavery advocate Fanny Kemble recounts similar 
uses of music in her memoir of the time she spent married to a Georgia slave owner, writing, “I 
have heard that many of the masters and overseers on these plantations prohibit melancholy 
tunes or words, and encourage nothing but cheerful music and senseless words, deprecating the 
effect of sadder strains upon the slaves, whose peculiar musical sensibility might be expected to 
make them especially excitable by any songs of a plaintive character.” “These poor slaves,” 
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Kemble continues, “are just the sort of people over whom a popular musical appeal to their 
feelings and passions would have an immense power.” This was also a feature of slavery 
acknowledged by ex-enslaved writers. In his A Slave's Adventures Toward Freedom, Not 
Fiction, but the True Story of a Struggle, for example, Peter Bruner describes the music that 
accompanied slaves being transferred from the slave markets to traders’ boats. He writes, “the 
slave traders would buy the slaves at market and take them down the river on a boat […] tell 
them to start up a song, and then I would hear them begin to sing […] Those that refused to sing 
they would throw that big whip in among them and make them sing.”115 In its belief in the 
natural relationship between music and sentiments, this interpretation of how music worked on 
the plantation also informed Frederick Douglass’s comments on music that I discuss in the 
introduction.  
The view that music provided pathways to the workings of one’s feelings, therefore, 
animated both sides of this conventional story of music and enslavement. From the abolitionist 
perspective, the songs of the enslaved jarred against the abuses of the system, and these sonic 
discrepancies played into sentimentalist accounts meant to produce a properly rational 
antislavery conviction. This highlighted what they saw as contradictions between the slave 
system and American ideals, symbolized by the emphasis on the flag’s presence in Dickey’s and 
Rankin’s letters. Whereas such accounts purported to examine the depth of antislavery feelings, 
though, they only scratched the surface of the experiences of the enslaved because they did not 
go beyond asking the reader simply to be shocked. From the point of view of the master, such a 
theory of music and interiority formed yet another kind of disciplinary control of what Orlando 
Patterson has identified as “those private and public symbols and ritual processes that induce 
																																																								




(and seduce) people to obey because they feel satisfied and dutiful when they do so.”116 In this 
sense, music was a means for masters to gain recognition. In analysis that could be applied to 
both of these views of enslaved music Saidiya Hartman asserts that Northup’s depiction of the 
forced dance on Epps’s plantation shows, that “the theatricality of the Negro emerges only in the 
aftermath of the body’s brutal dramatic placement—in short, after the body has been made 
subject to the will of the master.”117 Hartman argues that, while the dances slaves were forced to 
perform were signs of culture and pleasure, the reproduction and circulation of such scenes, 
contrary to the abolitionist viewpoint, only signified quotidian forms of subjection  
With Twelve Years a Slave, however, Northup complicates this formulation by describing 
whites in this scene as irrationally emotive while ironically characterizing the enslaved dancers 
as automatons, divested of an emotional, “human” response, thereby reversing the typical 
dichotomy between black feelings and white rationalism. It is Epps who shouts, “dance, niggers, 
dance,” while moving erratically through the group, and it is his wife who at times “upbraided 
him” and at others could not restrain a burst of laughter, on witnessing his uproarious pranks.” In 
this scene, Northup implicitly asks his readers to rethink conventional abolitionist notions of 
sentimentalism that would privilege depictions of black suffering over those showing the 
irrationality of whites. Instead, this scene exposes the fissures in the hierarchical relationship 
between master and slave, stripping the conventional symbolism associated with similar scenes 
and showing how music making itself exposed structural elements of the master’s desire for 
recognition. He characterizes Epps’s precarious place within the slaveholding class by describing 
him as a man whose “rough, rude energy, united with an uncultivated mind and an avaricious 
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spirit.”118 In his comments on Northup’s narrative Walter Johnson has characterized Epps as 
among the social climbers within slave society who were constantly engaged in efforts to 
“impress themselves upon their new slaves.”119 Similarly historian Katrina Dyonne Thompson 
describes Epps’s actions in this scene as expressions of “authority, potential wealth, and 
amusement” that served to “legitimize” his power.120 Northup thus renders this scene as one of 
futile striving on Epps’s part, asking his readers to think about how music organizes the social 
formations upon which the slave system was built rather than the conventional trope of the 
dissonance between the artificial contentment of slaves and their actual feelings. 
Later Northup focuses on the music produced by enslaved people, showing how music 
making helped form communal bonds. This, too, was of a piece with abolitionist depictions of 
enslavement that featured music, but, like the scene involving Epps, Northup uses this imagery 
to reveal structural elements of the slave system. In the main, conventional depictions of the 
music of the enslaved took on proto-ethnographic and sentimental characteristics that involved, 
on the one hand, presenting readers with evidence of black culture in an era when race-based 
hierarchical values were being solidified, and on the other, conveying the emotional depth of 
enslaved performers in the vein of literary sentimentalism. This framework influences Northup 
when he describes the “poetry in motion,” the “genuine happiness, rampant and unrestrained,” 
that he observes in slave performances during the Christmas dances. Turning to a common 
bromide, he writes, “The African race is a music-loving one, proverbially; and many there were 
among my fellow bondsmen whose organs of tune were strikingly developed, and who could 
thumb the banjo with dexterity121 […]. 
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In characterizing music making as an innate quality, Northup gestures toward conventional 
nineteenth-century thinking about the enslaved; however, even from this conventional 
description we see that Northup has a more perceptive ear for how music works within this 
context. His description of the “poetry in motion” of these performances, for example, 
champions slave dances over their white counterparts, which are populated by “pleasure-seeking 
sons and daughters of idleness, who move with measured step, listless and snail-like, through the 
slow-winding cotillion.”122 In this brief comparison, Northup makes plain the implicit contrast he 
has been developing between Christmas holiday festivities and white cotillions. While this 
comparison mostly turns on Northup’s argument that the pleasure witnessed in slave dances 
made them preferable to white dances, thus reinforcing standard views about black 
emotionalism, he also points us away from the traditional gloss of such scenes by focusing our 
attention on the movements of the dances themselves, describing a typical Christmas dance he 
recalls in terms of how musical performance enabled the formation of a community of slaves. If 
Northup’s gesture here is doubly clichéd—once through his usage of nineteenth-century tropes 
surrounding the so-called inherent “music-loving” qualities of the African race and once again 
by satisfying the demands of critical-historical accounts of musical performance as an important 
pillar of the cultural life of plantation slavery—it also asks us to move our ears around these 
performances rather than to dispassionately evaluate the aesthetics of such events and make 
pronouncements on their cultural worth. His emphasis on the technical skills displayed by 
himself and his fellow bondsmen suggests that his interests are in highlighting what music 
making implied about the structure of groups of enslaved people and their places in the slave 





Northup underscores this emphasis on the use of music as a tool for organizing groups 
through the association he sets up between the making of meaning and the making of music, 
which were themselves prominent features of white accounts of black music in the nineteenth 
century. In this vein, he describes his fellow slaves as performing “unmeaning songs,” a 
characterization of the supposed lack of discursive meanings of slave songs that also appeared 
throughout white accounts of slave music. Unlike Twelve Years a Slave, though, these accounts 
usually only reinforced normative ideas about the inability of enslaved musicians to make sense. 
James Hungerford, for example, relates a conversation he has with a Maryland planter who 
characterized a singer named Clotilda as someone who “might have been a genius” but “in her 
present condition she is only eccentric.”123 Similarly Fanny Kemble recounted that she had 
“never heard the negroes on Mr._____’s plantation sing any words that could be said to have any 
sense.” After witnessing a performance by an enslaved person she observes, “Another pretty and 
pathetic tune began with words that seemed to promise something sentimental […] but 
immediately went off into nonsense verses.”124 Of the lyrics she heard on her tour of southern 
plantations, Fredrika Bremer, likewise, remarked, “the words…are frequently inferior to the 
music; they are childish, and contain many repetitions both of phrases and imagery…”125 
Accounts like Kemble’s and Hungerford’s stop short of bridging the gap they describe 
between discursive meaning and musical performance. These kinds of white listeners’ 
experiences usually resulted in two kinds of apprehensions about this music: one that related it to 
blackface minstrelsy and one that assessed its aesthetic value in terms of Euro-centric 
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conceptions of music. In the former trend, white listeners often exhibited a tortuous 
understanding about the relationship between the songs they heard on the plantation and the 
minstrel songs that sounded in northern theaters, a manifestation of what Eric Lott has identified 
as the porous relationship between white-defined notions of black culture and the caricatures of 
the blackface stage.126 In her Homes of the New World (1853), for example, Bremer’s 
observations of the performance of blackface standards by enslaved people lead her to 
characterize songs like “Oh, Susanna” and “Uncle Ned,” both of which are commonly attributed 
to Stephen Foster, as originating on the plantation. Conversely, Fanny Kemble developed a 
complex hierarchical genealogy that reversed Kemble’s. She asserts,  “That which I have heard 
these people sing is often plaintive and pretty, but almost always has some resemblance to tunes 
with which they must have become acquainted through the instrumentality of white men; their 
overseers or masters whistling Scotch or Irish airs, of which they have produced by ear these 
rifacciamenti.”127 Related to the inclinations that Kemble displays here, many white listeners 
evaluated the musical techniques against European standards. In her description of secular slave 
songs, which were really songs associated with blackface minstrelsy, Bremer remarks, “many of 
these songs remind me of Haydn’s and Mozart’s simple, naïve melodies…”128 After Hungerford 
presents his transcription of the song “Sold to Georgy,” he evaluates the ability for slave singers 
to rhyme. He writes, 
  
 The reader will observe that the lines of the song do not rhyme; and it may be remarked  
 that the negro songs—that is, such as they can compose themselves—are mostly without  
 rhymes. Whten they do attempt to rhyme they frequently take more than the poetic license,  
 being satisfied—when they can not do better—if the vowel-sounds at the ends of the lines  
 agree.129   
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Figure 1: “Sold off to Georgy” qtd in. Eileen Southern, Readings in African American Music 2nd edition, 73 
 
 
Both of these ways of understanding black music led white listeners to hear these songs as 
depolitized, sentimental, and naïve, an orientation that prevented them from perceiving the 
potential antislavery complaints contained within this music. This attitude towards black music 
was present in Hungerford’s The Old Plantation and What I Gathered There in an Autumn 
Month of 1832 (1859), which is the earliest known representation of slave music on a U.S. 
plantation. In addition to the more technical aspects of “Sold to Georgy,” Hungerford also 
evaluates this song in terms of the sentimental response it produced in white listeners. He writes, 
“the tone of voice in which this boat-song was sung was inexpressibly plaintive, and, bearing 
such a melancholy tune, and such affecting words, produced a very pathetic effect. I saw tears in 
the eyes of the young ladies, and could scarcely restrain my own.” The welling up of emotion 
that this performance caused prompted one listener to remark, “confound this lively music...it is 
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making the girls cry.” This description of the effect produced by this song equates a feminized 
sentimentality with an apolitical understanding of black music, which in this case was manifested 
through a musical lament about the exigencies of the slave trade. Hungerford’s account makes 
this alignment plain when Lizzie, one of the women made tearful by the song, asserts, “’I like the 
music […] it is sometimes pleasant—if I may speak such a seeming paradox—to be made sad 
without any personal cause for being so.’” “’Such a state of feeling,’” she continues, “’may be 
called “the luxury of woe.”’”130 Despite the tears that this song extracts, Lizzie emphasizes the 
apolitical aesthetic at work in her listening experience, which attempted to render the content of 
the song—the enslaved singer’s complaint—as abstract, something to ponder at a distance rather 
than change. In this light, her allusion to Thomas Moore’s “Anacreontic” is apt since such poems 
celebrated frivolity over responsibility. In his depiction of women in this scene, Hungerford also 
suggests that femininity was defined by apolitical attitudes wherein women were viewed as mere 
containers for excessive emotions, a categorization that Hungerford also applies to the enslaved 
male singer.  
Highlighting differences between text and subtext in nineteenth-century representations of 
musical lyrics, however, only partially reveals the ways Twelve Years a Slave depicts the work of 
enslaved musicianship because such an interpretation relies on describing enslavement from 
idealist discursive situations. Accounts of enslaved performances from this perspective tended to 
reproduce the racial norms that underwrote the slave system, a feature for both pro-slavery 
writers—like Hungerford—and antislavery sympathizers—like Kemble. The very fact of 
Northup’s enslaved status, however, complicates his attempts at adopting the kind of 
disinterested distance on display in the accounts I discuss above as well as the rationalizations 
that determined the abolitionist public sphere. While Northup certainly notes differences between 
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sense and nonsense, his perspective as both participant and observer draws our attention to 
music’s capacities to serve as a tool—as a method—for exposing social contradictions from 
within. From this perspective, the conventional system of meaning ascribed to music matters less 
to this narrative than the complex social structure music making conveyed.  
This becomes apparent as Northup continues his description of the Christmas dance and 
continues to point to the ways musical performance enabled formations of enslaved groups. 
While he reproduces lyrics in this section he continually undermines their traditional 
significations by replacing a rubric of meaning making with one of music making. Here he 
evaluates performances as “nonsensical, but full of melody.”131 Furthermore, Northup 
characterizes the tableau that these performances enacted as more complicated than merely 
conveying contentment. He tells us,  
But not an emotion of wrath ruffled the placid bosom of Samuel as his legs flew like 
drum-sticks down the outside and up the middle, by the side of his bewitching partner. 
The whole company cheered them vociferously, and, excited with the applause, they 
continued "tearing down" after all the others had become exhausted and halted a moment 
to recover breath. 
 
Whereas accounts like Hungerford’s characterized such a scene “as one of hearty glee in which 
all seemed to be enjoying themselves vastly” Northup depicts them as working out communal 
and social practices, and it is through this depiction that I see Northup as conveying a politics of 
slave music.132 This kind of proto-political formation can be seen in Northup’s comment at the 
end of Twelve Years a Slave where he writes, 
When the dinner was over the tables were removed to make room for the dancers. I tuned  
my violin and struck up a lively air; while some joined in a nimble reel, others patted and 
sang their simple but melodious songs, filling the great room with music mingled with 
the sound of human voices and the clatter of many feet.133 
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Representations of musical sound were thus important ways that this narrative developed 
what Sam Worley has identified as Northup’s “immanent critique” of the slave system. Rather 
than transcending enslavement, as most other slave narratives sought to do, Northup employed 
representations of musical sound to describe the system from within its norms. In this way he 
refused the typical “transcendent code of reason or religion” on display in many slave narratives 
of this period and “represents social practices as contingent and potentially contradictory,” 
showing how such practices, “loosely impinge upon one another.”134 Northup asks his readers to 
sympathize with his plight, for instance, even while expressing disdain for some of those who 
share his condition and weaves together literary conventions of the slave narrative genre and 
aural representations of enslavement to craft an anti-slavery appeal that more accurately 
represents slavery’s effects on these subjects than could be accomplished through a typical 
account of this system. 
Perhaps the most canny way Northup trades transcendence for immanence is in his 
reproduction of the tune “Roarin’ River: A Refrain of the Red River Plantation,” which appears 
in his account of the Christmas holiday as well as in sheet music form at the back of the book. In 
representing the song first as part of his ethnographic-leaning account of slave holiday dances, 
Northup invites us to read this song as one might in any other slave narrative. Though this song 
had affinities with minstrel tunes, it more accurately can be seen as conveying the impinging 
forces of enslavement as well as nineteenth-century popular culture. The lyrics are in a decidedly 
sentimentalist register that would have satisfied blackface audiences, but, read more literally, it 
also imagines a life of freedom and land ownership. On the one hand we could think of this 
being sung ironically as minstrel farce, but in the singer’s aspirations for a better life away from 
whites, there is a sly criticism that counters other minstrel songs that depict the benefits of 
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enslavement. From another angle, however, Northup’s inclusion of this song as sheet music in 
the back of the book invites another reading altogether, one that is only accomplished in the 
performance of the tune by the reader. Including the sheet music at the end of his narrative 
invites participation, the kind that attempts to render plantation music as discernible sound, a 
wholly different experience than simply reading about and visualizing the account of an ex-
enslaved person, and through this gesture, Northup models the perspectival shift that music in 
Twelve Years a Slave signifies. 
 
Figure 2: “Roaring River,” Solomon Northup, Twelve Years a Slave, 230 
 
Through his transcription of “Roaring River” at the end of his narrative, Northup suggests an 
interest in performance that carried into his promotion of the book once it was published. As it  
appeared in print—first in newspapers and then with the publication of his book—Northup 
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himself became a minor fixture on the lecture circuit. The sentimentalist rhetoric that 
characterized the significance of Twelve Years a Slave carried into his public appearances. In a 
letter to The Liberator, Henry C. Wright asserted, “No narrative of man’s experience as a slave, a 
chattel, is more touching, or better calculated to expose the true character and designs of 
slaveholders. But it is far more potent to see the man, and hear him, in his clear, manly, straight-
forward way, speak of slavery as he experienced it, and as he saw it in others.”135 Northup 
capitalized on the demand for public appearances; he even adapted his story for the stage, 
producing two plays.136 I’ll close this chapter with a brief analysis of one of the extant play bills 
from a production in Massachusetts. 
While the texts of the plays themselves have been lost, advertisements for the second 
production of Northup’s story survive. In these advertisements, we see that, this production 
trucked in the sentimental and sensational zeitgeist of his day. They describe a melodrama filled 
with tableaux, clearly defined heroes and villains, and stark scenes of despair and cruelty. For 
instance, an advertisement for a performance of the play in Fitchburg, MA, highlights the play’s 
second act as exhibiting archetypical scenes of black suffering that often featured in sentimental 
and sensational antislavery novels and plays. As with the slave narrative, Eliza’s story was 
important for the plot of the stage adaptation. The summary notes that the audience will witness 
the “cruel conduct of Burch; the Lash, Eliza and her child; a mother’s wretchedness,” 
highlighting this production’s place in a long line of depictions of suffering enslaved mothers. 
The advertisement also indicates that Samuel Bass assumes a larger role in Northup’s story. Bass 
was the Canadian carpenter who delivered the letters that eventually led to Northup’s rescue. In 
the play his name is changed to Ichabod Bass, he becomes a “Yankee,” and he quietly follows 
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Northup throughout the play. On the surface, these changes reflect the growing sectional divide 
in the U.S.; however, they also suggest that in this stage production Bass became the 
embodiment for the kind of paternalism that underwrote most slave narratives in the nineteenth 
century.  
The advertisement for the Fitchburg performance raises tantalizing questions about the 
political perspectives of Northup’s narrative and how he might have imagined himself as 
reworking conventional abolitionist rhetoric. For example, it is possible to see a double valence 
in the advertisement’s usage of the term “breakdown.” In the first instance, the “plantation 
breakdown” that begins the performance evokes the kind of racially stereotypical routines 
featured on the blackface stage, but in act four we are told we will see a “breakdown by Pastey” 
[sic] followed by a scene in which she is whipped. At one level, “breakdown” signified the 
word’s conventional dramatic meaning of a musical number that interrupts the progress of the 
narrative. By having a scene in which Patsy is whipped follow her solo breakdown performance 
in act four, though, the advertisement suggests that another meaning was in play. In her 
breakdown one imagines her soliloquizing through her performance an attempt to understand her 
circumstances in the privacy of her cabin and prior to her brutalization by the lash.  
This sequence thus suggests that, in this play’s imaginary, music and performance could 
serve as tools for the enslaved subject to break down and reconstitute their orientation to their 
positions apart from the disciplinary operations of the slave system. Taking this proposition a 
step further, one sees that Northup wished to convey a dialectical relationship between 
representations of black political agency and the totalizing, dehumanizing effects of 
enslavement. This interpretation is circumstantially supported by the genealogy of the play. Its 
first iteration in the spring of 1854 was met with criticism that it lacked the melodramatic 
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elements that would have made the plot more cohesive for nineteenth-century audiences and that 
Northup did not sufficiently consult with abolitionists in adapting his story for the stage. These 
perceived flaws led reviewers to pan the productions as fragmentary and insufficiently 
entertaining, but these problems also likely stemmed from Northup’s effort to emphasize 
representations of the slave system as a whole instead of advancing a more conventional plot 
structure.137 This production indicates the ways Northup, and the abolitionists with whom he 
associated, attempted to take his narrative out of the quiet pages of the book and dramatize it on 
the lecture and theater circuits. At one level, we can see Northup refashioning himself once again 
as a stage performer and public persona. At another level, we can see abolitionist reformers 
seizing on the story and—in the change made to Bass’s character—emphasizing the widening 
sectional divide, and it’s clear that Northup’s ear for how music manipulated these different and 






















'There is always something awful in the voice of the multitude:' Harriet Beecher Stowe and 





“THERE is a Charm: a Power that sways the breast; 
Bids every Passion revel or be still; 
Inspires with Rage, or all your Cares dissolves; 
Can sooth Distraction, and almost Despair. 
That Power is Music…” 
The Art of Preserving Health (1745) by John Armstrong138  
 
 
In the preface to his influential antislavery songbook The Harp of Freedom (1856) George 
Whitefield Clark asks, 
Who does not desire to see the day, when music of a chaste and elevated style, shall go 
forth with its angel voice, like a spirit of love upon the wind, exerting upon all classes of 
society a pure and healthful moral influence? When its wonderful power over the 
sentiments and passions, shall be made to subserve every righteous cause—to aid every 
humane effort for the promotion of man’s social, civil, and religious well being?”139  
 
Revising his comments in the preface to his previous volume, The Liberty Minstrel (1844), Clark 
imagines the ways music might work as a tool for reforming and refining people’s attitudes 
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about the moral issues of his day, characterizing how, in the wake of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 
memorable formulation at the end of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, music might serve as a means of 
causing people to “feel right.”140 More specifically, he asserts that music, which “has ever been 
the faithful handmaid of Liberty,” held the power to generate, “a deep consciousness of the 
injustice of slavery” by influencing his audience's “sentiments and passions” and tuning their 
thoughts to properly antislavery feelings. “[T]hus awakened,” he tells us, these sentiments “gush 
forth as naturally in song, as the morning orisons of the Lark, who soars up in the sunshine like a 
thing of light and melody.”141 As Clark imagines it, the music compiled in his collection affects 
participants’ sympathies with regard to the slavery crisis by reshaping their inward moral 
feelings and producing "common sense" antislavery positions. Thus, while ex-enslaved 
autobiographers like Solomon Northup deployed representations of musical sound to stake out 
new places within antislavery political discourse, white abolitionists were also using music 
strategically, as a rhetorical tool to produce antislavery feelings. 
On first consideration, Clark’s sense of this music might seem unremarkable, and indeed his 
comments here were typical of the understanding held by antislavery sympathizers about the 
work of music within their movement.142 However, on further examination, Clark’s conception 
of musical sound reveals key assumptions and points of tension about the nature of antislavery 
reform. Most prominently he lays out a version of the kind of sympathetic identification that 
governed much sentimental antislavery literature and abolitionist moral suasion. In this vein, he 
assumes that music could provide access to the would-be antislavery activist’s interiority and 
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incite a universal experience of humanity that would in turn engender feelings of commiseration 
with the enslaved. Though aligned with the newly formed Republican party, Clark derived this 
perspective from the prominent role music played in movements that turned away from party 
politics, particularly through the reform strategies of evangelical revivalism as well as the 
temperance and radical abolition movements.143 These movements deployed confessional 
narratives and songs in order to push fence-sitters into repenting their ambivalence and 
converting to the cause. With respect to abolitionism, this meant forcing a recognition of 
enslaved people that would in turn reshape audience members’ attitudes about the import of the 
issue rather than advocating detailed political policy. As Vikki Eaklor writes, “These 
principles—that music is a language, that it should serve a purpose, and that the purpose should 
serve the combined Christian and republican ideals of the nation—led the abolitionists quite 
naturally to include song in their arsenal of moral suasion weaponry.”144 On this score, William 
Lloyd Garrison, prefiguring Clark’s expansive notions of music, spoke of bringing, “the whole 
nation to speedy repentance.”145 
Much like prevailing conceptions of literary sentimentalist fiction and moral suasionist 
political arguments this understanding of antislavery music posited that it provided a conduit to 
the soul that could awaken liberal, universalist views about human suffering in general and the 
abuses of enslavement more specifically. This was, of course, designed to enable the listener to 
identify with enslaved Africans, but in making claims to the universality of the human 
experience it also shied away from notions of racial difference as structuring aspects of 
enslavement. One can see this idea at play in songs from Clark's collection like "The Little Slave 
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Girl" and "The Slave's Lamentation," where the singer grounds condemnations of slavery in 
bourgeois notions of freedom and the home. Though all-embracing, Clark’s conception of music 
thus characterized the listener’s (or participant’s) experience as a privatizing process, working on 
their discrete “sentiments and passions,” rather than imagining this music’s role as part of a more 
comprehensive critique of the institution. By the time he published The Harp of Freedom, 
however, this seemingly rational alignment between religiously-influenced music and antislavery 
sentiment continually confronted the messiness of popular entertainment, particularly the 
increasingly blurry lines between this music and that of the minstrel stage.146 As a result, 
antislavery music’s political message became increasingly refracted through a range of 
associations that threatened to render it meaningless. Thus contrary to the ideal schema that 
Clark outlines in his preface, by the end of the 1850s one might have asked what if music, and by 
extension sentimentalist antislavery argument, did not produce the kind of well being that he 
imagines but rather caused audiences to feel ambivalent or even “wrong?” 
With this question about the relationship between antislavery music, politics, and sympathy 
in mind, this and the following chapter turn to two novels that explore the shifts in this 
sentimentalist musico-rhetorical economy: Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Dred; a Tale of the Great 
Dismal Swamp (1856) and Martin R. Delany’s Blake; or, the Huts of America (1859; 1860-61). 
Rather than taking up antislavery music explicitly, though, these novels, with one exception in 
Delany's Blake, return to this music’s roots in religious hymns and pair these musical texts with 
those of the minstrel stage in order to examine and reformulate antislavery rhetoric. In doing this, 
each of these novels represents music making as a method for probing the role of sentimentalism 
in the antislavery movement, and though they do so on different terms, Stowe and Delany each 
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turn to hymns and minstrel songs in order to interrogate the implications this rhetoric held for 
emerging notions about African American subjectivity. In their novels, Stowe and Delany 
register the capacities of hymns and minstrel songs to serve as channels for managing affect and 
organizing people, representing discursive aspects of music as well as more technical attributes 
of musical sound. For Stowe, this meant using music to refashion the moral didacticism of the 
sentimentalist rhetoric she deployed in her more successful novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin by 
complicating, yet remaining committed to, her assertion of sympathy as the best route for 
antislavery reform. For Delany, it meant abandoning the language of feeling—so commonly 
associated with African American cultural expression—and redefining music as a tool for 
articulating his vision of black-centered collective action. In this sense, Blake constitutes a kind 
of negative example that lampoons and turns away from the sentimental aesthetic, imagining 
alternative possibilities for reform. Taken together, these novels yield a more complex 
understanding of how black music provided rhetorical ground for the antislavery movement in 
the years before it began to be collected systematically in books like Slave Songs of the United 
States (1867), a text I take up in the coda.  
On first consideration, it might seem counterintuitive to compare these novels’ portrayals of 
the intersections between music and antislavery politics. After all, Stowe’s immensely influential 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin has traditionally been seen as the most significant antislavery novel, one that 
in fact, spawned its own culture industry that featured many musical adaptations.147 Dred, on the 
other hand, is often thought of as an aesthetically muddled commercial flop.148 So too is 
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Delany’s Blake. One need only look as far as Jerome McGann’s introduction to his recent edition 
of the novel, where he underscores the majority opinion that no one in the nineteenth century 
read it, to see that it maintains a similarly troubled status.149 Furthermore, Delany had a much 
deeper critical relationship with Uncle Tom’s Cabin. His novel, in fact, explicitly satirizes and 
revises the depictions of African Americans in Stowe’s text from Blake’s subtitle, “the huts of 
America,” onward.  As Floyd Miller writes in the introduction to his edition of Blake, Delany “is 
clearly writing the antithesis to Mrs. Stowe’s picture of a mulatto hero (Delany preferring a black 
protagonist), slave docility, Christian endurance and Liberia as the ultimate destination of the 
successful fugitive slave.”150 Stowe’s earlier novel was also the subject of a heated public debate 
between Delany, who saw the work as patronizing to the struggle for emancipation, and 
Frederick Douglass, who saw its potential for furthering the cause.151 However, juxtaposing the 
many representations of hymns and minstrel songs in Dred and Blake yields a different 
understanding of the stark differences between the liberalism that Stowe refashions with Dred 
and the more radical politics Delany theorizes through his text, and in highlighting these 
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differences, this comparison in turn reveals the political work of African American music in the 
years before the War. 
The music in these novels gives us new purchase on the intersections of antislavery activism 
and literary sentimentalism, by the 1850s the dominant aesthetic mode of the abolitionist 
movement. Derived from Scottish Common Sense realism, sentimentalism gained prominence in 
the late eighteenth century and came to be seen as an effective tool of reform movements in the 
nineteenth century. It was primarily defined as women’s literature and sought to reinforce social 
norms through emotional responses provoked mostly by narratives having to do with domestic 
matters, featuring stories that usually centered on broken homes made whole in service to a 
larger project of moral didacticism.  
Echoing the tenor of George W. Clark’s conception of music, Marion Rust defines 
sentimental literature as operating through the sympathetic identification with a protagonist that 
seeks to mobilize readers’ passions through emotionally fraught scenes in order to “harness these 
sensations to the production of rational behavior that bettered society.”152 Politically and socially, 
this process worked by channeling what was understood as readers’ universal, yet individually 
oriented, feelings into identifications with other members of society, thereby forming a citizenry 
based on universally established morals, which miraculously reproduced status quo social 
norms.153 As Mary Louis Kete has asserted, sentimentalism thus “expresses the utopian impulse 
to abolish boundaries and expand the community upon which the ideological force of American 
identity depends” through the mechanism of enacting politics through sympathetic bonds.154 As 
this aesthetic became increasingly deployed by American authors in the nineteenth century it 
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began to accrue a tighter association with the politics of the day, first through the temperance 
movement and then, with the publication of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, abolition. In terms of its 
translation into music, it is this understanding of sympathy that Clark invokes when he describes 
his songs as inspiring “an ardent love of humanity—a deep consciousness of the injustice of 
slavery—a heart full of sympathy for the downtrodden, as well as a true and ardent love of 
Liberty and its blessings.”155 It is also what motivates the singer in one song to forcfully ask, 
"[S]hall their agony of prayer/Come thrilling to our hearts in vain…Say, shall these writhing 
slaves of wrong,/Plead vainly for their plunder'd Right?"156 In this chapter I will focus on Stowe's 
development of this relationship between nineteenth-century music and sentimental literature and 
in chapter 3 I offer an examination of how Delany turns away from these connections.  
Appearing four years after her groundbreaking sentimental antislavery novel Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin, Dred finds Stowe once again merging elements of this aesthetic mode with her 
antislavery politics; however, in the intervening years her political awareness became much 
darker. As a result, Dred offers a more pessimistic, ambivalent vision of the relationship between 
sentimentality and antislavery activism. The novel conveys this ambivalence by combining an 
account of family dissolution with that of an insurrectionary group of marooned fugitives who 
populate the surrounding swamps led by the novel’s titular character Dred. The novel begins 
with a typical sentimental plot: Nina Gordon, while in the midst of the complications of finding a 
suitable marriage partner, is forced to save her family’s plantation Canema from economic ruin 
after her father’s death and a debilitating outbreak of cholera. With Nina’s own death by this 
disease, however, the plot changes course and comes to center on its black characters, principally 
the beleaguered house servant Harry, who happens to also be Nina’s half-brother. Harry has 
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taken it upon himself to ensure Canema’s solvency, and faced with the prospect of losing this 
fight after the appearance of Nina’s prodigal, alcoholic white brother Tom, Harry flirts with 
joining the maroon community led by Dred, who has formed plans for an insurrection. Harry 
eventually sides with the more moderate house servant Milly, and rather than enacting the 
planned insurrection, Harry leads a group of enslaved people northward at the novel’s end. 
Though she does not abandon the language of sentimentalism entirely, Stowe casts doubt on the 
role of sympathy as an effective tool in ending slavery, and hymns and minstrel songs appear in 
the novel as important elements of this indictment.  
If, as Glenn Hendler notes, Uncle Tom’s Cabin played “in a sentimental key” in order “to 
shape the reader’s affective response” towards the slave system, by the time Stowe was 
completing Dred, she held conflicting views about this strategy.157 In this novel, Stowe portrays 
how precarious the processes of sympathetic identification became for the politics of racial 
slavery. Rather than unproblematically guiding emotional responses toward rational antislavery 
perspectives, as George W. Clark aspired to do in compiling abolitionist music, with Dred Stowe 
deploys hymns and minstrel songs as important tools for conveying and trying to assuage her 
doubts about the operations of sentimentalist political rhetoric. Stowe’s interrogation of 
sentimentalism through her representations of music has two valences. On the one hand, she uses 
representations of music and scenes of performance to mediate her novel’s dissection of white 
sympathy. On the other, hymns appear in order to forge a renewed understanding of 
sentimentalism rooted in a more progressive, if still paternalist, notion of the black experience. In 
this understanding Stowe represents the instability of sympathetic identification through the 
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dialectical relationship between the songs of the messianic Dred and those of the Sojourner 
Truth/Harriet Tubman-influenced character Milly.  
Hymns and minstrel songs in Dred and Blake offer frames for how these authors confronted 
the bourgeois, privatizing aspects of antislavery sentimentalism and imagined more radical types 
of reforms. Stowe and Delany turn to hymns and minstrel songs as methods for developing 
understandings about the efficacy of this aesthetic within antislavery reform, albeit ones that 
diverge considerably. They do this by representing music making—what Christopher Small has 
influentially termed musicking—as a method for examining the structure of sympathetic 
identification.158 Small’s conception of music switches the register of this cultural formation 
from a noun to a verb, from the notion of the supposedly stable, knowable work of music to the 
dynamic activity of music making that invites us to pay attention to the relationships that 
coalesce in scenes of musical performance. With this in mind, musicologist Nina Sun Eidsheim 
has asserted that the standard ways we perceive the musical text are “symptomatic of a 
propensity to reduce thick events to manageable signifiers,” and she admonishes us that “it is 
nevertheless important to be constantly aware of the ways in which shifting forces and dynamics 
of power inscribe themselves onto the perspectives and processes of this reduction.”159 This 
understanding of music allows us to hear its place within antislavery activism not simply as an 
ornament of the broader cause, but as a formation that performed work and conveyed 
information about the relationships implied by this reform movement. The music making 
represented in these novels provided their authors with new, complex methods for examining the 
relationships that constituted American slavery. In terms of how this worked for notions of 
sympathy and literary sentimentalism, musical sound in these novels trouble the sharp divisions 
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between the self and the other and the witness and the sufferer implied by the sentimental 
equation. They suggest that recognition and identification resonate in multiple ways, and the 
result is that for Stowe and Delany music appears as a means of negotiating key elements of 
antebellum antislavery reform. 
In the tumult of the late antebellum years these two authors seem to ask, what does this 
culture’s music clarify and confuse about antislavery reform rhetoric; what is its place in shaping 
the sphere of public discourse and the literature of antislavery? In other words, we might wonder 
how these novels ask us to think politically through the songs and musical concepts that they 
represent in their pages in order to arrive at a rejection of the institution of slavery. Put more 
simply, how do these musical representations shape these novels’ depictions of late-antebellum 
antislavery politics and the role of sentiment in shaping those politics? This chapter shows how 
the culture of music in the last half of the 1850s influenced these writers’ renderings of an end to 
the morass—or in Stowe’s case the Dismal Swamp—that was the state of the politics and 
literature of enslavement.  
 
II 
Music speaks the heart's emotion 
Music tells the soul's devotion, 
Music heavenly  harps employ, 
Music wakens heavenly joys. 
-Anonymous160 
 
In the “Concluding Remarks” chapter of Uncle Tom’s Cabin Harriet Beecher Stowe issues 
what has come to be read as the quintessential expression of her sentimentalist antislavery 
program. After asking the provocative, if simple, question “[b]ut, what can any individual do” 
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when faced with her novel’s scenes of suffering and separation, she famously advises her readers 
to “see to it that they feel right.”161 With her concept of “right feeling” Stowe famously outlines 
her goal of realigning her readers’ sympathies regarding the antislavery cause. Similar to the 
platform adopted by radical abolitionists, Stowe characterizes her project as one oriented toward 
shaping a pre-political understanding of sympathy as fundamental for curing the ills wrought by 
the slave system. Rather than entrusting reform to institutions or public policy, the benefits from 
this process would accrue through the individual, quotidian moments of sympathetic action as, 
for example, mothers taught their sons to act on the Christian values with which they were 
raised, working to ameliorate suffering on an individual basis.  
While this moment in Uncle Tom’s Cabin has become a locus classicus for critical 
conversations about the sentimentalist liberal politics of the nineteenth century, what’s often left 
out of such accounts is the novelist’s tacit return to the concept of “right feeling” in her second 
novel Dred, a work that finds her exploring the strengths and weaknesses of her earlier position, 
redefining it within a more complex liberalism, by turning to the discursive power of hymns and 
minstrel songs. With Dred, Stowe uses representations of music to emphasize the 
unpredictability of “right feeling” in awakening antislavery convictions, and in this sense, she 
presents an ambivalent understanding of the efficacy of sympathetic appeals for the antislavery 
movement. Rather than using these musical representations to illustrate a seamless channel to the 
soul, as George W. Clark would have it, hymns and minstrel songs work discursively throughout 
Dred as tools to highlight the cacophony that was the state of the public conversation about 
slavery taking place in the second half of the 1850s. In this way, Stowe interrogates the 
sentimental mode for the project of antislavery reform by merging two of its most potent tools: 
the sentimental novel and the antislavery hymn. This interrogation takes on two valences. First, 
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Stowe calls into question the very production of right feeling itself through her depiction of her 
white characters’ experience of music. Hymns and minstrel songs provide a kind of connective 
language through which these characters examine and obfuscate the issue of enslavement. These 
songs also signify overly rationalized understandings of how whites should go about alleviating 
the brutality of enslavement. Second, Stowe’s usage of music enables her depiction of a more 
black-centered response to slavery that vacillates between the jarringly bellicose hymns of the 
insurrectionary character Dred and the hymns sung by Milly that emphasize patience with 
earthly tribulation, a theme more closely associated with Stowe’s writing. In order to illustrate 
this understanding of Stowe’s uses of hymns and minstrel songs I will focus on the “Camp 
Meeting” chapter at the center of the novel, the text’s representations of minstrel songs, and the 
relationship between music and the development of Dred’s, Milly’s, and Harry’s antislavery 
positions.  
While Stowe’s concept of “right feeling” has been foremost in assessments of the strategies 
that underwrote Uncle Tom’s Cabin specifically as well as the aims of the broader abolitionist 
movement during the 1850s, little has been made of how this formulation also resonates with the 
perspectives of antislavery songwriters like George W. Clark, or how Stowe takes up this 
connection with her revision of sympathetic identification through music in her second novel. 
Most accounts of Stowe's relationship to music have centered on musical adaptations of Uncle 
Tom's Cabin--in fact, Clark includes one in his collection--but the seeds for this more 
philosophical connection I'm getting at are present in the novel itself.162 Similar to Clark’s 
thoughts on the influence of antislavery songs, the definition of right feeling she outlines in her 
first novel champions the diffusive power of sympathy, asserting that “[a]n atmosphere of 
sympathetic influence encircles every human being; and the man or woman who feels strongly, 
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healthily and justly, on the great interests of humanity, is a constant benefactor to the human 
race.”163 Like Clark’s conception of music, Stowe imagines her text as sparking sympathy for the 
plight of the enslaved African, reaching into the private domain of her reader’s heart in order to 
produce an antislavery position based on common sense and a properly Christian perspective. 
She even turns to musical language as she makes this point, writing “[s]ee, then, to your 
sympathies in this matter! Are they in harmony with the sympathies of Christ? or are they 
swayed and perverted by the sophistries of worldly policy?”164 
Given this similarity, the same criticisms about the politics of literary sentimentalism could 
be made of antislavery music, which was subject to the same tensions between its mystifying and 
activist tendencies. In his preface to the Harp of Freedom, for example, Clark outlines a forceful 
insistence that his music holds the power to produce antislavery positions while it anxiously 
wards off the specter that the singing of songs would devolve into base entertainment. This, too, 
motivated negative views about the role of music within the abolitionist movement. Quaker 
abolitionist and American Antislavery Society founding member Lucretia Mott, for instance, 
expressed concern over the presence of the prominent temperance and antislavery singing group 
the Hutchinson Family Singers at an AAS meeting. In a letter to a friend she writes of the 
meeting, “We are sorry to hear that the Hutchinson family of singers is expected to be there. We 
have had enough of interest in rational appeals at our A.S. Convention—enough on the high 
ground of principle—without descending to mere excitement to carry on the work.”⁠165 With this 
letter, Mott conveys fears that the presence of popular musical performers at antislavery events 
would create spectacles that risked the movement losing its sober political focus. Despite Mott’s 
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objections, however, as Vikki Eaklor asserts, many abolitionists “saw music’s proper role to be a 
‘handmaid’ to moral and social goals.”166 
While music occupied a pervasive, if troubled, place in the radical abolitionist movement, in 
the years between Uncle Tom’s Cabin and Dred, Stowe was given plenty of evidence that 
whatever “rational” representation of slavery there was to be had was unraveling and “right 
feeling” as a goal for antislavery activism was rapidly losing its value. With Dred, Stowe 
deployed representations of hymns and minstrel songs as a way of forming a new grasp on the 
issue that responded to the inconsistencies of both political discourse and the sentimental 
aesthetic. As Sarah Meer points out, “Stowe’s views on slavery had grown less conciliatory 
between 1852 and 1856” as a result of becoming more actively involved in antislavery reform 
and witnessing the stifling political responses to the institution.167 She had met Garrison, 
Douglass, and other leading lights in the abolitionist movement and had herself become a 
groundbreaking antislavery activist, appearing on the lecture circuit at a time when it was 
considered scandalous for women to do so.168 She had also observed events that caused her to 
doubt her earlier positions. Biographer Robert Forrest Wilson has shown that Stowe’s letters 
during the summer she finished Dred indicate that she was “intensely interested in politics.”169 
The events of May and June of 1856 most immediately shaped the writing of her second 
novel. During these months the contest between pro- and anti-slavery activists intensified when, 
on May 21st the free state town of Lawrence, Kansas was sacked by a proslavery mob. This event 
prompted antislavery activist John Brown, along with six other settlers, four of whom were his 
sons, to brutally murder a group of proslavery men at Pottawattamie Creek. Frustrated by the 
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situation in Kansas, Massachusetts Senator Charles Sumner, a friend of Stowe’s, took to the 
Senate floor to denounce the violence and was beaten nearly to death by Congressman Preston 
Brooks. On June 1st Stowe’s brother Henry Ward Beecher held one of his controversial slave 
auctions, wherein a sympathetic slave trader sent Beecher an enslaved person, a girl named 
Sarah, to be sold at his church in Brooklyn rather than in the market at New Orleans. Beecher 
held these events in an effort to give northern antislavery sympathizers a closer look at the 
institution and raise money to campaign against it. But this time Beecher’s auction nearly incited 
a riot of Bowery boys who planned on “‘cleaning out the damned abolition nest at Plymouth 
Church.’”170 These incidents galvanized members of the newly formed Republican Party, who 
nominated to their ticket the antislavery western adventurer John C. Fremont, a candidate for 
whom Stowe voiced support. All of these events occurred during Stowe’s composition of Dred, 
and as a result, this novel “reveals a woman responding instantaneously with her pen to the most 
pressing political events of the day.”171 
While all of these events are commonly cited as harbingers of the Civil War, more to my 
point about Stowe’s composition of Dred, they indicate that the channels of political rhetoric 
were broken. The legislative process, rather than working toward consensus, was producing 
violence on the frontier as well as in the very halls of Congress; and the slave auctions held by 
Stowe’s brother created confusing spectacles that, while decidedly antislavery theater, materially 
supported slave traders’ livelihoods. In light of these events, Stowe’s injunction for people to see 
to it that they felt right seemed less and less adequate, and according to Meer, “the weight of 
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these developments rubbed away the Christian pacifism of Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”172 Dred, as 
Robert Levine points out in his introduction to the novel, can therefore “be read as Stowe’s 
thoughtful novelistic response to the changing political and cultural climate of the mid-1850s, 
and as her own highly mediated response to Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”173 One of the principle 
techniques for this mediation was her inclusion of hymns and minstrel songs as methods of 
representing the discourse surrounding enslavement. 
These developments in the political rhetoric of the slavery issue likely contributed to the 
ambivalence Stowe exhibited about the role of antislavery fiction in the years leading up to Dred. 
In her column in the Independent, which acted as a kind of teaser for Dred, she recognized the 
sentimental novel’s power in mobilizing these feelings: “The use of the novel,” she writes, “in 
the great question of moral life is coming to be one of the features of the age. A novel now is 
understood to be a parable—a story told in illustration of a truth or fact.”174 But this relationship 
between factual claims and the fiction that could transmit them, between political positions and 
sentimental fiction, was not unproblematic for her. In the preface to A Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
(1853), she pondered the ways fiction allows the reader to “find refuge from the hard and the 
terrible;” whereas, “no such recourse is given to a work of fact.”175 As she began to worry over 
the efficacy of the novel in bringing about antislavery reform, Stowe was also presented with 
examples of the discursive power of music. With the proliferation of adaptations of and 
responses to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, including those associated with the minstrel stage, Stowe 
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became acutely aware of the ability for music to reshape a work’s meaning.176 As I indicate 
above, abolitionists were also increasingly using musical material to convey their messages in 
ways that, while effective, led to uneasy connections with popular culture. In fact, Clark’s Harp 
of Freedom appeared the same year as Dred, and by this time, standard songs of the minstrel 
stage like the Hutchison's “Old Dan Tucker” and Stephen Foster's "Swanee River (Old Folks at 
Home)" provided the melodies for some of the movement’s biggest hits. The years between her 
two novels also saw a resurgence of religious hymnbooks more generally. This included a new 
edition of the extremely successful Southern Harmony and Musical Companion edited by 
William Walker and the appearance of Henry Ward Beecher’s The Plymouth Collection of 
Hymns and Tunes (1855). In the introduction to his book, Beecher speaks to the intimate 
rhetorical capacity of religious music. He writes,  
But let a true tune be sung, and every person of sensibility, every person of feeling, every  
child even, is aroused and touched. The melody clings to them. On the way home  
snatches of it will be heard on this side and on that; and when, the next Sabbath, the same  
song is heard, one and another of the people fall in, and the volume grows with each  
verse, until at length the song, breaking forth as many rilled stream flows from the hills,  
rows deeper and flows on, broad as a mighty river!177 
 
Similar to Clark’s sense of music’s function within the antislavery movement, Beecher describes 
the ability for hymns to profoundly attach themselves to congregants’ hearts and minds. In an 
image that anticipates the “awful” choir that forms in Dred’s camp meeting scene, Beecher 
describes the religious mass constituted by the act of singing “a true tune” in terms of assembling 
the waters of a “mighty river,” an image that prefigures that of the congregation in Dred as 
“flowing to the place of preaching.”178 Though he deals specifically with the power of religious 
hymns, as I suggest above, Beecher was vehement about antislavery reform. It is at the overlap 
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between the aims of religious and antislavery music that Stowe locates her own representations 
of sentimental literature, music, and politics.  
Thus while it is well known that Stowe pitched her first novel as one that would offer a visual 
representation of the slave system, it is also clear that the hymns and minstrel songs represented 
in Dred indicate her search for a new rhetoric that could simultaneously account for the lack of 
clarity surrounding the slavery issue as well as form a new definition of sympathy as an 
antislavery tool. In her letter introducing Uncle Tom’s Cabin to National Era editor Gamaliel 
Bailey, who would eventually publish the novel in serial form, Stowe writes, “My vocation is 
simply that of painter, and my object will be to hold up in the most lifelike and graphic manner 
possible slavery, its reverses, changes, and the negro character, which I have had ample 
opportunity for studying.” Putting a fine point on the power of visual rhetoric she asserts, “there 
is no arguing with pictures, and everybody is impressed by them, whether they mean to be or 
not."179 By the time she wrote her second novel, however, Stowe had decided to adopt a more 
otocentric approach. Music had become a means for her to represent the discord surrounding 
antislavery reform and give more specificity to the harmony that she extols in her definition of 
right feeling at the end of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. As Christine Levecq reminds us, literary 
sentimentalism had its roots in eighteenth-century emerging science that investigated the eye as 
well as the ear as thresholds of the nervous system, and by extension, the soul.180 Stowe's 
attention to musical sound in Dred returns to these bodily origins. Whereas nineteenth-century 
sentimentalism had come to depend on the gaze in a two-step process that involved witnessing 
suffering and subsequently gaining a rational perspective on the sufferer’s plight, Stowe’s 
representations of hymns offered a different orientation, one that more directly implicated the 
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witness through her uses of song. Rather than offer a panorama of American enslavement, as she 
had done in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, with the representations of music in Dred Stowe sought an 
account of sympathy that collapsed the distance and the sense of mastery that “pictures” might 
have encouraged.  
Stowe distills much of this search for a new rhetoric that would merge sentimentalism, 
antislavery politics, and religious music in Dred’s “Camp Meeting” chapter. While at first this 
scene seems merely to unfold as a conventional indictment of a society in which the practices of 
enslavement coexisted beside the aspirations of Christianity, her representations of hymns 
constitute a more complex provocation. As part of her representation of the range of mostly 
proslavery positions, Stowe uses the singing of hymns to illustrate the ways that the sentimental 
aesthetic could blunt the political urgency of the slavery issue by returning to nineteenth-century 
sentimentalism’s roots in Protestant revivalism. This can be seen most starkly as Father Bonnie 
sings at the beginning of the camp meeting services, where he pulls at the congregation’s heart 
strings through song. In this chapter of her novel, Stowe also represents African American hymn 
singing in order to convey how the sentimental mode encourages a rationalization of the slave 
system on the part of proslavery liberals. In these moments, she uses dramatic irony in order to 
put the assumptions of white listening practices on display. These understandings of music 
appear alongside Dred’s apocalyptic condemnation of the dissonant note that hymns sound at an 
event that features both professions of Christian ideals and the trading of slaves. Hymn singing 
thus appears as part of how this novel, according to John Michael, “requires confronting terrors 
that should make right feeling impossible.”181 
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While Uncle Tom’s Cabin has traditionally been the work by Stowe that has played the 
largest role in discussions about the quality of sympathetic identification and the social attitude 
implied by antislavery sentimentalism, Dred’s “Camp Meeting” chapter crystallizes how Stowe 
examines this aesthetic mode throughout the novel. This tendency originates in Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin’s place as the centerpiece of a longstanding critical debate associated with the work of 
Ann Douglas and Jane Tompkins. In what she has famously termed the “feminization of 
American culture,” Douglas has criticized what she sees as the political quietism of the 
sentimentalist mode, which, in her view, signaled a retreat by mostly women into a realm of 
writing that failed to address real issues of the day. For Douglas, sentimentalism “provided the 
rationalization of the [capitalist] economic order” by rewarding women for championing the 
aspects of society that kept them powerless; whereas, male writers in the nineteenth century 
attempted to “re-educate, defy, and ignore a public addicted to the absorption of sentimental 
fare.” In her view, while the events of Uncle Tom’s Cabin portray the brutal ways that 
enslavement disrupts the home, the novel “in no way hinders the working of that system.”182 
With the “Camp Meeting” chapter and the larger project of Dred more generally, Stowe seeks to 
uncover how liberal attitudes lead to this process of rationalization through the hymns and 
minstrel songs she includes in her text.   
In response to Douglas, Jane Tompkins has argued that sentimental authors wrote with 
“designs upon their audiences” wherein “the ordinary or ‘common sense’ view of what is 
efficacious and what is not […] is simply reversed, as the very possibility of social action is 
made dependent on the action taking place in individual hearts.”183 Uncle Tom’s Cabin serves as 
a central example in Tompkins’ argument. She points out that in this novel “[t]he choice is not 
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between action and inaction, programs and feelings; the choice is between actions that spring 
from the ‘sophistries of worldly policy’ and those inspired by the ‘sympathies of Christ.’” In this 
light, according to Tompkins, “Stowe conceived her book as an instrument for bringing about the 
day when the world would be ruled not by force, but by Christian love.”184 In line with this 
defense of the novel’s political import, David Reynolds has more recently argued, contra 
Douglas, that rather than passively supporting the status quo in the name of resistance, “virtually 
every chapter in [Uncle Tom’s Cabin] contains examples of middle-class virtues becoming grist 
for the moneymaking mill of slavery."185  With representations of hymns and minstrel songs in 
Dred, however, Stowe betrays anxieties about the efficacy of this value system. While she 
remains committed to deploying music as a tool of right feeling, this concept sustains heavy 
damage from the ways music’s message gets diverted toward proslavery and violent ends. The 
“Camp Meeting” chapter of the novel serves as a succinct episode in these complications.  
Stowe derives the setting for the “Camp Meeting” chapter from the nineteenth-century trend 
of holding Protestant religious revivals in rural areas where the population was sparse and 
congregations were far-flung. Emerging in Kentucky around the turn of the century as part of the 
Second Great Awakening, camp meetings originally stemmed from the Presbyterian tradition, 
but they came to unify Baptists, Presbyterians, and Methodists. (The camp meeting in Dred 
includes Methodists and Presbyterians.) In the South they were attended by a large cross section 
of the population, including rich and poor whites and enslaved Africans. Campgrounds typically 
consisted of a central big tent surrounded by smaller ones that allowed groups, such as lower 
class whites, enslaved Africans, and landowners, to hold more discrete services in addition to the 
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main event.186 They have subsequently come to be seen as rich sites for cross cultural exchanges 
and appropriations. The camp meeting was, therefore, a “socioreligious institution” that 
“flourished on the American frontier in rivalry with the lusty militia muster, the cabin raising, 
and the political barbecue.”187 
In Dred, this event serves as a conceit to bring various characters together in the North 
Carolina countryside. They ostensibly gather to experience the kind of religious renewal such 
events promised, but the religiosity on display quickly becomes a means for Stowe to place 
representations of differing positions on slavery into close proximity. With this chapter, Stowe 
deploys hymn singing as a way of exploiting the promiscuity associated with these events. The 
camp meeting in Dred is thus a microcosm for Stowe’s representations of different positions 
within the discourse about the slave system elsewhere in the novel. In the process she illustrates 
the complications of making sure one’s sympathies “are in harmony with the sympathies of 
Christ” and grounds her conception of right feeling in the hymn singing of her black characters, 
who appear as both martyrs and insurrectionaries. 
It should come as no surprise that these events occupied a questionable place in the 
nineteenth-century cultural landscape, a feature that Stowe capitalizes on by using 
representations of hymn singing to suture this event’s sacred and profane elements, specifically 
with respect to the immorality of the proslavery position. According to one historian, from the 
beginning the camp meeting’s “value has been questioned […] because of the noise and disorder 
prevalent at the services and the deliberate use of emotional excitement.” As a result of this 
frenzied environment, “[c]ontemporaries introduced the legend that the woodland gathering was 
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one long orgy of excitement,” wherein religious zeal gave way to excessive, heretical displays.188 
While supporters of these events remained high-minded, consistently extolling the utility of 
camp meetings for the saving of souls, they also constantly dealt with hecklers. Camp meetings 
were known for attracting hostile groups of “Methodist haters, drunks, and toughs;” “[n]ot 
infrequently the encampment was the scene of brawls between the worshipers and the irreligious, 
with the minister a fighting participant.”189 This is best exemplified in Rev. James Finley’s 
account of his involvement with camp meetings in the early nineteenth century. Here, Finley 
attempts to strike a balance between descriptions of “the great collection of rowdies” that would 
show up “intoxicated and armed with clubs, dirks, knives, and whips,” and the pious actions of 
the ministers and congregants.190  
Stowe gestures towards these popular characterizations of camp meetings as both religious 
and irreverent events in the chapter’s introduction. She writes, 
The camp-meeting is one leading feature in the American development of religion, 
peculiarly suited to the wide extent of country, and to the primitive habits, which 
generally accompany a sparse population. Undoubtedly its general effects have been 
salutary. Its evils have been only those incident to any large gatherings, in which the 
whole population of a country are brought promiscuously together. As in many other 
large assemblies of worship, there are those who go for all sorts of reasons; some from 
curiosity, some from love of excitement, some to turn a penny in a small way of trade, 
some to scoff, and a few to pray. And, so long as the heavenly way remains straight and 
narrow, so long the sincere and humble worshippers will ever be the minority in all 
assemblies.191  
 
This description betrays a slight coyness. Stowe acknowledges the motely assemblage of 
attendees that constituted these meetings while also defining their success by congregants’ 
adherence to the “straight and narrow.” Here Stowe sets up the subsequent ways this event will 
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be bowdlerized in her fictional account of camp meetings, most obviously in the chapter's 
depiction of the slave trading that takes place but also through the development of white 
characters’ paternalist attitudes toward slavery. As a result, by the chapter’s end the perimeters of 
the “straight and narrow” are far from clear.  
As the proslavery minister Father Bonnie and his unnamed associate intone the hymn 
“Brethren, don’t you hear the sound?” to begin the meeting program, Stowe invokes an 
understanding of music similar to George Clark's; though, Stowe does this by going back to the 
hymn singing practices upon which abolitionists and other reformers built their techniques. Here, 
she characterizes the formation of a congregation and, more to the point, a public, in explicitly 
sonic terms. When Bonnie mounts the podium we are told, “he produced more sensation on the 
camp-ground; could sing louder and longer, and would often rise into flights of eloquence both 
original and impressive.” He begins to sing, and “[a]s the sound of the hymn rolled through the 
aisles and arches of the wood, the heads of different groups, who had been engaged in 
conversation, were observed turning toward the stand.”192 This quickly becomes a participatory 
event that recalls the advice Henry Ward Beecher gives in the introduction to his Plymouth 
Collection of Hymns and Tunes. “A choir,” Beecher writes, “should not sing for the 
congregation, but incite them to sing, and lead the way.”193 Stowe describes the scene of her 
fictional camp meeting in similar terms as “voices from every part of the camp-ground took up 
the air, as, suiting the action to the words, they began flowing to the place of preaching.” The 
infectiousness of this hymn resonates with George Clark’s ambition to foment the dispersal of 
“music of a chaste and elevated style;” however, Stowe’s rendering of the scene in her novel 
accrues perverse dimensions. Bonnie continues to summon the congregants, and “[a]s the throng 
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pressed up, and came crowding from the distant aisles of the wood, the singers seemed to exert 
themselves to throw a wilder vehemence into the song, stretching out their arms and beckoning 
eagerly.” And finally through the singing of this hymn the crowd takes on proportions at once 
democratic and grotesque:  
There is always something awful in the voice of the multitude. It would seem as if the 
breath that a crowd breathed out together, in moments of enthusiasm, carried with it a 
portion of the dread and mystery of their own immortal natures. The whole area before 
the pulpit, and in the distant aisles of the forest, became one vast, surging sea of sound, as 
negroes and whites, slaves and freemen, saints and sinners, slave-holders, slave-hunters, 
slave-traders, ministers, elders, and laymen, alike joined in the pulses of that mighty 
song.194 
 
This hymn and Bonnie’s subsequent sermon are not explicitly about the issue of slavery, but this 
is a telling absence, especially since just prior to taking the podium Bonnie had been engaged in 
a vigorous debate about the slave system. He, in fact, goes on to participate in the slave trade 
later in the chapter by striking a deal with the trader Ben Dakin. (Dred will, in fact, point out the 
incongruousness of these associations at the end of the chapter.) Interestingly this hymn does not 
signify a method for simply advocating the religious merits of the antislavery position, as Clark 
might construe them. Rather, the performance of “Brethren” appears as effacing distinctions 
between Stowe's white characters’ proslavery and more liberal positions. Instead of merely 
highlighting the southern hypocrisy that accompanied professions of Christian faith alongside an 
economic dependence on slavery, Stowe figures the singing of this hymn as an erasure of 
questions of morality, showing "Brethren" to enable a potent distortion of the voice of the 
masses. Her focus here is trained on the work that the hymn itself performs with respect to 
forming the congregation, and by extension what this might say about how the sentimentalist 
aesthetic mode works more generally. In this way, she invites her reader to engage a more 
critical understanding of the doctrine of right feeling.  
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Stowe's choice of this hymn is canny in multiple ways, and its significance subtly 
reverberates throughout the novel. "Brethren," in fact, has deep roots in the history of the camp 
meeting movement. Caleb Jarvis Taylor, a Marylander who moved to the Kentucky frontier and 
became a prolific, genre-defining hymnodist, wrote it in the first decade of the nineteenth 
century. The song remained a fixture of meetings, church services, and hymnbooks throughout 
the first half of the century, and it, in fact, appears in The Southern Harmony, a book Stowe 
would have been aware of. Stowe thus chooses a hymn that was steeped in the camp meeting 
traditions.195 One of the traditions she alludes to is the singing style known as lining out, or as it 
is sometimes known amongst African American practitioners, Dr. Watt's singing. At camp 
meetings the lyrics of hymns like "Brethren" were written independently of the melodies that 
were used for the songs. Melodies were usually used with a variety of different hymns. 
Precentors like Father Bonnie would choose a tune that fit the verse meter of a given hymn and 
lead the congregation by call and response. This singing style enabled the participation of 
illiterate worshippers and provided a way for cash-strapped congregations to learn religious 
music without having to buy individual copies of hymnals. I return to the influence that this 
singing style had on African American musical culture in my discussion of Blake, but with her 
novel, Stowe emphasizes that this was a tool for giving a congregation shape, forming them into 
a recognizable public through song by a process similar to what George W. Clark outlines.  
Stowe's choice of "Brethren" underscores a distinction this novel draws between a 
Christianity conducive to literary sentimentalism, rooted in the home, and a more militant, 
apocalyptic Christianity. She, in fact, emphasizes the hymn's trope of the Christian soldier in the 
lyrics she includes in her text. Additionally, with its publication in The Southern Harmony this 
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theme became more prevalent as the lyrics of "Brethren" were printed with the melody "The 
Martial Trumpet," further associating this song with a militant brand of Christianity.196   
 
 
"Brethren, don't you hear the sound" 
from Dred 
 
Brethren, don't you hear the sound?  
The martial trumpet now is blowing;  
Men in order 'listing round,  
And soldiers to the standard flowing. 
 
Bounty offered, life and peace;  
To every soldier this is given,  
When the toils of life shall cease,  
A mansion bright, prepared in heaven. 
 
You need not fear; the cause is good,  
 Let who will to the crown aspire:  
In this cause the martyrs bled,  
And shouted victory in the fire.In this cause let 's follow on,  
And soon we 'll tell the pleasing story,  
How by faith we won the crown,  
And fought our way to life and glory. 
 
 O, ye rebels, come and 'list!  
The officers are now recruiting:  
Why will you in sin persist,  
Or waste your time in vain disputing? 
 
All excuses now are vain;  
For, if you do not sue for favor,  
Down you 'll sink to endless pain,  
And bear the wrath of God forever." 
 
Hark! the victors singing loud!  
Emanuel's chariot-wheels are rumbling;  
Mourners weeping through the crowd,  
And Satan's kingdom down is tumbling197 
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If we witness here the same mechanism that enabled the work of antislavery music and 
sentimental literature we also see Bonnie's deployment of this technique in service to what, at 
first, might seem an unexpected appeal. Rather than emphasizing the infectiousness of 
compassion, the congregation in Dred is bound together by images of going to battle. Here 
Stowe subtly picks up on the trend of bellicose Christian language creeping into antislavery 
music in songs like "March to the Battlefield" and "Slavery is a Hard Foe to Battle."198 While 
warfare in these songs exudes a moral, if not racial, clarity about the stakes of the issue of 
enslavement, the battle imagined in Stowe's novel, on the contrary, lacks clear purpose, 
suggesting the formation of the group as an end in itself, not necessarily the objective of the 
Christian ideals espoused by the lyrics. In light of Stowe's rendering of this scene, one sees a 
criticism of the same lack of content in antislavery songs that imagine an abstracted—rather than 
embodied—notion of the slave power. For instance, neither of the songs from The Harp of 
Freedom above mentions enslaved people; instead, they focus on recondite notions of freedom 
and sectional differences. In choosing "Brethren" and lending its performance such a prominent 
place, Stowe not only illustrates how musical performances could enable the formation of 
ideologically aligned collectives, she also conveys how such a group could be led astray into a 
strong feeling--in this case regarding the readiness for war--that is emptied of its rationale. She 
complicates this further still by having Dred sing this hymn as part of his apocalyptic antislavery 
position, thereby reinvesting the hymn and the prospect of violent conflict with more urgency, a 
point that I return to shortly. 
With this scene, Stowe uses conventional notions that circulated during her day about the 
musical performances at camp meetings, but with Dred these conventions become fodder for her 
larger project of illustrating how religious music could obfuscate a congregation’s ability to feel 
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right. The formation of the choir here evokes, for instance, a similar scene described by 
Reverend James Finley in his Autobiography. Remembering the hymn singing he witnessed at 
one camp meeting, Finley writes, “Before he had finished singing the fourth verse, the power of 
God came down, and pervaded the vast assembly, and it became agitated—swelling and surging 
like the sea in a storm. It seemed as if the glory of God filled the entire encampment."199 Finley 
clearly wrote this as an endorsement of God’s power, evident in the spontaneous formation of 
this compelling choir; however, other witnesses of camp meetings found these occurrences 
frightening. English novelist Frances Trollope, for instance, describes the singing she witnessed 
at a meeting she attended as part of her tour of America in mixed terms. She writes,  
 
It is certain that the combined voices of such a multitude, heard at dead of night, from the 
depths of their eternal forests, the many fair young faces turned upward, and looking 
paler and lovelier as they met the moon-beams, the dark figures of the officials in the 
middle of the circle, the lurid glare thrown by the altar-fires on the woods beyond, did 
altogether produce a fine and solemn effect, that I shall not easily forget; but ere I had 
well enjoyed it, the scene changed, and sublimity gave place to horror and disgust.200 
 
Historian Guion Griffis Johnson characterizes performances that took place in North Carolina 
similarly: “Nerves were taut. The tumult rose. Shouts of thanksgiving and wails of despair joined 
with the ever recurring pulse of the song […] one after another weeping mourners arose and 
flung themselves in front of the anxious seats.”201 By turning to the camp meeting, Stowe, 
harkens to the popular conception that characterized such events as both religiously conservative 
and transgressive, as events where norms were established and, for detractors, places that 
enabled alarming possibilities for a loosening of these norms, and her representation renders the 
power of hymn singing in negotiating these terms. Whereas these songs held a prominent place 
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within the religious confessional economy of meetings, through her depiction of the singing of 
"Brethren" Stowe conveys how the fervor on display distracts the congregants from issues of 
race and enslavement, which continually bubble to the surface. Within this rubric she uses hymns 
to emphasize the collective political ramifications at such events. She makes use of these popular 
conceptions of the camp meeting in order to establish the groundwork for calling into question 
the utility of sentimentalism and moral suasion for the antislavery cause.  
If Stowe shows this process of forming people into a group in a way that erases their 
differences she also conveys how those differences are preserved in the inward, private responses 
of individual participants, walled off from the collective experience. At play, therefore, are two 
seemingly competing understandings of the sentimental aesthetic mode. On the one hand, Stowe 
emphasizes that this hymn facilitates the arrangement of the congregation into a single body of 
like minded people. However, rather than the formation of a public built on sympathy wherein 
religious devotion produces rational, humane positions, as one might expect, Stowe uses the 
singing of this hymn to portray the force of dominant ideology, conveying how the naturalization 
of religious ideology specifically obscures its internal contradictions, namely those regarding 
religious figures' support of enslavement. In this sense, the congregation shares a universal 
religious experience that suspends their particular views, which in the context of this chapter 
constantly return to the workings of the slave system. Thus if we see the formation of a public 
with the singing of "Brethren" we also see a process of privatization and atomization of 
individual senses of right feeling. Instead of rendering this scene as a radical coming together of 
disparate kinds of people, the congregants experience the power of the larger group’s enthusiasm 
yet remain committed to their individual, entrenched positions. This leveling of individual 
experiences under the rubric of the collectivity forged through the singing of this hymn leads 
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Stowe to characterize this process as “awful” in both contemporary and archaic senses of the 
word, as terrible and inspiring awe. Stowe, therefore, ponders the kind of assumptions that 
circulated about the working of antislavery songs and the related aesthetic of sentimentalism 
along lines similar to Ann Douglas’s indictment of the sentimental genre. 
The scene accomplishes this two-step by shifting to the perspectives of various members of 
the congregation, who we see experiencing their own privatized, visceral reactions to the 
performance. The slave trader Ben Dakin, for example, “pressed to the stand, and, with tears 
streaming down his cheeks, exceeded all others in the energy of his vociferations.” While 
listening to the hymn, Harry feels more acutely “the tumultuous boiling of his bitter controversy 
with the laws of the society in which he found himself.” “In hours of such high excitement,” he 
comes to realize, “a man seems to have an intuitive perception of the whole extent and strength 
of what is within himself; and, if there be anything unnatural or false in his position, he realizes it 
with double intensity.” (Harry’s experience, in fact, is triggered by coming to realize that 
“Brethren” is the same hymn Dred sings earlier in the novel.) The individual responses to the 
performance, however, become subsumed by a sentimentality that lacks clear purpose: “When 
the hymn was finished,” we are told, “there was a general wiping of eyes.”202 The congregation 
has experienced intense religious feeling that produces an opaque kind of common sense. This 
scene, therefore, characterizes the religious experience as both leveling individual motivations in 
service to a public profession of faith while simultaneously emphasizing inward individual 
responses that forestall the work of the collective formed by the event itself.  
Here, Stowe raises the explicitly political question of the role of sentimental liberalism in 
defining the relationship between the collective and the individual. The kind of vague and, as 
Stowe illustrates, dangerous sentimentality aroused by the singing of "Brethren" is concisely 
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articulated by Nina's Uncle John when, after Bonnie's hymn and sermon have finished, he 
declares, "'Hang me, if I haven't felt just so' […] 'When they were singing that hymn about 
enlisting and being a soldier, if there had been any fighting doing anywhere, I should have 
certainly gone right into it.'"203 The reason for the fight, in John's mind, becomes a moot issue. 
Such an attitude inspires Edward Clayton's sister Anne to assert, "there is so much in the wild 
freedom of these meetings that shocks my taste and sense of propriety, that I am annoyed more 
than I am benefited." Anne's remark prompts Clayton, the white liberal voice of the novel, to 
advocate for what he sees as the free expression enabled by the singing of "Brethren" and the 
subsequent sermon. He asserts,  
 
Unite any assembly of common men in a great enthusiasm,--work them up into an 
abandon, and let every one 'let go,' and speak as nature prompts,--and you will have 
brush, underwood, briers, and all grotesque growths; but, now and then, some thought or 
sentiment will be struck out with a freedom or power such as you cannot get in any other 
way. You cultivated people are much mistaken when you despise the enthusiasms of the 
masses. There is more truth than you think in the old 'vox populi, vox Dei.'…'The voice 
of the people is the voice of God.' There is truth in it. I never repent my share in a popular 
excitement, provided it be of the higher sentiments; and I do not ask too strictly whether 
it has produced any tangible results. I reverence the people, as I do the woods, for the 
wild, grand freedom with which their humanity develops itself.204  
 
What Clayton naively fails to acknowledge are the ways in which differences are subsumed by 
the formation of the congregation, which in turn prevents the compelling expressions he sees as 
resulting from free and open discourse. Instead, when Bonnie begins preaching we see "[t]he 
audience […] swayed by him like trees before the wind. They were not wanting touches of rude 
pathos, as well as earnest appeals."205 Here Stowe directly engages in a robust iteration of what 
Karen Halttunen has identified as the sentimental value system's "deep fear of the hypocrisy that 
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was believed to be poisoning American social relations."206 Stowe, however, deploys the 
sentimental tool of religious hymns in order to illustrate how they could lead people to 
insincerety. The hymn has anaesthetized the congregation to the critical faculty Haltunnen 
identifies by aligning them under the rubric of a universal, Christian experience that avoids 
pressing political concerns, such as those associated with the institution of enslavement. The 
result is a characterization of the workings of musical performance and the sentimental mode that 
call the political validity of both into question. 
Clayton's comments build upon an earlier moment in this chapter when he and the other 
white, proslavery liberals pass by the tents occupied by enslaved members of the congregation, 
which were usually placed next to those of their enslavers or behind the preacher's stand.207 Here 
Nina, her uncle John, Clayton, and his sister Anne engage in an abstract conversation about the 
proper attitudes they should adopt regarding the culture of enslaved people, a topic that they take 
up throughout the novel; however, with this scene their comments center on the merits of the 
religious singing practices they overhear. As they walk around the campground they come upon 
a group of men, women, and children who are sitting "with their eyes shut, and their heads 
thrown back, singing at the top of their voices." "[O]ne or the other would vary the exercises by 
the clapping of hands, jumping up straight into the air, falling flat on the ground, screaming, 
dancing, and laughing." Illustrating the kinds of exclamations and performance practices that are 
commonly identified with the black church even today one member of the congregation screams, 
alluding to Psalm 27, "Oh, set me up on a rock!," which is followed by someone else shouting 
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"'I's sot up!'"208 While the group of slave owners witness this service, a humorous set piece plays 
out between Tomtit, the enslaved house servant, who appears throughout the novel as a kind of 
Shakespearean fool, and Aunt Rose. Here Tomtit lampoons the worshippers through a series of 
malapropisms, undermining the seriousness of the service. 
The description is relatively brief, but it matches with historical descriptions of the 
contributions African Americans made to camp meeting services. These performances are widely 
acknowledged as greatly important crucibles for what come to be known as slave spirituals.209 
The call and response here anticipates the singing style the congregants engage with Father 
Bonnie's song and prefigures later formations of black popular and religious music. Though 
Stowe does not mention this specifically, it is also worth noting that such performances were 
often associated with the ring shout, an African derived dance form that Sterling Stuckey has 
identified as "the main context in which Africans recognized values common to them."210  
This becomes an occasion for Nina, Clayton, and Anne to theorize about the significance of 
black culture, and though they don't name it, they do so by recourse to the sentimental model of 
sense making. For Nina, "the scene was quite new […] and her shrewd insight into character, and 
her love of drollery, found an abundant satisfaction in the various little points and oddities of the 
scene." Nina finds the service entertaining; whereas Clayton looks "on with his usual thoughtful 
gravity of aspect," while his sister Anne, acting as a kind of foil for Clayton, is "disgusted." The 
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disparate responses from the two siblings prompt Nina to ask why they aren't laughing. Anne 
makes a conservative appeal to the sacredness of religious practice: "It makes me feel 
melancholy […] Because religion is a sacred thing with me, and I don't like to see it travestied." 
Clayton, however, advances a position of liberal tolerance much as he does after Bonnie gives 
his service.  
'We must have charity,' said Clayton, 'for every religious manifestation. Barbarous and 
half-civilized people always find the necessity for outward and bodily demonstration in 
worship; I suppose because the nervous excitement wakes up and animates their spiritual 
natures, and gets them into a receptive state, just as you have to shake up sleeping 
persons and shout in their ears to put them in a condition to understand you. I have 
known real conversions to take place under just these excitements.'211 
 
 The entire scene is animated by Stowe's understanding of how representations of musical 
performance structure the multiple valences of sympathetic identification that reverberate 
throughout the novel. Stowe first leads her reader into the experience of black religious worship 
by implicating him or her in the various listening practices of the white liberal characters. While 
the scene ultimately relies on paternalist notions, Stowe emphasizes distinctions within this 
position. Foreshadowing the ways she uses minstrel songs to discipline the enslaved people on 
her and her brother's plantation, Anne calls upon a sense of religious propriety. The style of 
worship is too excessive, too emotional for the expressions it summons to be put into the service 
of producing right feeling. Clayton, on the other hand, naively argues that, while most are 
excessive--as in, not productive of what might be seen as common sense behavior-- they 
nevertheless hold the possibility of producing a "real conversion" or two. Anne argues for the 
power of training; Clayton warns against intolerance, against "the impulse to forbid everything 
that would not be proper for us." Though these two positions are distinct from each other with 
respect to the issue of tolerance, they are both, nevertheless, ensconced in ideas about the 
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management of black culture. Anne seeks to discipline this culture, a trait that we see developed 
further when Nina goes to visit her and her brother's plantation. Clayton's liberalism evokes its 
connection to Stowe's earlier advocacy for right feeling as well as Clark's position about 
antislavery music as he asserts, "No, let the African scream, dance, and shout, and fall in trances. 
It suits his tropical lineage and blood as much as our thoughtful inward ways do us."212 Clayton 
claims a standard liberal position here wherein difference is erased by a kind of vague sense of 
tolerance that nevertheless pretends to a right to the management black culture. The stakes for 
him lie in the second half of the sentimental equation, the production of rational understanding, 
and he can only hear the enslaved singers within this rubric. In this sense, their song, though 
disorderly, acts as a kind of primer for the production of norms one might associate with "right 
thinking" rather than, say, a more systematic communal formation. Though he describes the two 
different styles of religious worship as equivalences, the goal for Clayton remains the production 
of a sense of rationalism that is derived from the European aesthetic tradition. As a kind of grace 
note for the ways blackface songs appear later in the novel, Tomtit's humorous, minstrelesque 
performance of sacrilege undercuts Clayton's seriousness and emphasizes the ways through 
which whites' conception of music gains a managerial valence with respect to the enslaved 
characters in the novel. 
With Dred's appearance at the camp meeting, the congregants wake up from their sentimental 
reveries as he surprises them with an admonitory sermon that addresses the hypocrisy the 
meeting represents. This occurs at the evening service, where campers are implored to approach 
the altar and confess their sins, a pivotal moment for camp meetings. Before Dred's sermon, 
Stowe draws together the previous connections between Bonnie's proslavery attitudes, his 





Bonnie has been merely engaged in a doctrinal argument about the religious status of the slave 
trade, prior to the evening service Bonnie actually initiates a deal with Ben Dakin to buy one of 
the enslaved people he has brought to trade. Similar to the previous scene, too, the campers are 
provoked into forming a kind of monsterous mass. As Bonnie finishes his sermon "there were 
tumultuous responses from the audience of groans, cries, clapping of hands, and mingled shouts 
of glory and amen." As he continues to urge them to confess "the electric shout of the multitude 
acted on the preacher again, as he went on, with a yet fiercer energy."213  
Hiding in the trees overlooking the scene, Dred interrupts this service, and in so doing he 
condemns the old-style sentimental aesthetics upon which it is based and reorients the rhetoric on 
display toward more radical ends. Both of these emphases deploy a reapprisal of the structure of 
musical performance we have winessed thus far. Here Dred engages in dramatic sonic warfare 
whereby he renegotiates the terms of the work performed by musical sound at the camp meeting. 
Through this connection Stowe imagines the cultural exhchanges taking place at these religious 
events as producing a religious and revolutionary figure cut from the same cloth as Nat Turner. 
Rather than seeking to influence congregants through the standard sentimental equation, Dred 
uses his voice in a battle to disband the mob. As he begins his sermon, we are told, "there was 
deep, sonorous power in the voice that spoke, and the words fell pealing down through the air 
like the vibrations of some mighty bell." As Dred's sermon comes to a close, "there was a fierce, 
wailing earnestness in the sound of these dreadful words, as if they were uttered in a paroxysm of 
affright and horror, by one who stood face to face with some tremendous form." Dred returns the 
congregants themselves to the same martial imagery that animates Bonnie's hymn, exclaiming 
"The Lord shall utter his voice before his army, for his camp is very great! Multitudes! 
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multitudes! in the valley of decision!"214 In this way Dred appropriates and expands the bellicose 
language of Bonnie's hymn--which Dred himself sings earlier in the novel--in order to frame the 
antislavery cause as a necessary component to a religious perspective.  
Instead of identifying the harmoniousness of the performance of religious hymns on display 
or using his own ability to re-harmonize the gathering, Dred commands the congregants--by way 
of Biblical reference--to "'[t]ake away from me the noise of thy songs, and the melody of thy 
viols." As he threatens the congregants to turn their "songs into lammentations," Dred refocuses 
the group's listening practices away from the emptiness of the hymns they have been singing to 
the sounds of enslavement: "The noise of a whip!—the noise of the rattling of wheels!—of the 
prancing horses, and the jumping chariot! The horseman lifteth up the sword and glittering spear! 
and there is a multitude of slain! There is no end of their corpses!"215 Here he reverses 
distinctions between what constitutes music and noise thereby deflating uncritical notions about 
the power of religious music in the production of right feeling. As John Michael argues, “Dred’s 
appropriation of the republic’s and not the church’s values, makes him the moral center of this 
novel and a terrifying embodiment and realization of his nation’s fears.”216 Dred's strategy works 
as the congregation begins to "feel a creeping awe stealing over them." By the end of his sermon 
the intensity of religious fervor has dissipated: "The high state of electrical excitement under 
which they had been going on, predisposed them to a sort of revulsion of terror; and a vague, 
mysterious panic crept upon them, as the boding, mournful voice continued to peal from the 
trees."217 In this way Stowe suggests that, by the time she wrote Dred, sentimental antislavery 
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appeals needed to serve as provocations to a millenarian self criticism, thereby offering a deeply 
revised version of her earlier understanding the "harmony" associated with right feeling. 
With this reformulation of the structure of sentimental aesthetics through her depictions of 
religious hymns, Stowe anticipates concerns over the relationship between this aesthetic mode 
and competing understandings of nineteenth-century liberalism, a feature of "The Camp 
Meeting" chapter that culminates in its closing scene. Here, the antislavery Father Dickson is 
called to the death bed of an enslaved girl, who declares of her own death "That's all I've got left 
to be glad of!" Rejecting an offer of brandy, she instead becomes somewhat revivified as 
Dickson sings William Cowper's hymn "Hark, my soul! It is the Lord!" With this scene we might 
expect Stowe to return us to the formulation of right thinking she outlines in her first novel. It, in 
fact, recalls the death of Eva in Uncle Tom's Cabin, one of the most vivid features of the novel 
meant to bring about right thinking. As Stowe returns to this moment from her earlier novel, she 
replaces the white Eva, an archetype of sentimental literature, with an unnamed black child, 
hence asserting a subtle but important change in the racial category of one of sentimental 
literature's stock moral exemplars. She reinforces this change by associating Cowper's hymn, 
which held widespread appeal, specifically with African American religious practices: "The 
melody is one often sung among the negroes; and one which, from its tenderness and pathos, is a 
favorite among them."218 Additionally, Cowper's lyrics stand in stark contrast to the militant 
hymn Bonnie and Dred sing, instead offering the listener descriptions of God's supreme love. 
However, Stowe spends much less of her energy on this part of Dred than she does on Eva's 
death in Uncle Tom's Cabin, and the scene in Stowe's second novel never recovers the rhetorical 
ground lost in the preceding episodes, for instance, in those that feature Bonnie and Dred. Even 
after this girl's death we are left with an ambivalent, highly mitigated sense of how sentimental 
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scenes might produce right thinking. This is underscored by the fact that Ben Dakin, who 
witnesses the girl's death, and Father Bonnie, who learns of it afterwards, remain unmoved in 
their positions with respect to the slave trade. Bonnie's sentimentalist response after learning of 
the incident is emblematic of Stowe's critique of this aesthetic: "The reader will not therefore 
wonder to hear that father Bonnie, impulsive and easily moved as he was, wept at the account, 
and was moved by the exhortation. Nor will he be surprised to learn that, two weeks after, father 
Bonnie drove a brisk bargain with the same trader for three new hands."219 Ben, with his eye ever 
on a sale, has a similar response. When the morally outraged Dickson confronts Ben, the trader 
shrugs, "I know that […] but it 's a very hard case, this. I'll think about it, though. But there's 
father Bonnie wants to buy Nance. It would be a pity to disappoint him. But I'll think it over."220 
In revising the scene of Eva's death, Stowe thus subtley criticizes the nineteenth-century 
liberalism that structured the sentimentalist aesthetic. The liberal formation that underwrote 
sentimentalism was defined by attitudes that, while grounded in notions of freedom, natural 
rights, and the pursuit of self-interest, tended to downplay the role of difference in collective 
action. In this view, the process of sympathetic identification embedded within sentimental 
literature worked by replicating the protagonist’s suffering in the reader’s imagination, triggering 
feelings of sympathy through the reader’s own self interest in assenting to universal notions of 
humanity and reconciling these universalist notions with his or her own sense of propriety. At the 
heart of this recognition is a pre-political effacement of difference as the reader comes to see 
themselves like the sufferer, who is then necessarily discarded because he or she represents an 
impediment to the reconciliation of the observer’s worldview. As Christine Levecq argues, liberal 
sympathy “grounded its supposedly humanistic appeal in body or blood similarity, and while it 
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did promote a necessary focus on individual dignity, it had limited conceptual means to resist 
illiberal tendencies because its individualism hampered the development of a larger, 
heterogenous social vision.”221 As a moment that runs counter to the one where Bonnie leads the 
hymn, the death scene at the end of the "Camp Meeting" chapter unexpectedly fails to incite the 
kind of humanitarian sentiments that would lead to systemic change, to right thinking.  
Instead with Bonnie's and Ben's responses to the girl's death we see that so-called the 
incitement of sentimental, empathetic feelings can lead to no action at all. Lauren Berlant puts it 
this way: “Because the ideology of true feeling cannot admit the non-universality of pain, its 
cases become all jumbled together and the ethical imperative toward social transformation is 
replaced by a civic-minded but passive ideal of empathy;” therefore, “the political as a place of 
acts oriented toward publicness becomes replaced by a world of private thoughts, leanings, and 
gestures.”222 This erasure of difference has prompted Jon Cruz to argue that “[s]entimentalism 
sustained the generality of antislavery values and propped up ‘the slave’ as a rhetorical or literary 
abstraction” rather than working closely with formerly enslaved people or free people of color to 
forge a more pluralistic society.223 With Dred Stowe calls into question the efficacy of this 
equation itself by using hymns and minstrel songs throughout her text as ways of exposing the 
paternalist tendencies that structured white sympathy. Stowe’s interrogation of the efficacy of the 
sentimental mode worked both sides of the equation. On the one hand, her representations of 
hymns worry over the character of the emotional response elicited by this aesthetic. On the other, 
she deploys hymns to show how the production of “common sense” antislavery positions could 
be distracted and lead to contrary results. In the cases, of Bonnie and Ben Dakin, this sympathy 
failed to shift their proslavery stances. In this sense, songs convey how the commiseration 
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experienced by white characters and, by extension, the novel’s white readers could be reinvested 
with a paternalism that reproduced the inequalities they sought to eradicate, or worse, support the 
very system they sought to sing out of existence.  
Stowe takes the failure of right thinking in a striking direction as the white liberal characters 
of the novel attempt to address the problem of enslavement and racial disparity through programs 
of Weberian rationalization. Clayton and Anne advocate designs for their plantation ostensibly to 
aid in the humane treatment of enslaved people but these plans merely allow them to maintain 
their management of their slaves more efficiently. In these schemes hymns and minstrel songs 
feature prominently. A hint of this feature of the novel can be detected in Nina, Clayton, and 
Anne’s conversation about the merits of the enslaved hymn singers at the camp meeting; 
however, after this scene Stowe turns explicitly to songs associated with the blackface stage to 
illustrate the implications for black life that resulted from such thinking. Specifically, this occurs 
as the liberal-minded siblings describe their ideas about the organization of what a benevolent 
plantation might look like, the demonstration of which culminates in the minstrel performance 
Nina encounters on her tour of Anne and Clayton's plantation Magnolia Grove.  
But before this scene, Edward Clayton lays out the ideological underpinnings of his design 
principles that bear on how this performance manifests later. This occurs in a conversation 
Clayton has with his childhood friend Frank Russel where he justifies his decision to remain the 
owner of slaves despite his liberal leanings. His rationale, he declares, is “not to raise cotton or 
negroes as a chief end of man” but to arrange a more paternalist system that would focus on the 
intellectual development of his slaves. In this project he sets himself apart from abolitionists, 
claiming to subscribe to The Liberator even though he disagrees with Garrison “because I think I 
know more about the matter, where I stand, than he does, or can, where he stands,” concluding 
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on a note of fairness in true rationalist fashion,”[b]ut it 's his right, as an honest man, to say what 
he thinks.” This line of thinking develops into a manifesto on paternalism:  
What any Christian man should do who finds four hundred odd of his fellow men and 
women placed in a state of absolute dependence on him. I 'm going to educate and fit 
them for freedom. There isn't a sublimer power on earth than God has given to us 
masters. The law gives us absolute and unlimited control. A plantation such as a 
plantation might be would be 'a light to lighten the gentiles.' There is a wonderful and 
beautiful development locked up in this Ethiopian race, and it is worth being a life-object 
to unlock it. The raising of cotton is to be the least of the thing. I regard my plantation as 
a sphere for raising men and women, and demonstrating the capabilities of a race.224 
  
I rehearse Clayton's scheme here to suggest that it constitutes a major indictment Stowe's 
previous understanding of sympathy, a critique that she develops later through represtations of 
minstrel songs. With Clayton's assessment of his own role as a slaveholder we see the ways the 
fantasies of management crept into even liberal positions. These attitudes also inform Clayton's 
perception of the music of the enslaved, a short example of which we encounter in his comments 
regarding the enslaved singers' performance at the camp meeting. However, we see a much fuller 
version of this attitude in action later in the description of Magnolia Grove and the performances 
of the enslaved “troubadour” Dulcimer. 
Later in the novel, Anne presents the workings of her family’s plantation to her suitor Mr. 
Bradshaw and Nina Gordon, who both engage with her in debate about the benefits and potential 
weaknesses of organizing slave labor around the idea of “the raising of men.”225 Throughout this 
scene Anne’s arguments for the benefits of the arrangements at Magnolia Grove are met with 
skepticism from Bradshaw, who feels that their liberal attitudes would inevitably lead to an 
insurrection amongst their slaves. However, as Anne displays her school, we see that her and her 
brother's understandings of liberal attitudes about enslavement are not that far removed from 
more conventional methods of controlling enslaved populations. Anne’s tour takes the group to 
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the schoolhouse for the enslaved that she has created and for which she serves as instructor, 
giving the group a kind of teaching demonstration. The school, we learn, is structured by music 
making. 
They filed in to the tune of one of those marked rhythmical melodies which characterize 
the negro music, and, moving in exact time to the singing, assumed their seats, which 
were arranged with regard to their age and size. As soon as they were seated, Anne, after 
a moment's pause, clapped her hands, and the whole school commenced a morning hymn, 
in four parts, which was sung so beautifully that Mr. Bradshaw, quite overpowered, stood 
with tears in his eyes. Anne nodded at Nina, and cast on him a satisfied glance.226 
 
This description of enslaved students entering the classroom introduces a different, more 
developed notion of the disciplinary aspects of the sentimental equation, one that draws an 
understanding of the sentimental aesthetic like George W. Clark's to its logical conclusion. By 
merely describing the sounds these enslaved pupils produced as an index of “the rhythmical 
melodies” that “characterize the negro music,” this scene directs our attention to how such 
rhythms regulated the order of the classroom and the Claytons' understanding of slavery itself. 
Though the sentimental aesthetic is considered a catalyst for independent, rational thought, with 
this scene Stowe emphasizes the ways that the workings of musical performance—one of 
sentimentalism's most effective tools--facilitates the funneling of independent thought through 
the disciplinary structures of enslavement. As if simply flipping a switch, Anne instructs her 
students to perform a hymn in a moment that recalls the collective, organizational properties of 
music described in the camp meeting scene. This instance of musical performance is brief, but it 
reveals the perverse inculcating element that has always been a part of the sentimental aesthetic 
rather than conveying the supposed rational perspective. This is made manifest in the Claytons' 
desire to alleviate their slaves' suffering by more tightly controlling them rather than signing their 
freedom papers. Stowe suggests here that, if music of "an elevated style" could shape one’s 
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interior feelings then, taken to its logical conclusion, such properties could enact, as is seen in the 
workings of Anne’s school, a program of race-based social control.227 While not an instance of 
blackface performance exactly, the management of the enslaved students at Anne’s school 
provides a frame for more obvious representations of minstrelsy throughout the novel. 
The clearest example of minstrel performance occurs as the enslaved Magnolia Grove 
"troubadours," an informal musical group headed by the engimatic Dulcimer, the "court jester" of 
the plantation, produce a kind of musical Shakespearean play within a play in which Stowe 
condenses representations of sentimentalist aesthetics, proslavery liberalism, and minstrelsy that 
she has been developing throughout the tour of this plantation. The performance consists of a 
series of blackface songs, including Stephen Foster's elegiac "Massa's in de Cold Ground," sung 
directly to Nina and the other members of her group. The occasion for this "operatic 
performance" is ostensibly to honor the return of Edward Clayton to Magnolia Grove; however, 
it quickly reveals itself to be a set piece designed to further develop the courtship between 
Clayton and Nina, an element that yokes the conventional sentimental plot unfolding between 
these two with the culture of southern enslavement that Stowe critiques throughout the novel. 
Beyond its role in the narrative structure, though, this set piece also works to expose the 
supposedly benevolent hierarchy that Anne and Edward have shaped their plantation around and 
reveals their disciplinary methods within the rubric of seemingly "free" play. 
With this scene Stowe cannily plays to conventional elements of the marriage plot, 
combining the role such narratives play in supporting status quo norms with minstrelsy, a form 
that also reproduced status quo social arrangements regarding race as well as those amongst 
white people. Here, though, Stowe jettisons the language of romantic feeling that we might 
associate with the marriage plot. Rather than merely inciting Nina's and Edward's mutual 
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affection for each other, we witness a performance that self-consciously elaborates the pretenses 
that structure the slave system as Anne and Edward have a expressed it. Duclimer and company's 
concert, in other words, appears as a surface-level enactment of the disciplinary relations that 
exist on Magnolia Grove without fully turning to the register of sentiment. 
The role this performance plays as a catylst for the romance that blooms between Edward 
and Nina is cloyingly clear and can be rather obviously gleaned from Stowe's heavy-handed use 
of the central song featured in the scene: "The North Carolina Rose," a minstrelesque tune that 
was apparently written by Stowe herself.228 The song's conceit--a master's ambitious and perhaps 
foolhardy pursuit of "de North Carolina rose"--neatly maps onto the romance narrative, 
allegorically positing Nina as the rose Edward pursues. In fact, the minstrel performance serves 
as a kind of prologue to a "will they or won't they" back and forth between these two characters 
that ends the chapter. While this aspect of the scene resounds in a different register from the 
ways I have been discussing the connections between music and the antislavery novel, it does 
represent a turn away from the schema that structured antislavery music making. Though this 
performance clearly pushes Nina and Edward closer together, Stowe's rendering of it never 
registers at the level of romantic feeling. Rather the focus is clearly on the ways musical 
performance could reproduce, rather than alter, social norms. Whereas in Anne's classroom 
music disciplined her pupils into behaving within her notions of civility, here enslaved people are 
a deeper part of the power structure, encouraging the reproduction of the social hierarchy by 
pushing the marriage plot forward. In this way, Stowe continues to show the ways that the 
sentimental aesthetic worked as a kind of disciplinary tool, mitigating its power to change 
antislavery views. 
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Stowe thus complicates the seemingly straightforward ways the minstrel mask mediates 
white desire by foregrounding the scene's work in exhibiting the social structure of Magnolia 
Grove. This is first suggested as Dulcimer adopts an over-the-top courtly affect that exagerates 
his role as servant and the white people's roles as members of the aristocracy, a common trope of 
the blackface stage. In this vein, he sends a written invitation to Anne and Nina, formerly 
inviting them to the rustic opera he and his troubadours have written. This turn to formality is of 
a piece with Anne's characterization of Dulcimer as an ill-fitting subject for her rationalization of 
enslaved labor. At one moment, she tells Nina, "'O, Dulcimer don't belong to our régime,' […] 
'He was the prime minister and favorite under the former reign, -- a sort of licensed court jester, -
- and to this day he hardly knows how to do anything but sing and dance.'"229 Dulcimer's 
association with the old regime translates into his courtly performance later; however, it becomes 
apparent that, though Anne perceives a clean break from old modes of managing enslaved 
people, her and her brother's new methods are not so different.  
Once the performance begins, the self-proclaimed enlightened slaveholders find themselves 
engaged with a standard, rather than progressive, iteration of the plantation regime. Put simply, 
the enslaved people are there to entertain the white folks, despite the new approaches Anne and 
Edward have adopted to "cultivate" their slaves, and the white people in this scene enjoy the 
performance. Stowe emphasizes the dramatic irony of this display by continually shifting 
distinctions between performer and audience, encouraging the reader to ask what he or she is 
supposed to be looking at, the minstrel performance of the slaves or the performance of 
liberalism enacted by the white people. The most provocative moment in this distortion occurs 
when the performance begins and the troubadours lift the curtain to reveal that the "space behind 
was filled up with a dense sea of heads--all the servants and plantation hands." Though the gaze 
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is eventually directed back to the enslaved performers such moments increase the scrutiny with 
which we view the Anne, Nina, and the rest of the party's reaction to the performance they 
witness. Anne tacitly acknowledges this reversal when she declares, “"we were not prepared for 
our part of the play!”230 Stowe thus complicates the power dynamics at play here by emphasizing 
how musical performance works to manage the groups of people who occupy the scene, rather 
than using it to simply advance the sentimental plot. 
Impressed by the performance, the white characters puzzle over its meaning in ways similar 
to their discussion of the enslaved singers at the camp meeting. This dialogue largely consists of 
Anne and Edward theorizing, along racially stereotypical lines, the ways it fits with their own 
views on the "African race." Here, the siblings advance a conventional understanding that 
posited musical ability as a quality inherent to enslaved Africans; however, they couch this 
perspective within their own liberal schemes of plantation management that, in turn, serve as a 
metacomment on the sentimentalist aesthetic that Stowe has been developing throughout the 
novel. Edward declares.  
'[T]he African race evidently are made to excel in that department which lies between the 
sensuous and the intellectual -- what we call the elegant arts. These require rich and 
abundant animal nature, such as they possess; and, if ever they become highly civilized, 
they will excel in music, dancing, and elocution.' 
 
Anne echoes this attitude and relates the perception of enslaved Africans' musical abilities to her 
work at the school.  
'I have often noticed,' said Anne, 'in my scholars, how readily they seize upon anything 
which pertains to the department of music and language. The negroes are sometimes 
laughed at for mispronouncing words, which they will do in a very droll manner; but it 's 
only because they are so taken with the sounds of words that they will try to pronounce 
beyond the sphere of their understanding, like bright children.' 
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Edward's understandings of enslaved Africans' "sensuous" and "intellectual" faculties justify the 
racial hierarchy that his method of plantation management reproduces. In a dysfunctional 
iteration of the sentimental aesthetic, Edward considers enslaved people's sensuousness in terms 
of the production of common sense, whether or not they can "become highly civilized." 
Likewise, Anne comprehends the slaves' musical abilities as a kind of raw material that enables 
her approach to educating them. It is on par with language and hence it is a means of managing 
and disciplining the students. While both comments betray racist, hierarchical views they also 
appear as perverse manifestations of the logic that underwrote the sentimental aesthetic, 
especially when it came to musical performance. Edward and Anne acknowledge that music in 
this scene does not appear as some inner expression of contentment or interest in the affairs of 
white people. It is a means of manipulating and understanding the relationships that structure the 
slave system. This idea forms the basis of Edward's comment as he declares, "There is no use in 
trying to make the negroes into Anglo-Saxons, any more than making a grape-vine into a pear-
tree. I train the grape-vine."231 In a perverse way these evaluations resonate with Dulcimer's 
because both views acknowledge the ways that music making worked as a method of managing 
the practices of enslavement, its affective positions and relationships.  
Despite the criticisms of sentimentalist aesthetics evident in Stowe's representations of 
hymns and minstrel tunes, she attempts to rehabilitate antislavery sentimentalism through her 
characterizations of Milly and Dred. Hymns constitute an important aspect of this rehabilitation, 
and I’ll conclude with a brief analysis of how she accomplishes this. Stowe's juxtaposition of 
Milly and Dred is a dominant feature in criticism that takes up the differences in her political 
perspectives between her first and second novels. These characters constitute important parts of 
how Stowe recenters her novel around black perspectives after Nina's death from cholera. This is 
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a shift in the narrative wherein, according to Judie Newman, "well-meaning liberal hopes for 
gradual emancipation [are] dismissed along the way.”232 As John Carlos Rowe has put it, in this 
move "Stowe shifts the locus of social change from conventional domestic space […] aligning 
feminine and masculine powers, religion and politics, social reform and revolution," and in 
connecting Milly and Dred she "seems to resolve the difference between Dred's revolutionary 
aims and Milly's pacifism by treating them as two parts of the same emancipatory project."233 
With Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Stowe’s political perspective channels antislavery positions through 
sympathy for suffering figures like this novel's titular character. However, with her second novel 
she repackages sentimentalism within these two competing political orientations in what Kevin 
Pelletier has dubbed "apocalyptic sentimentalism," her depiction of "love and fear not as 
competing and fundamentally separate emotional impulses but as imbricated."234 Dred espouses 
an apocalyptic vision of revolution as a response to the slavery crisis; while, Milly adheres to a 
position that blends antislavery critique with the attitudes of patience and forbearance exuded by 
characters like Uncle Tom. Even though Dred abandons his plans for insurrection and ultimately 
dies, leaving the reader with the impression that Milly's position prevails, it is clear throughout 
that Stowe wished to forestall this resolution and keep these characters in suspension with one 
another.235  
Hymns serve as a key method for how these characters confront each other’s politics and 
attempt to persuade each other and their audiences of the merits of their positions. By way of an 
example, I'll discuss the hymns that appear in the chapter in which Dred is introduced. This scene 
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features two hymns: Dred's singing of "Brethren don't you hear the sound," which we also find 
Bonnie singing at the camp meeting, and Milly singing a verse from "Amazing Grace." This 
occurs as Harry is wending his way back to Canema having left the previous evening angry at 
the prospect o Nina’s brother, and his half-brother, Tom returning to claim his birthright. Harry 
has been a fastidious and frugal servant to Nina and her father, and Tom has been an absent 
drunk. As he privately rages through the woods he encounters Dred and Milly in succession, and 
they act as countervailing influences on his course of action.  
It should come as no surprise, given my discussion of the hymn “Brethren, can you hear the 
sound” and Dred’s appearance at the camp meeting, that the two are linked. Dred sings the hymn 
as he springs back into hiding in the woods after having closed his appeals to Harry concerning 
his free, if ascetic, life in the swamp and the righteousness of his violent self-determination. 
Though Dred has retreated into the brush he strikes up “in a clear, loud voice, one of those 
peculiar melodies in which vigor and spirit are blended with a wild, inexpressible mournfulness.” 
Here, Stowe focuses on the power of the sound of Dred’s voice itself: “the voice was one of a 
singular and indescribable quality of tone; it was heavy as the subbass of an organ, and of a 
velvety softness, and yet it seemed to pierce the air with a keen dividing force which is generally 
characteristic of voices of much less volume.” With this description Stowe evokes conventional 
thinking about how the influence of reformist hymns worked; however, she offers a rendering of 
this process that destabilizes, rather than harmonizes, Harry’s thoughts, in a scene that explicitly 
turns away from the sympathetic structure associated with antislavery hymns. As he walks along, 
he experiences “an uprising within him, vague, tumultuous, overpowering; dim instincts, heroic 
aspirations; the will to do, the soul to dare; and then, in a moment, there followed the picture of 
all society leagued against him, the hopeless impossibility of any outlet to what was burning 
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within him.”236 In John Michael’s analysis of the novel, such scenes are triumphs of 
“identification that lead the reader far beyond the simple comforts of self-reflective sympathy to 
contemplate a dangerous encounter with one justly enraged by the injustices he suffers.”237 
Stowe has Dred appropriate the dominant discourse of Christian song forms to inject this novel 
with revolutionary zeal, and as a result Stowe lends support, however tacitly, to the prospect of 
an uprising of enslaved people.  
On the heels of Dred’s appearance, Milly finds Harry and offers him an alternative vision for 
how to cope with the slave system. The long suffering Milly, at first, seems to be a conventional 
sentimental figure meant to activate the reader’s sympathies in ways that were standard practice 
for antislavery literature; however, while certainly cut from this cloth, her worldview is more 
complex than it might at first seem. The more conventional aspects of Milly’s character surface 
at the beginning of her exchange with Harry, as he relates his encounter with Dred. She advises 
him to “[k]eep clear on him!” To Milly, Dred is in a state of deep confusion, “in de wilderness of 
Sinai […] with de blackness and darkness.” This is because he as yet to “come to de heavenly 
Jerusalem,” an articulation of Milly’s understanding of the Promised Land. As one might expect, 
through this perspective she seems to place all of her hopes in the afterlife, which she knows 
exists because of tautological reasoning: she declares, “I knows it by de hankering arter it I got in 
here,” pounding on her chest. From this angle, her performance of “Amazing Grace” also 
appears as of a piece with sentimental conventions.  
Well, honey, I does! Jest so sure as I 's standing on dis yer ground, I knows in a few years 
I shall be reigning with de Lord Jesus, and a casting my crown at his feet. Dat 's what I 
knows. Flesh and blood did n't reveal it unto me, but de Spirit of de Father. It 's no odds 
to me what I does here; every road leads straight to glory, and de glory an't got no end to 
it!" And Milly uplifted her voice in a favorite stave -- 
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                         ‘When we 've been dere ten thousand years,  
                         Bright shining like de sun,  
                         We 've no less days to sing God's praise  
                         Than when we first begun.’238 
 
Here, Stowe makes a double citation. At one level she cites what was perhaps the most popular 
religious hymn; at another, she makes reference to the scene in her own Uncle Tom’s Cabin, 
where Tom sings these very lines. To add another layer here, Stowe is credited with altering the 
original composition of “Amazing Grace” by adding these lyrics, which are now part of the 
version of the song that are widely sung.239 Citing these lyrics lends credence to the reading of 
Milly that views her as a stock character from generic sentimental novels. In opposition to Dred’s 
citation of “Brethren,” Milly quotes lines from “Amazing Grace” that seem to defer action; 
instead, she seems to view the slave system through an ahistorical perspective that delays 
satisfaction until the afterlife.  
The seeming opposition of the temporalities conveyed by Dred’s and Milly’s hymns, rather 
than conflicting, could be seen to articulate a kind of continuity. This is tacitly suggested by 
Milly who, despite maintaining her sights on the hereafter, acknowledges the present, earthbound 
abuses she faces. In a line that also sound like Stowe responding to her own critics, Milly asserts, 
"Chile […] I an't a fool. Does ye s'pose dat I thinks folks has any business to be sitting on der 
cheers all der life long, and working me, and living on my money? Why, I knows dey han't! An't 
it all wrong, from fust to last, de way dey makes merchandise o' us!”240 Likewise, Dred 
capitulates to Milly as he abandons his insurrection. (Incidentally, Milly is able to get this 
concession after singing a hymn from Beecher’s Plymouth hymnbook.) Taken together, these 
hymns represent a continuity with the temporalities they express, a representation of the present 
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and future struggles enslaved and formerly enslaved people face, and together they also counter 
the empty time that structures previous iterations of the sentimentalist aesthetic. The sentimental 
mode, here;, places the individual within the context of a participatory civic humanism that, 
contrary to having a privatizing effect, sentimental literature therefore produced a “publicly 



























'Sowing seeds of future devastation': Articulating Music and Black Culture in Martin 
Delany's Blake; or, the Huts of America 
 
 
“If you want to move religion, to rearticulate it in another way, you are going to come across 
all the grooves that have articulated it already.” 
Stuart Hall, “On Postmodernism and Articulation: an Interview with Stuart Hall”242 
 
 
By contrast to Dred, Martin Delany’s Blake; or, the Huts of America turns away from the 
structure of sentimentalism. Similar to the rebellious Dred, Delany’s text features Henry Blake, 
an ex-enslaved iconoclast who maneuvers with relative ease throughout a landscape that includes 
the American South and North, Canada, and Cuba, organizing a revolutionary spirit amongst the 
enslaved, in the very midst of their enslavers. The “general insurrection” that Henry advances 
after he learns that his wife has been sold to Arabella Ballard, a Yankee who nevertheless feels 
that she needs a slave for her upcoming trip to Cuba.243 As the novel progresses from this 
tragedy, Henry’s larger project becomes one of organizing freedom fighters within spaces of 
unfreedom with the ultimate goal of overthrowing Spanish Cuba and forming a black republic 
there. During these efforts, hymns and minstrel songs appear as communicative tools for 
enabling this uprising and countering the political rhetoric about slavery that circulated in the 
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1850s. In this way, Blake shifts from the sympathetic identification seen in most novels during 
this period to the narration of a black-centered historiography and a forward-looking program for 
undoing the slave economy.  
In this vein, Delany uses hymns and minstrel songs as occasions to show sentimentalism to 
be insufficient for the task of organizing resistance to enslavement, and instead writes his novel 
as a black radical picaresque. Rather than working within the privatizing rhetoric of 
sentimentalism, Delany deploys songs in service to his representations of organizing collective 
black radical action, shifting the meanings of these songs away from the register of sympathetic 
identification to their potential to be used as articulations or linkages, to use Stuart Hall’s terms, 
that connect different discourses to the antebellum black struggle. For Delany, songs serve as a 
way of revealing the dominant discourses that structured the slave system, such as the religious 
or nationalistic ones deployed by the system’s apologists, and forging a counter-hegemonic 
African Americanist ideology. Thus songs appear in Blake not as inroads to the soul, as they did 
for other antislavery activists, but as tools to facilitate the radical activities that motivate the 
novel’s plot and shape Delany’s vision of hemispheric black culture. Before getting to Delany’s 
representations of hymns themselves, however, I would like to focus on a scene that bears on the 
ways he uses music in his text. 
With the “Solicitude and Amusement” chapter Martin Delany condenses much of what his 
novel Blake; or, the Huts of America (1859; 1860-61) works through regarding the power 
dynamics of racial enslavement into one short set piece of sonic performance. In this scene, 
Delany presents us with a group of southerners initiating the Bostonian Judge Ballard into the 
chilling disciplinary practices of the plantation class. Before this chapter Ballard has seemed to 
be somewhat agnostic on the question of slavery, but his enrollment into the ranks of 
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slaveholders, we find out, comes as he witnesses his hosts brutally extract a performance from an 
enslaved eleven-year-old boy named Rube. Captain Grason, a character introduced specifically 
to serve as the “ringmaster” for this scene, promises Ballard, “’I’m going to show you a sight 
[…] He'll whistle, sing songs, hymns, pray, swear like a trooper, laugh, and cry, all under the 
same state of feelings.’”244 Grason proceeds to whip Rube into executing a range of sonic 
performances, a “true Mississippi scene,” we are told: “[T]he boy commenced to whistle almost 
like a thrush; another cut changed it to a song, another to a hymn, then a pitiful prayer, when he 
gave utterance to oaths which would make a Christian shudder, after which he laughed outright; 
then from the fullness of his soul he cried: ‘O maussa, I's sick! Please stop little!’ casting up gobs 
of hemorrhage.” At the end of the chapter, Ballard, “not quite a southerner yet,” grabs Grason’s 
whip to stop it and is left weeping as Rube dies from the abuse he has just endured.245 
Putting aside the fact that this scene offers an arresting depiction of the brutality of 
enslavement, I would like to focus on how Delany uses this violence to comment on the meaning 
of musical sound for the enslaved subject. This scene savagely parodies sentimentalist 
representations of enslaved performance that were meant to gin up sympathy for the enslaved 
person through indulgent, voyeuristic representations of suffering. Such characterizations of 
black performance fed into paternalist ideas about race within the antislavery movement, and 
more specifically, they informed the understandings of blackness on display in both Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin and Dred. Rube’s torture, in fact, appears as a ghastly allusion of similar scenes in 
Stowe’s novels. In the first chapter of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, for instance, Little Harry jumps Jim 
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Crow under the counterpoised estimations of the fatherlike Shelby and the merchant Haley, 
suggesting that, if not for the warping system of enslavement, such a performance could be 
properly appreciated outside of market conditions, despite its inherent dependence on racist 
tropes, as an idyll. Though they were certainly meant to condemn southern slavery, such 
representations of black performance were underwritten by paternalist notions about the 
management of black bodies within white abolitionist circles. With Rube’s death scene, 
however, Delany turns away from such sentimentality. He makes this explicit by slipping from a 
focus on pathos to the process of dressage meant for Ballard to witness. We are told that, though, 
“the child gave a look [...] beseeching mercy and compassion…the decree was made, and though 
humanity quailed in dejected supplication before him, the command was imperative, with no 
living hand to stay the pending consequences. He must submit to his fate, and pass through the 
ordeal of training.”246 
Delany confronts us with the fact that the line between performance and coercion was 
mortally thin, anticipating more contemporary commentary about the relationships between 
performance, entertainment, and discipline under enslavement.247 Here he conveys how Rube’s 
repertoire of songs and impersonations reinforce—rather than civilize—the barbarity he suffers 
as the slavers seek to root out the humanity that his sonic performance seems to signify and that 
the slavers would deny. Additionally, in portraying Rube’s utterances as devolving into 
nonsense, Delany refuses the moorings that Stowe offers her readers. For Stowe scenes of black 
performance tended to imbue the enslaved performer with an innate humanity that rendered, in 
the case of Little Harry, the trader’s objectification all the more shocking; however, with Blake 
Delany interrogates and revises these kinds of depictions in order to expose the structure of the 
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slave system, an operation that he also applies to other instances of musical performance in his 
novel. 
Despite the relatively few mentions of music in this scene I begin my discussion here 
because it condenses the logic of Delany’s turn away from sentimentalist notions about African 
American musical production and encapsulates how music enacted a different kind of politics 
than it did for the radical abolitionist movement. As I outline above, antislavery music was 
primarily conceived in the register of pathos, as an art form that could reach the depths of the 
listener's soul. On the contrary, Delany suggests that music was a tool for negotiating the 
structures of enslavement and the definitions of the social arrangements of this system. In this 
respect he foregrounds music's ability to articulate antebellum black culture. In the scene of 
Rube’s torture, he succinctly illustrates this by having the tortures imagine a split between 
Rube’s “state of feelings” and the content of his performance, implicitly calling into question the 
idea that musical sound signified a seamless mediation between one’s interior state and one’s 
outward show.248 It is thus not the profundity of what Rube utters that is important but the ways 
he and Grason use sound to manage the terms of the violence on display. Rather than adhering to 
privatizing notions that emphasize the poignancy of black music as a mechanism for the 
production of “rational” antislavery thought, as the sentimentalists would have it, throughout his 
novel Delany redirects us to how musical sound articulates black antislavery activism and 
culture, revealing a key strategy for how he tries to reimagine the ideology of race and 
enslavement in the 1850s. Before turning to the songs represented in Blake themselves, however, 
I would like to examine Rube’s death scene further for how it asks us to listen to Delany’s 
representations of music in the novel, namely how this scene sharply turns away from 
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sentimentalist and rationalist modes of thought and focuses on how sound and violence interact 
to produce the enslaved subject. 
In focusing on Delany’s characterization of sound in this scene we see that he presents us 
with what John Mowitt might call a “senseless beating.” Mowitt defines this concept through his 
analysis of drumming wherein the beating of the drum produces a senselessness that nevertheless 
derives a mechanism for sense-making by spurring on “a recursive escalation.”249 With Rube’s 
torture, we observe that the senselessness of the beating—the seemingly random cruelty—
produces an escalating array of nonsensical responses that in turn lead to more senseless beating. 
This senselessness structures the logic of the positions of both torturers and victim—the slavers 
and the enslaved—ostensibly to make sense of the institution of slavery for Ballard. The 
senselessness of Rube’s beating does not direct us to feel pathos for him so much as it focuses 
our attention on the iterative senselessness of the abuse as itself part of the structure of 
enslavement, a senselessness that, in portraying the cruel violence of reproducing the terms of 
the system, nevertheless makes sense of slavery. 
The matter of Delany’s depiction of enslaved subjectivity and his turn toward what I’m 
calling, via Mowitt, a “senseless beating” in this scene has provided the ground for a productive 
critical conversation between Robert Reid-Pharr and Christopher Castiglia that bears on 
Delany’s understanding of the work of music in his novel. Reid-Pharr dissects the senselessness 
of this beating further, showing that with Rube’s torture we witness a paradox that calls into 
question the very dependence on rationalism that white abolitionists appealed to. He writes that 
while “the master reduces the boy to his basic elements” he also “crack[s] open the mask, the 
studied art of dissimulation, to reveal an essential and transcendent humanity, an at once 
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embodied and disembodied genius” exhibited by the array of sounds he produces.250 Rather than 
a “rational” depiction of enslavement that might simply show it to be abusive and wrong Delany 
emphasizes Rube’s unsettled status as the violence he endures simultaneously denies his 
humanity, thereby reinforcing slavery’s norms, and elicits a response that illustrates an 
intractable humanity that nevertheless spurs on the enslavers to the scene’s mortal conclusion. 
Taking up the opposite side of this equation, Castiglia emphasizes the ways black interiority 
functioned as “a projection of whites’ desire and anxiety” in order to legitimate “surveillance and 
domination.” In an attempt to reify the norms of slave society, the slavers endeavor to regulate 
what Castiglia would call Rube’s “interior state” by erecting a “rigid division […] between 
inside and outside, affect and show,” that “simultaneously produces the black body as a location 
of ‘states of feeling,’ forecloses Rube’s ability to express those feelings through performance, 
and denies those feelings altogether.”251  
However, Delany suggests that the slaveholders don’t exactly succeed and that Rube’s 
performance pushes against the foreclosures Castiglia identifies. Reid-Pharr asserts that with his 
vocal performance Rube “creates an index of black humanity that finds its efficacy precisely in 
the fact that it refuses rationalist modes of thought and expression,” such as those that would 
justify the slave system as well as those that underwrote northern racism (my emphasis). Rather 
than reproducing the standard lament of the slave that circulated through popular music of the 
day, Rube’s performance switches modes and registers in ways that refuse the meanings 
commonly ascribed to such music and instead draws attention to how the categories of 
enslavement are structured. Rube therefore represents what Reid-Pharr terms, via Julia Kristeva, 
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a borderline subject—a “queer animal”—that makes way “for a new logic of subjectivity” that 
must nevertheless be replaced by the bourgeois version of blackness that the novel’s main 
character Henry represents.252 In light of Reid-Pharr’s and Castiglia’s comments on this scene we 
see that Delany shows the inadequacy embedded within appeals to universalist notions of 
humanity, suggesting that they fail to address how the system of enslavement worked to produce 
enslaved people, a misunderstanding that also held ramifications for what white antislavery 
positions looked like.  
Delany’s emphasis on the sense of senselessness exhibited by Rube’s beating materializes the 
sonic experience of this scene in the notions of embodiment it advances, offering an 
understanding of the ways sound helped structure the enslaved subject rather than portraying 
sound as indicative of Rube’s interior state prior to the scene of violence. This tendency 
resonates with another of Mowitt’s concepts: that of the skin. Mowitt’s focus on “drumming, 
beating, striking,”—as his subtitle reads—leads him to posit the skin as the preeminent site of 
subject formation. He focuses on the drum as a representative figure for his conception of 
embodiment by drawing connections between the properties of this instrument that produce 
sound—the striking of the drumhead and the resonance of the body—and skin contact. He 
describes the process by which “percussive sense-making is caught up in the way that skin 
contact produces a subject who at once makes sense of various patterns of contact and who is 
itself the loss of sense for such contacts.” “The point,” as Mowitt puts it, “is to show, as with the 
drum itself, that the subject forms in and through the limits of embodiment,” and that “drumming 
touches on and plays with these limits and, in so doing, makes sense.”253  
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Similar to Mowitt’s analysis of drumming, with the “Solicitude and Amusement” chapter 
Delany relocates the site of enslaved subject formation away from the inward emotionalism 
commonly associated with antislavery activism and black musicality to the skin—the surface 
where the self-expression of Rube’s performance meets the lash. We are told, in fact, that 
Grason’s whip triggers Rube’s range of performance by hitting “a certain spot on the exposed 
skin.”254 The skin—the bodily barrier that is being beaten—thus mediates the pressures that 
Reid-Pharr and Castiglia outline: Rube’s own “studied art of dissimulation” and the projection of 
desire and violence that structure the slavers’ response. By redirecting us away from the inward 
emotions that these songs might signify to the surface of the skin, Delany portrays an account of 
this performance that includes both Rube’s vocalizations as well as the role Grason’s whip plays 
in attempting to conduct the display. In doing this, Delany emphasizes musical performance 
itself as a structural tool for negotiating embodiment and organizing relationships within slave 
society. While it’s true that the sounds Rube produces constitute a mode of what we might call 
self-expression, a more surface-oriented understanding of sound gets at the “membranophonic” 
place upon which both this self-expression and white violence contend.255 In Blake, Rube’s sonic 
performance becomes the feature of this scene around which disciplinary power is organized, 
and the music he produces is paradoxically his attempt to cope with and halt his physical abuse 
while also being the attribute that incites more violence. As he does with songs throughout his 
novel Delany characterizes sonic production as the ground upon which Rube and his abusers 
shape the violence of this scene. 
Though an unlikely place for considering music’s role in the novel, this scene encapsulates 
how Delany's representation of musical performance invites a reappraisal of its function within 
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antislavery activism, particularly for African Americans. In a comment that is emblematic of the 
ways antebellum black music is most commonly perceived, Aaron McClendon argues that 
Delany and other antebellum African American writers included songs in their work in order to 
ignite "feelings of shame or sympathy in a way that oration, pamphlets, and novels could not."256 
Perhaps, but there is also something more complex going on with these representations of music. 
With the chapter featuring Rube's performance, torture, and death, Delany suggests that songs in 
his novel are not primarily aimed at eliciting emotional responses. Rather than focusing on 
Rube's suffering as the basis for mobilizing the reader's sympathy, Delany uses music to convey 
the negotiations around definitions of humanity that structured the relationship between master 
and slave. In other words, he presents a symbolic representation of this relationship through 
sound: on the one hand we see the brutal production of the norms of slave society in the crack of 
Grason’s whip; on the other we encounter the mechanics of responses undertaken by Rube 
through his performance that seeks to evade the torture. Jacques Attali likens the control of 
music to a kind of sublimation of ritual murder that domesticates and channels the violence of 
noise into a form around which meaning, and therefore the social order, can be organized.257 
With this scene we see a conflation between this sublimated, ritualistic murder in Grason’s 
manipulation of black sounds and its literal manifestation in Rube’s death.  
In this schema, Delany conceptualizes musical performance as a tool through which the 
dynamics of race and enslavement were mediated, and as the novel progresses he uses the same 
perspective to convey notions of solidarity. In this understanding, music doesn’t invoke an 
“ethnosympathetic” response that depended upon white approval of black subjects or fascination 
with black music as much as it crystallizes sets of “relations of force” that are on display 
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throughout the novel. Delany is interested in the arrangement of these forces and how, within 
structures of dominance, he can imagine possibilities for a black-led future. In establishing these 
grounds, the scene of Rube’s death thus invites us to hear the hymns and minstrel songs 
represented elsewhere in the novel in terms of how they identified and responded to the 
ideological pressures of enslavement from within this dominance.  
Delany's understanding of music conveys important aspects of his articulation of antebellum 
black culture and rearticulation of white appropriation of this culture in service to a program for 
post-Emancipation black life. Cultural studies theorist Stuart Hall has famously defined the term 
“articulation” as having a double meaning. It at once signals how ideologies are announced—
how they are articulated in language and culture—as well as how they are formed from disparate 
aspects of culture that have no necessary, inherent relationship to each other, as is illustrated by 
his often cited metaphor of the articulated lorry.258 This latter component of Hall’s definition 
turns away from what theorists had previously described as the totalizing effects of 
programmatic conceptions of the social structure. For Hall, “the so-called ‘unity’ of a discourse 
is really the articulation of different, distinct elements which can be rearticulated in different 
ways because they have no necessary ‘belongingness.’”259 As such, focusing on the articulations, 
or linkages, that comprise a given ideology is a key method for understanding and undoing its 
complex formations and expressions, a tool of particular importance for marginalized people. 
This perspective invites an apprehension of two key moments in the work of culture. The first is 
the "construction of the (would be) ruling bloc among potentially competing and conflicting 
interests (including among the capitalist class itself)," and the second involves "the work of 
articulating the subordinate […] groups through material and symbolic concessions in which 
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they are ‘taken account of’ in such ways that they can come to identify themselves in the leading 
project."260 As John Clarke writes, "in this sense culture constituted a field of possibility in 
which relations of domination and subordination were inscribed, represented, refused and 
contested through articulatory practices."261 With Delany we see a writer and activist who 
anticipates this theoretical perspective in his taking apart and cobbling together of cultural 
elements in service to undoing the dominant ideology of the slave system. (This is, in fact, 
apparent in the first chapter where Delany portrays prominent figures from the U.S. and Cuba 
hatching plans to restart the international slave trade. From this point onward it is clear that the 
focus of Blake will be one that takes this hegemony as its focus.) Music appears in the novel as a 
key element of this perspective.   
Through his representations of music—the unexpected uses of traditional religious songs and 
racist minstrel tunes, for example—Delany emphasizes the processes of the formation that black 
culture was undergoing within white supremacist structures of dominance in the 1850s. Delany 
represents the circulation of hymns and minstrel songs as key elements for his rearticulation of 
black culture from within antebellum white supremacy. By tying together these disparate song 
forms Delany imagines different social arrangements for antebellum African Americans that 
compressed the history of displaced Africans and the geographic space of the circum-Atlantic 
world. The songs he represents in Blake were thus an integral component of what John Ernest 
has identified as Delany’s need “to write himself, his community, and black history into the 
cultural consciousness and historical record of the United States and beyond.”262 Delany forges 
this alternate historical consciousness from within expanding hegemonic notions of racial 
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hierarchy, which in the common understanding of music of the day would have relegated black 
expression to the buffoonery of the minstrel stage and the sentimentalism of the slave’s song. On 
the contrary, Delany remixes aspects of white supremacy with those of the various black cultures 
developing throughout the U.S., characterizing music as a manifestation of a formative process 
of undoing dominant ideology and articulating a resistant black culture. In the process, he 
reconceptualizes music not as "an external, knowable object," but what Nina Sun Eidsheim has 
identified as "an unfolding phenomenon that arises through complex material interactions."263 In 
this way, Delany engages in "the work of listening," what John Clarke argues is a key aspect of 
cultural analysis that requires "paying attention to what circulates, to what matters, to what 
connections are already being forged, what threads are being forgotten, and what apparently 
natural and normal alignments of things are coming apart."264 
In one of his most significant interrogations of antebellum black culture, Delany uses hymns 
to ponder religion’s role in propagating and undoing oppression. Early in the novel he draws 
distinctions within religious ideology, and by examining and recasting the work that hymns 
performed as part of the resistance to the institution. At first, Henry condemns the religious 
beliefs of his elders Mammy Judy and Daddy Joe as what he calls “the same old slave song,” 
arguing that their set of beliefs is insufficient for confronting the slave system.265 Henry’s initial 
perspective seems to be a straightforward reflection of the many other writings by enslaved and 
ex-enslaved people who rejected their oppressors’ religion; however, he complicates this in two 
significant ways. While Henry himself turns away from the religion of other enslaved people on 
the plantation, Delany undercuts this repudiation by representing the collectives that formed 
around song, primarily through his representation of the singing style known as lining out. 
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Furthermore, as Henry begins to plot his general insurrection we also find out that his disavowal 
of the utility of religion is not total; in fact, he demonstrates a reinvestment in religious practices 
at the moment he hatches his plan with his co-conspirators Andy and Charles. While the 
workings of the plan themselves remain opaque throughout the novel, Henry advises that his co-
conspirators must make religion “subserve your interests, as your oppressors do theirs.”266 By 
not simply rejecting the role of Christianity as a structuring pillar of Americna life, Delany 
anticipates Stuart Hall's insistence that such outmoded cultural forms have a lingering "pre-
history […] which sometimes constitute the only cultural resources which human beings have to 
make sense of their world." Whereas Henry's initial reaction seems in line with the mainstream 
antislavery critique that highlights the Church as a flawed pro-slavery institution, Delany's 
representations of religious music elsewhere illustrate, with Hall, that if you want to move 
religion, you will need to at least partly work within the “grooves that have articulated it 
already.”267  
In deploying hymns to articulate the black struggle, Delany’s novel stands as an early textual 
example of the practice of using religious songs as coded messages for fugitives escaping 
plantations on the underground railroad. This practice has become a well-established feature of 
the formation of African American culture and appears to have been relatively well-known, even 
amongst enslavers, during the nineteenth century. The most celebrated figure from this history is, 
of course, Harriet Tubman who used spirituals as a lingua franca for establishing networks of 
antislavery activists throughout the U.S. and Canada. Delany’s gives us a more complicated, 
perhaps even conflicted, purchase on this practice than it is usually ascribed.  
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Most directly, he deploys hymns and spirituals in order to undo sentimentalist religious 
thinking, which the protagonist Henry Blake sees as supporting the ideology of the slave system. 
For Delany this meant assuming the position, through his narrative voice, as arbiter of what 
might be termed the false consciousness created by songs that gave glory to both God and the 
master. In this vein, he sought to undo the “feminized” portrayal of black Christianity most 
famously represented by the martyrdom of Uncle Tom. This turn away from what Delany clearly 
considered the apolitical valences of hymns forms an important part of the novel’s promotion of 
the Henry Blake's masculinist qualities, which are construed in the text as ideal for activist traits. 
In attempting to counter what he sees as the mystification of the religious worldview that formed 
sentimental literature, Delany invests heavily in an elitist understandig of activism that 
seemingly ignores the communal networks that were thriving at the time he composed Blake. 
Furthermore this trope in the novel tends to reify the standard binary that conceives of the femine 
as not politically engaged through its representations of characters like Mammy Judy. At the 
same time, Delany complicates the role Mammy Judy plays in the picture of enslavement he 
conveys, and while the clear emphasis is on the kinds of complacency associated with 
sentimentalist depictions of religion, he simultaneously places significant emphasis on the idea 
of religious music as producing collectives and articulating the gaps created by enslaved life, 
illustrating, however subtley, Delany's awareness of the antislavery work of women like 
Tubman.268  
Delany works through his idiosyncratic understanding of religion, sentimental literature, 
antislavery activism, and black culture through his representations of hymns. Henry’s 
condemnation of religion begins at the moment we first meet him, the moment that Mammy Judy 
also tells him that his wife Maggie has been sold away. During this exchange William Cowper’s 
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popular hymn “God Moves in a Mysterious Way,” also known as “Light Shining Out of 
Darkness” (1773), plays a significant part.269 After Mammy Judy breaks the news to Henry and 
he starts to rage against the injustices of enslavement, Judy quotes the song as part of her 
importations to “put yeh trus’ in de Laud.” As Henry becomes increasingly angry, Judy 
admonishes him “Come, come, Henry, yeh mus'n talk so; we is po' weak an' bline cretehs, an' 
cah see de way uh da Laud. He move' in a mystus way, his wundahs to puhfaum.”270 Judy’s last 
sentence, referencing the first line of Cowper’s hymn, serves as a refrain for her character 
throughout the scenes featuring her in the novel, and the significance Henry ascribes to the line 
and the song signals the distinction he draws between a resignation about plantation life, here 
associated with a maternal quietism in the attitude exuded by Judy and, less prominently, Daddy 
Joe, and the immediacy with which he seeks to address the problem of enslavement: “So he 
may,” Henry boldly asks, “and what is all that to me?”271 In his reaction to Judy’s invocation of 
this hymn, Henry thus distinguishes between deferred and instantaneous responses to 
enslavement, from which he derives a radical politics based on organizing an uprising, and since 
Henry is often read as a stand in for Delany himself, this critique is taken to be the author's 
perspective. While a condemnation of religion is certainly at play in Delany’s citation of this 
hymn, his reevaluation of religion’s role in enslavement that this allusion invokes goes deeper 
than simply naming a hypocrisy of antebellum society.  
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Figure 3: William Cowper, “God Moves in a Mysterious Way,” The Olney Hymns in Three Books, 328 
 
The hymn itself invites an allegorical understanding that compliments prevailing ideas about 
slave masters as figures of benevolent authority. As the lyrics attempt to reconcile a Christian 
worldview with the imperfections of lived experience, they convey a hierarchy between God and 
man that slave masters found conducive to their own positions, often conceived of as an 
intermediary role between God and the enslaved which at times seemed to expand to replacing 
God altogether. Like the indiscernible, omniscient attitude of God depicted in the hymn, the 
master, too, in this cosmology “treasures up His bright designs/And works His sov’reign will.” 
Furthermore, Cowper’s hymn makes use of a paradox between the appearance of foreboding 
signs and the actual benevolence that structures God’s rule. “Ye fearful saints, fresh courage 
take;” the singer advises, “The clouds ye so much dread/Are big with mercy and shall break/ In 
blessings on your head.” It is easy enough to see how this characterization of God’s ultimate 
justice mapped onto slave masters’ own conceptions of themselves, and in the context of the knot 
of paternalism and coercion that defined the slave system, we can equally see that the violence of 
this epiphanic experience of God’s wisdom could slip into an excuse for the violence of 
enslavement. In a line that resonates with Henry’s criticism concerning the slave’s deferral of 
satisfaction the singer tells us, “The bud may have a bitter taste,/But sweet will be the flow’r.” 
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This discrepancy between seeming misery and the larger plan within which the Christian life 
unfolds is supported by God’s/the slaver’s hidden benevolence: “Behind a frowning 
providence/He hides a smiling face.” And finally, the powers of interpreting these acts—of 
discerning their worth—is relegated to the ruler himself. We are told, “Blind unbelief is sure to 
err/And scan His work in vain;/God is His own interpreter,/And He will make it plain.”272  
The irony behind such a proslavery allegorical interpretation of the song, however, is that 
Cowper himself actively worked against the slave system in the late-eighteenth-century.273 His 
most famous hymn “The Negro’s Complaint” (1788), for example, dramatizes the plight of 
people who endured the Middle Passage through the conceit of a firsthand account of an 
enslaved singer. Additionally “God Moves in a Mysterious Way” first appeared in a collection 
Cowper compiled with fellow hymnodist John Newton, whose own conversion to the antislavery 
cause is memorialized in his most famous composition, “Amazing Grace” (1779). In light of 
Cowper’s antislavery work, however, Delany’s understanding of “God Moves in a Mysterious 
Way” signifies a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between Christianity and 
enslavement rather than simply a contradiction. In Cowper's day activists focused primarily on 
closing the international slave trade. By the 1850s the slave system had become a totalizing 
element of the U.S. economy that much more starkly divided society along racial lines. Whereas 
Cowper in the late eighteenth century could adopt the voice of an enslaved singer to make 
universalist appeals—“Skins may differ, but affection/Dwells in white and black the same”—in 
the 1850s Delany asserted that “the colored people are not yet known, even to their most 
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professed friends among the white Americans."274 In this vein, Delany complained "that 
politicians, religionists, colonizationists, and abolitionists, have each and all, at different times, 
presumed to think for, dictate to, and know better what suited colored people, than they knew for 
themselves.”275 A strain of Cowper's brand of antislavery activism persisted in the abolitionist 
movement of the 1850s, as is evident by Stowe's uses of his hymns as well as their appearance in 
antislavery song collections, including Clark's Harp of Freedom, which features Cowper's song 
"Negro Boy sold for a watch" as well as "The Negro's Appeal."276 Contrary to sentimental 
portrayals of enslavement in hymns like Cowper’s, however, Delany sought to articulate a more 
cohesive—if bourgeois—black circum-Atlantic identity through the representations of music in 
his novel.  
Most importantly, Delany’s allusion to “God Moves in a Mysterious Way” serves to draw 
distinctions within black responses to enslavement. Henry rejects Judy and Joe’s appeals for him 
to trust in God’s plan on the grounds that such thinking is blinded by false consciousness. 
Breaking with his elders’ advocacy of religion, Henry appeals to immediate action. He attempts 
to demystify their thinking and declares, “I’m tired looking the other side; I want a hope this side 
of the vale of tears. I want something on this earth as well as a promise of things in another 
world […] I have waited long enough on heavenly promises; I'll wait no longer.”277 Henry’s 
position is of a piece with what critics have identified as Delany’s elitist vision of black 
culture.278 In this sense, Delany reductively portrays how religion prevented enslaved people 
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from the realization of their positions within racial capitalism. Lamenting this kind of positioning 
within cultural studies, Stuart Hall has argued that such perspectives are not adequate because 
they uncritically characterize ideologies as "simply lies, misrepresentations, or misrecognitions" 
and miss the ways in which they enable "us to grasp and define what our experience is," even if 
this understanding is only partial.279 While Delany's is an easy, perhaps cliche, distinction to 
draw, it also responds to Stowe's vision of religion and enslavement in Uncle Tom's Cabin--what 
Ann Douglas would see as the "feminized" aspects of sentimental culture--by sharply asserting a 
masculinity--in the figure of Henry--that rejects Judy's maternal religious perspective to trust in 
the lord. Thus in rejecting the ethos of the hymn Henry also rejects the sentimental aesthetic.  
On the other hand, Delany's representations of hymns also reveal more complex portrayals of 
the role of religious music in forging black-led collectives. In a scene that takes place after Henry 
escapes the plantation, Judy leads a group of fellow enslaved people in a hymn that merges those 
like Cowper's with the song form that will come to be called the spiritual. 
Young folk, yeh all bettah git ready now an' go, fo' de patrollas come out. Yeh all 'joy 
yeh se'f much, now time yeh gone. Hope yeh all sauv God Sunday. Ole man fo' de all 
gone, hab wud uh prah,” advised the old woman; the following being sung in conclusion: 
 The Lord is here, and the Lord is all around us; 
 Canaan, Canaan's a very happy home— 
 O, glory! O, glory! O, glory! God is here, 
when the gathering dispersed, the slaves going cheerfully to their homes.280 
 
The lyrics Judy sings are not part of an established hymn and were probably written by Delany 
himself. On the surface they share similarities with the focus on the after life and the Biblical 
Promised Land that Henry finds mystifying in “God Moves in a Mysterious Way.” This song, in 
fact, reads as a possible parody of the themes in that song. However, on closer inspection we find 
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that what prompts this song is Judy's concern that the young folk, “bettah git ready now an' go, 
fo' de patrollas come out,” suggesting that her performance constituted a coded message meant to 
warn the group that they were being watched. In this sense, "the lord" and "God" serve as 
allegories for the white patrollers and the song itself appears as a method of managing the 
surveillence enslaved people were forced to negotiate. This representation of religious music, of 
course, recalls Harriet Tubman’s uses of songs on the underground railroad to alert those she 
helped discern whether or not their paths were clear, and this association between religious 
music and antislavery and civil rights movements has been one of the most enduring aspects of 
African American culture.281 It would be incorrect, therefore, to read this Judy's position in the 
novel as apolitical. As Kristen Oeterl has written about Harriet Tubman's activism "black 
women’s politics, like Tubman’s own activism during the late nineteenth century, cannot be 
defined by liberal political concepts such as individual rights and personal freedom; what many 
black women worked toward was a collective freedom, a political process that ’operated out of a 
notion of community."282 Judy's performance is an early, albeit short, example of this feature. 
Furthermore, in riffing on this trope, Delany articulates a position that slyly combines the theme 
within African American religious ideology that used the imagery of the Promised Land with the 
pressing dangers of enslavement, a perspective Judy makes explicit as she sings about the 
usually future oriented celebration of Canaan in the present tense where the group faced 
immediate threats.  This suggests, therefore, that while she is initially associated with a deferral 
of action, here she attempts to manage the current constraints of enslavement.  
Harriet Jacobs gives a similar sense of how religious performances countered the dominance 
and surveillance that constituted the slave power. Jacobs recounts the vigilante reaction to Nat 
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Turner’s rebellion that found whites indiscriminately jailing and terrorizing the free and enslaved 
people of color in her home town. In the atmosphere when “Visiting was strictly forbidden on 
the plantations,” the enslaved “begged the privilege of again meeting at their little church in the 
woods” where they would “sing hymns together, and pour out their hearts in spontaneous 
prayer.”283 Jacobs describes the kinds of collective music making that Delany illustrates through 
Judy and Joe as well as later when Henry goes to New Orleans. Comparing slave’s experiences 
in the white church with “the Methodist shout” they participate in amongst themselves Jacobs 
writes, “They never seem so happy as when shouting and singing at religious meetings.” As part 
of her description of this practice Jacobs quotes from the spiritual “Come Go with Me,” which 
was also collected in Slave Songs of the United States (1867). 
The congregation struck up a hymn, and sung as though they were as free as the birds that 
warbled round us,— 
   "Old Satan is one busy ole man;  
                        He rolls dem blocks all in my way;  
                        But Jesus is my bosom friend;  
                        He rolls dem blocks away. 
                        "If I had died when I was young,  
                        Den how my stam'ring tongue would have sung;  
                        But I am ole, and now I stand  
                        A narrow chance for to tread dat heavenly land.”284 
 
It’s obvious enough that by reversing the analogy this song countered pro-slavery understandings 
of songs like “God Moves in a Mysterious Way” that came to suggest a life of obedience for the 
enslaved, which is also the major theme of the sermon Jacobs reproduces just before quoting this 
song. In the song, the analogy between God and enslaver is reversed; “old Satan” stands in for 
the figure of the master and Jesus becomes a liberating figure who aids the enslaved. Taking this 
further, though, it is important to note that Jacobs places this scene in the context of forming 
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collectives that could respond to the reassertion of white dominance that took place with the 
surveillance methods that developed after the Nat Turner uprising. Like the hymns in Blake, this 
song while certainly signifying on the master, takes advantage of the ways musical sound 
enabled a proliferation of a range of meanings that stymied the desire to contain and manage 
enslaved people.  
While Henry’s rejection of his fellow bondsmen’s religious responses to enslavement may 
somewhat betray the elitism Delany himself is often criticized for, the novel continues to develop 
ideas about religion through hymns in ways that mitigate this criticism. After Henry turns away 
from what he perceives as Mammy Judy and Daddy Joe’s static, hierarchical understanding of 
religion, the novel highlights the role of hymns in forging collective, black-centered responses to 
the slave system. Two of the ways Delany does this are through his evocation of the singing 
practice known as lining out, or Dr. Watts singing, and the deployment of hymns as links that 
enable Henry's organizaiton of would-be revolutionaries.  
The first suggestion of this more black-centered development of religious representation 
occurs as we see Mammy Judy and Daddy Joe sing the hymn “While Sorrows Encompass Me 
Round.” This hymn obliquely associates these characters with the camp meeting movement as 
well as the southern variant of the lining out tradition that persisted with Primitive Baptists, a 
denomination that broke away from the more mainline groups. This association occurs as Judy 
and Joe sing this hymn in response to overhearing that Henry is to be sold away from Colonel 
Franks’ plantation in Natchez.  
 
 Rising from their knees with tears trickling down their cheeks, the old slaves 
endeavored to ease their troubled souls by singing, 
  Oh, when shall my sorrows subside, 
  And when shall my troubles be ended; 
  And when to the bosom of Christ be conveyed, 
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  To the mansions of joy and bliss; 
  To the mansions of joy and bliss! 
  “Wuhthy to be praise! Blessed be de name uh de Laud! Po' black folks, de Laud o'ny 
knows sats t' come ob us!” exclaimed Mammy Judy. 
  “Look to de Laud ole umin, 'e's able t' bah us out mo' neh conkeh. Keep de monin' 
stah in sight!” advised Daddy Joe. 
  “Yes, ole man, yes, dat I done dis many long day, an' ah ain' gwine lose sight uh it 
now! No, God bein' my helpeh, I is gwine keep my eyes right on it, dat I is!”285 
 
On the surface, this song seems to be of a piece with “God moves in a Mysterious Way” and 
therefore merely tied to Judy and Joe’s conservative positions in the novel. To be sure, the lyrics 
of this song, support such a reading, and the dialogue between these two characters after they 
sing reinforces this association. Similar to the deferral of the good life implied by Cowper’s 
song, for example, they imagine journeying to “the mansions of joy and bliss” in the afterlife. 
However, if we look beyond these discursive meanings to the broader context of this hymn, we 
see that Delany displays a nuanced understanding of how black collectives were forged through 
religous singing.  
 The hymn itself has a conflicted history. It was originally composed by Caleb Jarvis 
Taylor, the same prominent Methodist minister and camp meeting songwriter who wrote 
“Brethren, don’t you hear the sound?,” the hymn Stowe prominently features in “The Camp 
Meeting” chapter of Dred.286 However, in his edition of Blake, Jerome McGann identifies its 
source as Benjamin Lloyd’s Primitive Hymns, Spiritual Songs, and Sacred Poems, Regularly 
Selected, Classified and Set in Order (1841), connecting the song to the Primitive Baptists, a sect 
that turned away from what they saw as the worldly excesses of revivalism and camp meeting. 
This genealogy indicates that this hymn had both progressive and conservative valences, given 
its associations to both the raucous promiscuity of camp meetings and the much more staid 
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services of the Primitive Baptists. To add another complication, Primitive Baptists included the 
camp meeting practice of lining out in their own services, enabling the dissemination of religious 
texts and songs in the Deep South, which in turn allowed for more progressive religious 
possiblities. In fact, many formerly enslaved people organized Primitive Baptist churches after 
Emancipation, a development that continues to be influential in the South today. Rather than 
merely continuing religious practices that linked them to the workings of the slave system, Joe 
and Judy thus appear as engaged with combining traditional and progressive cultural forms in 
order to craft a new response to enslavement. 
 As I explain in the section dealing with Stowe, lining out is a mode of singing associated 
with the hymns of Isaac Watts wherein the precentor selects an appropriate melody for a given 
hymn and sings a line that the congregation then repeats. While the African Methodist Episcopal 
Church and other institutions formed by the independent black church movement had been 
employing this method since the early 1800s, by the 1850s the practice was waning.287 However, 
in the South, Primitive Baptists, among other groups, kept the practice alive. In the context of the 
strict laws against slaves’ learning to read, lining out was rich in its associations with 
disseminating knowledge amongst enslaved people, creating what Benedict Anderson might call 
an “imagined community” in the absence of a dependence on print culture.288 As Christopher 
Phillips has written of the northern version of lining out, this practice “merged traditions of 
revival orality and evangelical literacy that fed” the religious experience of a marginalized 
people. A more inclusive swath of congregants could “be a people of the book, not only in their 
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study and celebration of God’s written Word but also in their chosen words to respond.”289 
Delany’s reference, here, is thus suggestive of the loose set of connections he articulates together 
from within the hegemonic ideology of enslavement. While their religiosity certainly represents 
a conservative strain in enslaved people's responses to their condition, Judy and Joe’s association 
with lining out, through their invocation of "While Sorrows Encompass Me Round," also 
conjures the ways that this mystifying force enabled the formation of collectives that countered 
the dominance of enslavement, what Jerilyn McGregory calls the "communitarian power 
infusing" this music.290 
In the narrow context of the novel's first portrayal of religious beliefs under enslavement, the 
understanding of “While Sorrows Encompass Me Round” that I'm laying out might seem to 
strain what the text itself bears; however, unlike most other music in the novel, Delany includes 
this hymn twice, once in the scene I've been discussing and again as the plot moves to Canada. In 
the latter instance, "While My Sorrows Encompass Me Round" is sung at a hinge point in the 
plot, at a moment of coming together and parting as the cohort of fugitives reunites but come to 
realize that Henry must nevertheless travel to Cuba to rescue his wife. With this realization, 
Clara lines out the melody of the hymn and other members of the group begin to sing along. This 
moment is explicitly about fortifying the community of formerly enslaved people around the 
dual perspective of their knowledge of their present difficulties and the forward-looking time 
when these difficulties will be over. This idea is punctuated by Judy's exclamation at the hymn's 
conclusion: “'O laud! W'en shall I get home!'”291 Despite making it to Canada, the geographical 
end point in the political teleology of most antislavery documents, this group remains homeless. 
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This lack of place is recovered as they sing "While Sorrows Encompass Me Round," which 
subtley articulates the conservative and activist forces that Delany wishes to combine in his 
novel.  
This reformation of religious music occurs most explicitly as Henry hatches his plan of 
insurrection to Andy and Charles before he leaves Natchez, a scene that includes two hymns: 
“The people called Christians” (also known as “The Spiritual Sailor”) and “Farewell, farewell, 
farewell, my friends." They sing the first hymn just before Henry relates his plans to his co-
conspirators. 
Andy commenced an anthem, by which he appeared to be much affected, in the following 
words: 
 About our future destiny, 
 There need be none debate— 
 Whilst we ride on the tide, 
 With our Captain and his mate. 
 
Clasping each other by the hand, standing in a band together, as a plight of their union 
and fidelity to each other, Henry said, “I now impart to you the secret, it is this: I have 
laid a scheme, and matured a plan for a general insurrection of the slaves in every state, 
and the successful overthrow of slavery!”292 
 
Appropriately, “Farewell, farewell, farewell, my friends," a song of parting, closes the meeting:  
 
The slaves now fell upon their knees in silent communion, all being affected to the 
shedding of tears, a period being put to their devotion by a sorrowful trembling of 
Henry's voice singing to the following touching words: 
 Farewell, farewell, farewell! 
 My loving friends farewell! 
 Farewell old comrades in the cause, 
 I leave you here, and journey on; 
 And if I never more return, 
 Farewell, I'm bound to meet you there!293 
 
In this scene, Henry refashions the religious practices he calls into question earlier in the novel 
by recasting them in terms of his emancipatory project. Scholars typically view Henry's shift 
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from being angered at the loss of his wife to a more comprehensive plan for insurrection as 
evidence of his Mosaic stature in the novel, as a figure who seeks to lead his people out of 
bondage.294 This is in part supported by his recollection of Isaac Watts' hymn "Could We But 
Climb Where Moses Stood" later in the novel. One of Watts' most enduring hymns, it features 
singers who imagine attaining the view of Canaan that Moses is granted from Pisgah; however, 
Delany changes the collective "we" to the singular "I" in his inclusion of the song, a subtle but 
telling ammendation that aligns Henry with a hierarchical understanding of revolution.295  
While it's true that the text heavily associates Henry with the Biblical Moses, the scene where 
he relates his plan to Andy and Charles--as well as other instances of hymn singing--cuts against 
the individualism associated with this commonplace critical understanding of the novel in two 
ways. First, these instances of hymn singing signify communal as well as individualist 
understandings of black religious culture. Both “The people called Christians” and “Farewell, 
farewell, farewell, my friends" envision collective Christian responses that constitute obvious 
allegories to the struggles circum-Atlantic black people faced against the repressive regime of 
enslavement. Second, and perhaps most importantly, these songs emphasize the unsettled, fluid, 
and uncertain nature of Delany's plan of reconstituting black culture in a space free of white 
hegemony. He chooses hymns that deal with movement over stasis, suggesting an avoidance of 
the type of comprehensive program that would risk collapse. With this emphasis on fluidity and 
circulation in mind, Delany's choice of “The people called Christians” is in line with what Paul 
Gilroy has identified as the "primary symbolic and political place" that ships occupy in Blake.296 
The sense that hymns work to strengthen enslaved communities within the novel thus develops 
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alongside Henry’s rearticulation of these songs in his effort to foment a general insurrection 
amongst circum-Atlantic enslaved people.   
With Henry’s departure from Natchez he begins to fold popular music into his 
representations of his developing ideas about the insurrection he wishes to organize. While it 
would be difficult to assert the preeminence of a singular place within the range of Blake’s far-
reaching geography, “the portentous city of New Orleans” constitutes a complex episode in this 
switch from religious to secular music. In the brief but meaningful two chapters Henry spends in 
this city it stands out as an odd but suggestive location for a fugitive slave to linger.297 Not only 
is this move one of the many ways in which the novel flouts the conventions of antislavery 
literature, but this section also recasts New Orleans itself as a place where the practices of 
enslavement confront the quotidian and revolutionary struggles for freedom undertaken by 
enslaved and free people of color, a feature that Delany in part develops through his uses of 
songs. With the songs he represents in this episode, Delany more directly connects the novel’s 
turn away from the sentimental aesthetic and more clearly conveys how music works to 
articulate Delany’s vision for black activism. Rather than emphasizing the emotional power of 
music, Delany instead characterizes it as a contest between dominant and subaltern cultures. This 
occurs in three key scenes: as Blake enters New Orleans, as he observes the enslaved river 
boatmen singing one of Joshua McCarter Simpson’s songs, and as he travels to a planning 
meeting for a citywide insurrection.   
When Henry enters New Orleans on Mardi Gras Day, we are accordingly presented with the 
paradoxes of a city that “produced slavery and freedom simultaneously,” and we quickly 
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discover that sound, particularly musical sound, structures the negotiation between the two.298 
We learn, for instance, that sound itself regulates black life in the city through the firing of “the 
cannon at the old fort in the Lower Faubourg” that announces the curfew for free and enslaved 
black citizens, who nevertheless tread “fearlessly along the public highways, in seeming defiance 
of the established usage of Negro limitation.”299 This detail is small, but it suggests the degree to 
which Delany turns away from sentimentalist aesthetics through his emphasis on how sound 
organizes the social relations of the city’s streets. In keeping with his turn away from the 
sentimentalist aesthetic with Rube's death, Delany trains his attention on the complex social 
formations of a given place rather than lingering too long on scenes of suffering. With this 
reorientation in mind, as Henry moves through the city we see songs included in the New 
Orleans chapters as representing the “dialectically inter-related” concepts of revolutionary and 
everyday resistance that the development of New Orleans made possible.300  
Delany alludes to this with the first song he includes in this section, “The Hunters of 
Kentucky,” which invokes the dominant and marginalized cultures of the city. Delany includes 
the song’s most cited lines. 
 
 I suppose you've heard how New Orleans 
 Is famed for wealth and beauty; 
 There's girls of every hue, it seems, 
 From snowy white to sooty.301 
 
This was a hugely popular song used first by Andrew Jackson in his 1828 campaign for 
president, and it commemorates the people of Kentucky who fought in the Battle of New Orleans 
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(1815).302 More could be said about how this battle resonates with Delany’s antislavery writing 
as well as its significance for African Americans in New Orleans more generally. What’s 
important here is that this song champions Kentucky fighters instead of the enslaved and free 
people of color who derived much pride from their participation in this conflict, and it 
characterizes New Orleans as a city of licentiousness, a town of large fortunes and easy sex.303 In 
citing this particular verse and raising the specter of the War of 1812 in general, Delany signals 
longstanding unease between the city’s Afro-European traditions and the creeping influence of 
Anglo-Americans, represented here by the group that came to be pejoratively called the 
“Kaintucks” by creole residents. In using “The Hunters of Kentucky” he invokes the racially 
tinged frivolity that constituted the domain of popular culture, working to amuse the people 
while reinforcing social norms around white American dominance. Simultaneously, Delany uses 
the city’s cosmopolitanism in order to convey its unique mix of freedom and enslavement. In this 
vein, the phrase “from snowy white to sooty,” a line often quoted from this song, held a kind of 
double currency in the nineteenth century. On the one hand, it signified the intersection between 
sexual desire and race that was a large part of New Orleans’ nineteenth-century reputation. At the 
same time, it was cliché, used by proslavery and antislavery writers to discuss their stances on 
miscegenation and its implications for the institution of enslavement.  
Delany combines his citation of this song with his emphasis on the degree to which the 
negotiation of outward appearance shaped this city at the heart of the slave trade. The song 
appears as Delany describes Henry’s perambulations through “Chartier Street” [sic]. At first, he 
marvels at the egalitarianism on display. Henry relates that “[t]his fashionable thoroughfare, the 
pride of the city, was thronged with people, presenting complexions of every shade and color.” 
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After the citation of “The Hunters of Kentucky,” Henry returns to his description: “The extensive 
shops and fancy stores presented the presence behind their counters as saleswomen in attendance 
of numerous females, black, white, mulatto and quadroon, politely bowing, curtsying, and 
rubbing their hands, in accents of broken English inviting to purchase all who enter the 
threshold, or even look in at the door […]” This scene contrasts, however, with Henry’s 
observations of the “many a Creole, male or female, black, white, or mixed race” engaged “in 
sentimental reflection on some pleasant social relations, or the sad reminiscence of ill-treatment 
or loss by death of some loved one, or worse than death, the relentless and insatiable demands of 
slavery.”304 With this sequence, Delany thus juxtaposes the multiethnic appearance of Chartres 
Street with the more private responses he observes coming from the side streets. Rather than 
locating the expression of the real in the sentimental expressions he observes just off of the main 
street, however, he begins to develop his sense of how the city is organized.  
This turn away from the sentimental register of popular music culminates as Blake makes his 
way to the levees and hears the songs of the Mississippi River boatmen. In this scene he listens 
as they perform Joshua McCarter Simpson’s antislavery parody of Stephen Foster’s song “Old 
Folks at Home,” a moment that for Paul Gilroy conveys “the dense cultural syncretism that 
double consciousness can generate.”305 Henry hears the boatmen sing,  
Way down upon the Mobile river, 
Close to Mobile bay; 
There's where my thoughts is running ever, 
All through the livelong day: 
There I've a good and fond old mother, 
Though she is a slave; 
There I’ve a sister and a brother, 
Lying in their peaceful graves. 
 
 O, could I somehow a'nother, 
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 Drive these tears way; 
 When I think about my poor old mother, 
 Down upon the Mobile bay.306 
 
Reading this excerpt immediately conjures Foster’s melody, and in quoting these lines, Delany 
picks up on key differences between Foster’s and Simpson’s songs.307 Most obviously, we see a 
change in Foster’s conceit, which characterizes the nostalgia of an enslaved person who pines for 
the plantation home of his childhood. Simpson’s song, however, conveys a sense of how 
enslavement brutalized families and created separations that were final. Additionally, Delany 
capitalizes on Simpson’s geographical revision. Whereas Foster’s singer yearns for the banks of 
the Sewanee River in Florida, Simpson’s hearkens to the abuses he and his family endured in 
Mobile Bay. This locational change is significant because Mobile was the port at which the 
controversial Clotilda is said to have delivered the last cargo of African slaves in 1859 or 
1860.308 The timing does not work out for Simpson to have been aware of this connection, but 
Delany might have been, especially given the fact that the persistence of the slave trade was an 
issue that he often railed against.309 In fact, much of Blake concerns the desire of white 
businessmen to restart the trade, a feature of the plot that is present from the very beginning of 
the novel. There are also key differences in the kinds of sentimentality offered by each song. 
With Foster’s we hear a conventional longing desire for a broken home to be made whole, an 
importation of the sentimental genre that signified, as Eric Lott has argued, a “condensed, 
fortuitous mapping of white desire in dark skin.”310 Simpson’s song, on the other hand, sounds 
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out the plight of permanent separation experienced by the enslaved black person, naming the 
material consequences the slave trade has wrought on the family. Simpson’s singer attempts to 
forestall the escape into wistful nostalgia that structures the magical thinking at the heart of 
Foster’s song by insisting that we meditate, not on idyllic youthful moments, but on the facts of 
his or her suffering mother and dead siblings. 
There’s not much concrete evidence that this trio knew one another personally, but there are 
plenty of suggestive connections in the historical record. As an aspiring physician, Delany was 
apprenticed to Andrew McDowell whose daughter was married to Foster.311 Additionally, in his 
capacity as activist, Delany worked closely with Charles Avery, a friend of Charles Shiras, who 
was a close friend of Foster and is credited with “sensitizing [him] to the plight of African 
Americans.” Delany would eventually meet Shiras while on a lecturing tour with William Lloyd 
Garrison.312 Joshua Simpson remains a relatively obscure figure, but he was perhaps best known 
in the nineteenth century for his songs “Away to Canada” and “The Emancipation Car,” the 
former a song written to the tune of Foster’s “Oh, Susanna” that gained widespread circulation in 
the 1850s and was most famously used in the nineteenth century by Harriet Tubman in her 
work.313 Simpson was born free in Morgan County, Ohio and self-published his collections of 
songs and poems in Zanesville, a city that is intriguingly close to Foster’s and Delany’s native 
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Pittsburgh.314 His parody of Foster’s tune is one of a handful of his other songs that appear in the 
text. 
Simpson’s songs comprise parodic and ironic takes on the slavery crisis that focus on the 
justice of immediate emancipation and the struggles of free people of color. A good number of 
his songs deploy Foster’s blackface melodies in service to these themes, a technique that seeks to 
redirect the channels of the sentimental aesthetics that underwrite Foster’s tunes and the music of 
blackface more generally. In the preface to his first collection Original Anti-Slavery Songs 
(1852) Simpson defines his project along these lines explicitly: “[m]y object in my selection of 
tunes, is to kill the degrading influence of those comic Negro Songs, which are too common 
among our people, and change the flow of those sweet melodies into more appropriate and useful 
channels.” From this more black-centered perspective, Simpson hoped his music would “find its 
way and lodging place in every house and family in the land of the free and the home of the 
brave,” thereby altering the shape of antislavery sentimentalism from within the parlor.315 Ivy 
Wilson has suggestively characterized this perspective as a remix, wherein Simpson uses 
“recombinant forms of double voicing to articulate his antislavery message,”316 and Eric Lott has 
called these uses of Foster’s melodies “guerrilla appropriations” of the blackface minstrel 
tradition that write “black agency back into history through blackface songs taken ‘back’ from 
those who had plundered black cultural practices.”317  
Though a powerful response to their enslavement, the boatmen’s performance of Simpson's 
song both incite Henry to continue his mission with more vigor and repell him with their 
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articulations of the singers' pathos. In this way, the scene conveys a sense of enslaved humanity 
that enacts its politics in tandem with the cultural formations of everyday life, yet this falls short 
of Henry's project of fomenting insurrection. This becomes apparent through the paradoxical 
terms by which the narrator describes the singers. “The glee of these men of sorrow was 
touchingly appropriate and impressive,” we are told.318 The narrator continues in this line: “Men 
of sorrow they are in reality; for if there be a class of men anywhere to be found, whose 
sentiments of song and words of lament are made to reach the sympathies of others, the black 
slave-boatmen of the Mississippi river is that class.”319 For Henry, the dissonance exuded by 
these boatmen—in chronicling the abuses of slavery while doing so inconspicuously and without 
organized resistance—only serves to highlight their condition as slaves, and he resolves to 
enlighten them by organizing a revolutionary strategy. Rather than continuing to represent the 
tactical practices of enslaved New Orleanians, then, he seeks out the “rebel blacks” in the next 
part of the New Orleans section. Delany takes the distance Simpson opens up between his and 
Foster’s iterations of sentimentalism to its necessary conclusion by having Blake turn away from 
pathos entirely. Instead, he begins to focus on ways of deploying music as an organizational tool 
of his revolutionary perspective when he goes to the meeting of a group of insurrectionists 
elsewhere in the city and eventually when he travels to Cuba. 
Finding himself at a meeting of enslaved and free people of color organizing an uprising, 
Henry’s perspective on his own revolutionary efforts take on clearer shape, and Delany once 
again turns to music in order to convey this shift. With this scene, he alludes to a historical 
citywide rebellion that was discovered and suppressed in the 1850s, conveying how the liberal 
milieu of New Orleans, during Mardi Gras no less, could create the conditions for a strategic 
																																																								




response to enslavement, but he stops short of fully embracing the rebels he meets here.320 In this 
episode Henry once again witnesses the singing of a song by Joshua Simpson,“The Slaveholder’s 
Rest,” which was set to the tune of Foster’s “Uncle Ned.” (Simpson’s theme also resonates with 
“Massa’s in de Cold Ground.”) The song appears at pivotal moment in the text as Tibs, who is 
advocating for the immediate execution of the group’s plan, argues with other members of the 
group who think they need more time to plan. In response, Tibs asserts,  
 Dis night, dis night au neveh!” boisterously yelled the now infuriated man at the top of 
his voice. “Now's da time!” when he  commenced shuffling about over the floor, stamping and 
singing at the top of his voice— 
  
 Come all my brethren, let us take a rest, 
 While the moon shines bright and clear; 
 Old master died and left us all at last, 
 And has gone at the bar to appear! 
 Old master's dead and lying in his grave; 
 And our blood will now cease to flow; 
 He will no more tramp on the neck of the slave, 
 For he's gone where slaveholders go! 
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enslavement. What constitutes “readiness” in such a situation, and when should one strike given the inevitability of 
the fearful backlash that will ensue? In this light, Blake could be seen as an extended attempt to clarify the 
relationships between activism, organization, everyday life, and political action. See: “Important from New 
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 Hang up the shovel and the hoe—o—o—o! 
 I don't care whether I work or no! 
 Old master's gone to the slaveholders rest— 
 He's gone where they all ought to go!321 
 
In his call for immediate action, Tibs, of course, reminds us of Judy's position earlier in the 
novel. Equally obvious, are the ways the song he sings inverts the theme of “Massa’s in de Cold 
Ground” by celebrating, rather than lamenting the death of the slaveholder. This conceit, too, 
runs against the grain of the theme in many blackface songs that lament the deaths of enslaved 
people, which simultaneously signalled a way to manage the unwanted black presence in 
American society and bemoan its loss.322  In writing this into his novel, Delany joins William 
Wells Brown, who includes a similar moment in his novel Clotel; or, the President’s Daughter 
and wrote a number of similar songs in his Antislavery Harp (1848). By attaching these lyrics to 
the melody of Foster’s “Uncle Ned,” this song replaces the dead enslaved figure with the dead 
enslaver, inverting the entire economy of sympathy on which Foster’s song is predicated.Going 
further, Simpson’s lyrics continually insist on apathy, instead of sympathy, as the proper 
orientation for this event, supporting Tibs’s position around the effectiveness of immediate 
insurrection. For Tibs and Simpson, there is no love lost here. The master is dead and good 
riddance. On to the revolution. 
 The rebellion in New Orleans is quashed because Tibs's increasingly noisy demands begin 
to raise the suspicions of the city patrollers. The city is put under martial law, and Henry flees. 
The New Orleans section is nevertheless pivotal because here Henry gains a clearer purpose and 
a stronger determination to organize his circum-Atlantic insurrection. With his experience of 
hearing the enslaved river boatmen, Henry's rejection of the uses of sympathy is complete, and as 
he witnesses the parody of Foster's "Uncle Ned" put to revolutionary, as opposed to sentimental, 
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purposes, his conviction that music making could enable such action becomes crystallyzed. 
Immediately after this section of the narrative, Henry cuts a circle around the South to spread his 
message and leads a group of fugitives, including members of his own family, to freedom in 
Canada. After accomplishing this he eventually goes to Cuba to rescue his wife and to continue 
to spread his antislavery plan amongst the enslaved people there. While making these moves 
Henry coninues to hone his brand of antislavery activism through his developing sense of music 
making, and he increasingly turns to the musical genre of the anthem as a means of advancing 
his project. I'll close this chapter with a discussion of this song form, particularly to how this 
informs the transnational scholarship surrounding Blake and how the anthem aids Henry in 
articulating his vision for activism in the Cuba section of the novel. 
Henry's move beyond the borders of the United States to Cuba has prompted many scholars 
to characterize the various ways that Delany's work represents, on the one hand, a refreshing 
acknowledgement of the hemispheric crisis that slavery constituted, and on the other, an 
approach that, while transnational, reproduces the oppresive structures of U.S. nationalism even 
if this occurs outside of its borders. Since its recovery in 1970 by Floyd J. Miller, who 
characterized Delany’s position as “nationalist and emigrationist,” scholarship about Blake has 
focused on the ways the novel depicts African-American antislavery activism as a project tied to 
various theories of the nation-state.323 Blake’s first appearance in book form, in fact, resulted 
from a general reassessment of the origins of black nationalism taking place in the academy.324 
Within this line of criticism, Paul Gilroy has influentially argued that “the topography of the 
black Atlantic world is directly incorporated into Delany’s tale” and that as such, “the novel 
makes the African-American experience visible within a hemispheric order of racial 
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oppression.”325 Gilroy’s observation that Delany, by midcentury, had “outgrown the boundaries 
of North America” bears out in the Proceedings of the 1854 National Emigration Convention, a 
meeting that Delany helped organize when he broke with Frederick Douglass over Douglass’s 
adherence to U.S. nationalism.326 In this document, the convention body published resolutions 
condemning the government for the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law (1850), which “dispelled 
the lingering patriotism in our bosoms,” and an essay advocating immigration to the West 
Indies.327 Delany’s activism during the 1850s sought alternative models of association to those 
offered by the United States, advocating the abandonment of the nation entirely, and in this 
sense, the novel that would be born from this position, as Eric Sundquist assesses it, became “a 
virtual chronicle of the black revolutionary moment of the Americas.”328 Andy Doolen has 
argued that “the capaciousness of the novel form released Delany from the formulaic and 
political restrictions of abolitionist writing, and gave this versatile writer another genre with 
which to represent the African American experience.”329 And yet, Delany's novel has also been 
criticized for seeking to simply reproduce hegemonic national formations and being 
insufficiently progressive.330 
Delany's representations of the anthem form in Blake, however, offers a way of reframing the 
persistent of monolithic notions of the nation-state that inevitably arise in this critical trend. 
More specifically, if we see the development of what Shana Redmond has identified as the black 
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anthem represented in the Cuba section of Blake, we get a much more fluid, agile sense of 
Delany's depiction of emancipation and black social uplift. Similar to the way Katy Chiles has 
characterized the function of Blake's serial publication, when we look to the anthems in his text, 
"rather than cleanly supplanting a national perspective with a transnational one," we see "Delany 
present[ing] a nation-state in which local, regional, national, and transnational figurations 
overlap and permeate each other."331 Though, Delany includes what appear to be anthems earlier 
in the novel--one at the key moment in which he divulges his plans for insurrection to Andy and 
Charles--I'll focus here on his representation of "America (My Country 'Tis of Thee)" (1831).332  
In her insightful definition, Shana Redmond describes the black anthem as "a set of musical 
forms and a set of organizing strategies within Black movement cultures." She suggestively 
traces the etymology of the word "anthem" to its Greek origin--"antiphon"--the response by 
celebrants to the godhead. As the word developed, the godhead was gradually replaced by the 
nation-state. From this history Redmond also connects the call and response mechanism at the 
term's core to the black singing practices that, as I describe above, in the U.S. context developed 
through camp meetings, northern church services, and the proliferation of black churches after 
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“‘One word before we part,’ said Charles. ‘If we never should see you again, I suppose you intend to push on this 
scheme?’ 
  ‘Yes!” 
‘Insurrection shall be my theme! 
My watchword 'Freedom or the grave!' 
Until from Rappahannock's stream, 
To where the Cuato waters lave, 
One simultaneous war cry 
Shall burst upon the midnight air! 
And rouse the tyrant but to sigh— 
Mid sadness, wailing, and despair!” 
  Grasping each eagerly by the hand, the tears gushing from his eyes, with an humble bow, he bid them finally 
“farewell!” and the runaway was off through the forest.’” 
Delany, Blake, 45 
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Emancipation. In distinction to the common understanding of the term "anthem," black anthems 
did not prioritize this form as a response to the godhead/nation-state. Redmond writes, "Black 
cultural practice was the release, the counternarrative that did not identify response as its sole, or 
even primary, imperative. There were other communicative and methodological strategies at 
play." Much like Delany's parodic and galvanizing manipulations of "America," Redmond 
conceives of the black anthem as "social relay practice" that achieves a"decentering of a 
governing subject of response."333 
At the heart of Redmond’s definition of the black anthem is its status as a methodological 
tool meant to respond to the white power structure, or as we might see with Stuart Hall, it is a 
methodology by which to rearticulate the dominant discourse by way of using this very 
discourse.334 This reappropriation of nationalist discourse takes clearest shape as Blake and 
company sail aboard the Vulture, a covert slave ship on its way to Africa. In this sequence 
Delany represents these anthems as designed to shift the dominant structures at play on board the 
ship. The first is a song that recalls “America” but is actually a parody of a song that appeared in 
Richard Hildreth’s The Slave; or, Memoirs of Archy Moore (1836). The second is a 
straightforward parody of “America” that replaces the U.S. with Cuba. And the third is an 
anthem, probably by Delany, to Africa. 
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Taken together this series of anthems articulate a counter narrative to conceptions of the nation-
state, and they do so by recourse to what Redmond identifies as the "political accumulation" of 
the black anthem. In this sense, the worldview they articulate builds into a probing critique of the 
slave trade and the nationalism that supports it by rejecting the United States and Cuba and 
championing the imagined "Afrika" as a proper, defensable homeland. Additionally each of these 
make productive use of the transience that Blake has experienced throughout the entire novel, 
therefore resisting the kind of stasis that nation-building might imply. Instead, these songs 
convey the unsettled nature of the rebel group Henry puts together as well as the open-endedness 
of this unfinished novel. Delany's use of these anthems at the end of the novel, thus, marks the 
completion of his turn away from the sentimental aesthetic. By the end of the novel, the reader 
does not expect antislavery songs to function as they do for George W. Clark and other 
abolitionist songwriters; rather, they compel people to join arms in the decidedly black-centered 

















Coda: Preservation Blues 
 
 
This dissertation has explored representative instances of how black music has shaped the 
antislavery argument and literature. Though these instances appear before the advent of 
traditional notions of recorded sound, I have tried to show that the principles and practices of 
music making constituted an important way that African Americans influenced antebellum 
literature through the unlikely means of textual representation. In closing this work, I now turn to 
a brief examination of two interrelated projects: Thomas Wentworth Higginson’s account of his 
time as the colonel of a black army regiment during the Civil War and Lucy McKim Garrison, 
Charles Pickard Ware, and William Francis Allen’s more comprehensive collection of this music 
in Slave Songs of the United States (1867). For many, these projects constitute the beginning of 
African American music; however, in light of the previous chapters of Resonant Texts, I wish to 
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emphasize the ways in which these projects were formed by a complex mix of white listening 
practices and black song making under the rubric of preservationist aesthetics and improvisatory 
performance. 
Though some of the music represented in these projects appears in scattered publications 
before the War, the compliers responded to a set of cultural forces that signaled a shift in 
people’s interests in black music. For one, as northerners worked to aid the war effort—both as 
soldiers and relief workers—they increasingly encountered the culture of the South in ways they 
had never before experienced. Informed by the minstrel stage productions so popular in the 
North, those who travelled south to help the cause encountered the musical performance of 
formerly enslaved people through the paradoxical, kaleidophonic frame of blackface stereotypes 
and the novelties of “real” plantation entertainments. The consumption of slave spirituals was 
also fueled by the change in the national—as opposed to regional—narrative that the War 
signified. In this vein, slave songs offered a “native,” connective cultural production around 
which to theorize the meaning of the changes brought by the War. Ideologically the celebration 
of these songs was informed by the lingering sentimentalism associated with popular culture and 
the antislavery movement as well as an incipient new ethnography that was finding its way into 
the public discourse.  
These collections have primarily been discussed as examples of an increased interest in 
documenting black culture. As such, they have been characterized as conveying the appropriative 
listening practices of their white compilers who were motivated by both Romantic, Herderian 
models of describing and exalting folk culture and the emerging proto-ethnographic methods for 
studying this culture. On the one hand, this perspective celebrated the homespun genius of folk 
artists, who conveyed “vestiges of a free, spiritual truth emanating from the limitless impulses of 
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nature.”335 On the other, as Jon Cruz has argued, the work of collecting was shaped by proto-
scientific impulses that sought to bring a “new cultural inquiry into relationship with the racial 
and cultural margins within American society.”336 This new perspective ushered in an affective 
position cobbled together by elements of scientific discourse to form what Cruz has identified as 
“ethnosympathy,” which he defines as “the new humanitarian pursuit of the inner world of 
distinctive and collectively classifiable subjects,” a process by which the authenticity of African 
American cultural formations was judged through a universalist evaluation of the suffering they 
express.337 While this criticism accurately places Higginson’s journal accounts and Slave Songs 
of the United States within dominant intellectual positions regarding the collection and 
preservation of black folk culture at midcentury and beyond —what Cruz terms the shift from 
“testimony to artifact”—it tends to downplay the apparent ways African Americans deployed 
musical sound as a method by which to claim a place within public discourse.338 It is certainly 
true that, at one level, these collections circumscribed this music within dominant racial 
formations, but it is also evident from the accounting of black music within their pages that this 
music constituted a response to social changes wrought by the War and a new way to express 
those changes publicly. 
The discrepancy I point to here occurs in the opposition between music as a signifier of a 
given culture—an artifact, as Cruz appropriately points out—and music making as a conceptual 
model for organizing sets of relations and discursive acts, what Shana Redmond has aptly termed 
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“music as a method.”339 Both of these projects sought to preserve the plantation spiritual, a song 
form the compilers saw as a disappearing element of black culture, which, according to them, 
was rapidly succumbing to the homogenizing forces unleashed by the end of the War. In light of 
this fear, they devised various means and put to work whatever musical and philological skills 
were at their disposals to capture their listening experiences and in doing so they set the terms, to 
a large degree, for how black music would enter into broader American culture. However, the 
accounts of black music making within both projects convey a different sense of how this music 
operated within the milieu of the postwar years. Returning to Christopher Small’s term, 
understanding these texts as evidence of the musicking of formerly enslaved people and the 
white antislavery sympathizer who heard them gets at not only how this music changed notions 
about culture but also what it implied about a new discursive and political field that included 
African Americans.  
What I’m after here is an account of these collecting projects oriented to what Steven Feld 
would call the “acoustemology” that they imply. Feld defines his neologism as a perspective 
“grounded in the basic assumption that life is shared with others-in-relation, with numerous 
sources of action […] that are variously human, nonhuman, living, nonliving, organic, or 
technological.”  For Feld, “[t]his relationality is both a routine condition of dwelling and one that 
produces consciousness of modes of acoustic attending, of ways of listening for and resounding 
to presence.” Paired with the ways of reading music in literature that I’ve been pushing, Feld’s 
concept offers a rubric through which to see music as more than an ornamental signifier of 
culture. In the context of Higginson’s accounts of music and those found in Slave Songs, Feld’s 
theory enables us to see these projects not only as early appropriative efforts that would 
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determine the field for later black music; it also allows us to hear the ways formerly enslaved 
people theorized the function and methodology of musical discourse. In this sense, 
acoustemology allows us “methods of listening to histories of listening,” or to paraphrase 
philosopher Peter Szendy, to listen to others listening.340 Through this orientation I argue for a 
more comprehensive understanding of African American music’s emergence through these 
compromised texts. With these parameters in mind, I turn first to Higginson’s writings about 
music in his army journals and follow this with a longer analysis of the Slave Songs collection.  
Higginson is probably best known for his involvement in reform movements, particularly 
abolitionism and women’s rights, and his stature in the literary world as both editor of The 
Atlantic Monthly and a writer of many books and essays. Like his Transcendentalist intellectual 
mentors Ralph Waldo Emerson and Theodore Parker, Higginson became a Unitarian minister, 
but he continually experienced conflicts between this role and his passionate antislavery activism 
and left the ministry by the end of the 1840s.341 As a reformer, he spoke and wrote against 
enslavement and the oppression of women and was, in fact, one of the Secret Six who supported 
John Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry.342 According to one historian, Higginson’s “whole life was 
a sermon on freedom.”343 As a man of letters, he not only judged the work of others in his 
capacity as editor but, true to his Transcendentalist affinities, wrote with a sense of urgency in 
order to account for the sum of his experiences. Higginson’s time as the colonel of a black 
regiment during the War constituted a confluence of these impulses. In this role, he was 
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compelled to support the abilities of the novice soldiers in fighting for their freedom, and his 
diary reflects his desire to capture every detail that enabled and hindered this process.  
Several strands of this biography bear on his writing about the music he hears from the 
formerly enslaved troops in his regiment. As Christopher Looby asserts, Higginson’s interest in 
Transcendentalism animated his journal writing with an “aspiration to an immediacy of 
sensation, to an uninterrupted transmission of his embodied experience,” which manifests in not 
only his anxieties about describing a musical event at the moment it occurs but also in his 
attempts at accounting for the totality of his experience.344 In addition to providing insight into 
Higginson’s own writing methods, this orientation also informs his understanding of folk culture 
as a primitive formation that deserved to be celebrated as the preeminent expression of culture, 
an interest that compelled him and others to collect and compile what they heard as former 
slaves’ “barbarous” music. Outlining his credentials in this regard Higginson states, “the present 
writer had been a faithful student of the Scottish ballads, and had always envied Sir Walter the 
delight of tracing them out amid their own heather, and of writing them down piecemeal from 
the lips of aged crones.” He translates this impulse into the situation he finds himself in as a 
colonel: “it was a strange enjoyment, therefore, to be suddenly brought into the midst of a 
kindred world of unwritten songs, as simple and indigenous as the Border Minstrelsy, more 
uniformly plaintive, almost always more quaint, and often as essentially poetic.”345 Along with 
these intellectual attitudes, Higginson was genuinely invested in proving the military and cultural 
worth of his inexperienced regiment, and music constituted important rhetorical ground upon 
which to make his case. In this vein, he emphasizes what was strange and interesting about the 
musical performances he witnessed and he conveys how the troops’ musical techniques and 
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practices shaped life in the field as well as their military exercises, particularly with respect t0 
rhythm. 
Higginson’s diary accounts of black music, published as Army Life in a Black Regiment 
(1870) stand as both early and late examples of the new interest in black music and culture. Early 
because much of it was composed from 1862-63 when the War raged and the new ethnographic 
perspective was just being worked out and not long after “The Contraband’s Song” became an 
emancipationist anthem. The diary was late because it was first published four years after the 
Slave Songs collection; although, many of the songs he recorded in the diary appear in an article 
he published in The Atlantic Monthly as well as the Slave Songs collection itself. Thinking about 
these different temporalities, while a bit anachronistic, is useful for thinking about the 
discrepancies between the Transcendentalist and folkloric impulses that animated Higginson’s 
characterization of the music. Though the diary accounts do not diverge much between his 
notebooks and their edited form, the character of his project and his position as collector does. 
Whereas in the published version of his diary from 1870 his readers might have been more 
receptive to his ethnographic tendencies, had they been privy to the pages he composed in the 
moment of war, as he is in the act of justifying his own position as well as his soldiers’ abilities, 
his comments might have accrued a different valence. But this publication history suggests 
something of the discrepancy I’m drawing here because in thinking about the scene of writing 
that took place in the camp and the publication that followed years later, we gain a sense of the 
differences between the immediacy that the Colonel tried to capture in his notebook and the fad 
for slave spirituals that the editor tried to capitalize on in the pages of his book.  
These two impulses—his desire to faithfully record the music he heard while also assessing 
this music in terms of the prevailing positions flowing from the academy—inform his anxiety 
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over his methods in capturing this music. In one passage, Higginson expresses his frustration 
writing, 
Often in the starlit evening I have returned from some lonely ride by the swift river, or on 
the plover-haunted barrens, and, entering the camp, have silently approached some 
glimmering fire, round which the dusky figures moved in the rhythmical barbaric dance 
the negroes call a “shout,” chanting, often harshly, but always in the most perfect time, 
some monotonous refrain. Writing down in the darkness, as I best could, — perhaps with 
my hand in the safe covert of my pocket, — the words of the song, I have afterwards 
carried it to my tent, like some captured bird or insect, and then, after examination, put it 
by. Or, summoning one of the men at some period of leisure, — Corporal Robert Sutton, 
for instance, whose iron memory held all the details of a song as if it were a ford or a 
forest, — I have completed the new specimen by supplying the absent parts. The music I 
could only retain by ear, and though the more common strains were repeated often 
enough to fix their impression, there were others that occurred only once or twice.346 
 
In this passage, Higginson conveys his worries over his limited ability to record this music along 
with his own sense of enchantment at seeing the shout. He positions himself as an invisible 
witness, attempting to avoid disturbing the scene. Employing the discourse of natural science he 
describes a given song as a “captured bird” he takes home to dissect, and if this fails he contracts 
the memory of Sutton. In these comments, Higginson girds himself against the loss of this 
material that later compilers fear to be happening. Combined with this scientific, preservationist 
understanding of his role as recorder. Higginson also betrays his Transcendentalist, Romantic 
leanings. He experiences a kind of minor sublime as he associates the performance with 
barbarism, 
 Two dominant strains of Higginson’s perspective suggested by this passage are the 
numerous analogies he draws between black music and nature, specifically the figure of plants 
struggling to take root, and his characterization of black music as a childlike, simple, and 
untutored formation.347 Both of these impulses are outgrowths of his folkloric orientation. The 
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natural imagery is perhaps the most complicated. On the one hand, he employs the analogy to 
evoke the precarity of the army he commands. He writes, I felt sometimes as if we were a plant 
trying to take root, but constantly pulled up to see if we were growing.”348 At the same time, he 
employs it to describe his position as folk collector. For example, characterizing his enthusiasm 
for unique proximity to the music of formerly enslaved people, he writes, “I could now gather on 
their own soil these strange plants which I had before seen as in museums alone.” This natural 
imagery sits neatly beside his consistent infantilization of his troops. Happening upon one of 
their night performances, Higginson writes, “[w]hen I am tired & jaded in the evening nothing 
refreshes me more immediately than to go & hear the men singing in the Company streets. There 
is such a world of trustful peace in it, I feel as if they were a lot of babies in their cradles cooing 
themselves to sleep, the dear blundering dusky darlings.”349 Given this combination of 
underlying assumptions in his understanding of the music he witnesses, Higginson’s diary 
account seems an odd touchstone for the emergence of black music. 
However, at key moments in the account the political activism of formerly enslaved people 
break through. In one entry Higginson recounts a story he has heard of enslaved people singing a 
hymn in honor of Lincoln’s election: 
We'll fight for liberty 
Till de Lord shall call us home; 
We'll soon be free 
Till de Lord shall call us home.350 
 
On the surface, this hymn centers on the freedom available to everyone in the afterlife, but it of 
course had a double meaning. Relating the account told to him by a drummer in his regiment, 
Higginson writes that enslaved people “were whipped for singing when President Lincoln was 
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elected.” Unable to resist slipping into his folkloric listening posture, he describes how he got the 
story: “So said a little drummer-boy, as he sat at my tent's edge last night and told me his story; 
and he showed all his white teeth as he added, "Dey tink 'de Lord' meant for say de Yankees." In 
another entry, Higginson recalls the soldiers in his regiment and the formerly enslaved  people 
who surrounded them spontaneously erupting into a rendition of “America (My Country ’Tis of 
Thee). He writes, 
 
The very moment the speaker had ceased, and just as I took and waved the flag, which now 
for the first time meant anything to these poor people, there suddenly arose, close beside 
the platform, a strong male voice (but rather cracked and elderly), into which two women's 
voices instantly blended, singing, as if by an impulse that could no more be repressed than 
the morning note of the song-sparrow.— 
 
 ‘My Country, 'tis of thee, 
 Sweet land of liberty, 
 Of thee I sing!’ 
 
People looked at each other, and then at us on the platform, to see whence came this 
interruption, not set down in the bills. Firmly and irrepressibly the quavering voices sang 
on, verse after verse; others of the colored people joined in; some whites on the platform 
began, but I motioned them to silence.351 
 
This entry certainly appears as symbolic of the victory of federal power as well as ascent of 
former enslaved people to the status as U.S. citizens. In this sense it is not a progressive moment. 
However, Higginson recognizes the agency that these singers are claiming as he tells the white 
audience members to remain quiet. In this stagecraft, he acknowledges that this was a moment 
for the African Americans in attendance and thus acknowledges, at least tacitly, that there are 
broader forces at work than his desire to collect and describe black music.  
Higginson’s interests dovetailed with those of another group of abolitionists, who with his 
help compiled Slave Songs of the United States (1867), the first collection of music written and 





Francis Allen, and Charles Pickard Ware, Slave Songs was the first major effort to transcribe 
examples of this music. Rather than simply describing musical performances of formerly 
enslaved people like most other accounts of antebellum African American music, this group 
attempted a systematic project meant to record these song-“specimens” within the pages of a 
volume designed for use by the general public. Beginning with a letter to the editor of Dwight’s 
Journal of Music written by Lucy McKim Garrison and followed later by her transcriptions of 
“Roll, Jordan, Roll,” “Poor Rosy,” and other songs for the magazine, this effort became a large-
scale project under the auspices of Harvard classicist William Francis Allen. The collection was 
motivated by the compliers’ anachronistic fears that the musical culture of formerly enslaved 
people would become indiscernible or lost entirely within the broader popular culture of the U.S. 
after the end of plantation slavery and the breaking down of regional divisions that were 
underway with the collapse of the South. (Of course, the cross pollination this group feared was 
already a reality of nineteenth-century American musical culture well before the close of the 
Civil War.) The result was a book of 136 songs from different parts of the region collected by 
these editors themselves as well as Higginson and a network of northern educators operating in 
the region. Though it was not particularly popular when it was published, many of the songs 
from this collection have gained wide circulation, and for scholars, the book itself has become a 
touchstone document for histories and theories of the origins of black music and culture.352  
The ways Allen and other members of this group construed the process of transcription 
distilled important assumptions about the place of African American music after the War that 
also carried into future collections. On the one hand, in attempting to capture this body of music, 
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the compilers located the supposedly proper site of African American cultural production on the 
plantation, simultaneously celebrating African American songwriting and announcing its demise 
with the changes wrought by the Civil War. In this sense, this collection was at cross-purposes, 
ostensibly signifying the novelty of the music contained in its pages while simultaneously 
placing it within the context of a nostalgia-tinged understanding of enslavement. The editors of 
Slave Songs, therefore, worked within and reproduced the limitations of racial thinking that they 
sought to undo. In tandem with this emphasis on African American musicians’ enslaved past, the 
transcriptions contained in this text sought to translate the strangeness of these songs for 
predominantly white audiences by minimizing the distance between white music and black 
music. The compilers, in fact, construed the transcriptions of musical performances as texts that 
would enable the reader to become a performer, advancing an approach to recording black music 
that conflated reproduction and consumption, making black music available to a wide, and 
predominantly white, audience. This methodology, of course, circumscribed these ‘slave songs’ 
as material folk culture within the rubric of whiteness and mimicked the appropriations of the 
minstrel stage that made black culture available for use by white performers and prefigured later 
seizures of this music. As Brian Hochman asserts, this early iteration of ethnography, in fact, 
worked to determine later preferences and imperatives for mechanical recording technologies.353  
At the same time, the compilers’ anxieties about the viability of their project—articulated in 
detail in Allen’s introduction and the various annotations to the songs themselves—reveal the 
ways black musicians were engaged with their music’s improvisatory nature, the intractable, 
unrecordable, fugitive aspects of the performances the editors of Slave Songs witnessed. For 
example, in emphasizing their limitations with respect to capturing the rhythmic and vocal 
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changes of particular performances we gain a sense of the immediacy with which these musical 
performances were executed. Thus despite the dominant understandings at play in the recording 
of this music, which were predicated on isolating and stabilizing what was seen as a dying 
musical culture associated with plantation slavery, black musicians’ own interests in less 
textually stable modes of music making, such as the improvisation of sounds and the circulation 
of songs, break through in this collection in ways that suggest an alternative social vision, one 
that figures such as the Fisk Jubilee Singers, W.E.B. Du Bois, and others would take up later in 
the nineteenth century as part of their efforts to reclaim and historicize black culture. This text 
was symptomatic of the push and pull of the conservative, preservationist forces that would 
document this culture and the ephemeral expressions that constituted its emergence in the wake 
of the Civil War. Contrary to the notions of preservation and loss articulated by Allen in his 
introduction, the compilers’ anxieties reveal that the circulation of these songs worked 
counterintuitively to preserve them.  
Rather than merely representing a culture that was passing away, Slave Songs was a site of 
contestation through which meanings of African American cultural practices were theorized and 
negotiated.  The problem at the heart of the representation of music in this collection—and a 
lingering question for African American music and culture more generally—centered on how to 
negotiate the emergence of a culture that had been defined by practices of enslavement and was 
assuming a new formation still awaiting full articulation at the War’s end. Slave Songs, therefore, 
serves as an early example of the competing understandings that often accompanied attempts at 
material representations of African American music making. Contrary to simply understanding 
this text as evidence of antebellum black culture, these opposing impulses—between 
preservation and circulation—offer more useful ways to think of Slave Songs and the recordings 
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it contains acoustemologically, as nodes in a relational framework that constitutes an important, 
if conflicted, episode in the emergence of black music. Without question, a key structural aspect 
of this framework, as Jon Cruz, Ronald Radano, and others have pointed out, was informed by 
white compilers’ listening practices. Prevailing notions about race and plantation slavery shaped 
these listening practices, which, in turn, helped determine future ways that black music was 
recorded and collected. In this sense, this text allows us, as Peter Szendy has theorized, to listen 
to other people listening, and in this case, we observe the listening practices of regime that, while 
engaged with the phenomena associated with black music’s emergence, was nevertheless 
determined by white supremacy.354 Slave Songs, therefore, records Allen’s and the other 
compilers’ own desires about the songs of the enslaved, desires that remained implicated in 
dominant notions of black culture. Simultaneously, one encounters in the collection the ways 
formerly enslaved musicians negotiated their conditions and responded to the changes brought 
by the War. As a result, the book became a prominent feature of future negotiations of post-
bellum U.S. life undertaken by African American artists, writers, and thinkers. Slave Songs, 
consequently, represents an engagement that existed between dominant and subaltern cultures as 
black music emerged, in Lucy McKim Garrison’s words, as “the expression of the character and 
life of the race, which is playing such a conspicuous part in our history.” 
Though the credit for the book is usually assigned to its three editors, the collection 
developed from a rising tide of interest on the part of northern war relief volunteers who 
witnessed performances of the music of the formerly enslaved people that they worked with. 
Slave Songs contains songs from various regions of the South, but those collected in and around 
the South Carolina Sea Islands—where the editors of the book worked for the majority of their 
time in the South—comprise the bulk of the collection. The editors of the book were particularly 
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well placed to attempt a more prominent, systematic, and extensive project than other relief 
workers. For one thing, they were all connected to Thomas Wentworth Higginson in various 
ways—Ware and Allen through their time at Harvard and McKim Garrison through her father’s 
activismregarding the Harper’s Ferry raid. Higginson’s interest in the music of the formerly 
enslaved and his position as the editor of The Atlantic Monthly made him an important ally in the 
American literary world. Just before the planning of the collection began McKim Garrison also 
married William Lloyd Garrison’s son Wendell. Ware, who was gregarious but poor at farm 
work, spent more time on the islands collecting music than any other collector represented in the 
book. Allen served as a relief worker on the islands between academic jobs, and after this period 
he landed a prestigious position at the University of Wisconsin where he taught Classics and 
philology.355 All of the editors of Slave Songs, therefore, had various combinations of tight 
connections to the literary world and skills—musical talent in the cases of McKim Garrison and 
Ware—and training in language in the case of Allen.  
While certainly informed by ideas about blackness that arose from the minstrel stage and 
squarely placed in a lineage with this culture industry’s music, Slave Songs, however, also 
signaled a major generic shift from the “ethiopian” and “plantation” melodies, which mostly had 
an imagined connection to southern slave society, to the “sperichels” that Allen and company 
catalogued in their southern travels. The transcriptions contained in this collection, while novel, 
also presented the book’s compilers with a number of problems, and it is in Allen’s description 
of the methodology and execution of the transcriptions throughout the book’s pages that reveal 
how this seemingly neutral text construes post-bellum definitions of black culture. In his 
introduction, Allen worried over methods at great length, detailing the difficulties of accurately 
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recording these songs by using Euro-centric musical notation practices, the only system the 
group had at hand and one ill fitting the “wild and strangely fascinating” musical practices of 
southern African Americans.356 Allen, for example, acknowledges the impossibility of 
representing rhythmic variations that attended a given song’s performance as well as the sounds 
that fell outside the “gamut” of European scales.357 Nevertheless, the compilers, compelled by 
their apprehensions about the loss of this material, worked to preserve these songs, even if they 
only achieved imperfect renderings.  
This split between preservation and circulation was present at this project’s inception. Lucy 
McKim Garrison hints at this in the closing of her letter to Dwight’s Journal, writing “[t][here is 
much more in this new and curious music, of which it is a temptation to write, but I must 
remember that it can speak for itself better than anyone for it.” McKim Garrison expresses a 
concern here that ran through much of the abolitionist print culture in the years before the War, 
namely whether and how to speak for enslaved and formerly enslaved people and when to 
“allow” them a forum to speak for themselves. In this vein, Ronald Radano has placed Slave 
Songs within a genealogy that includes previous abolitionist compendia like Theodore Dwight 
Weld’s Slavery As It Is (1839) and Lydia Maria Child’s An Appeal in Favor of that Class of 
Americans Called Africans (1833), and he has characterized Allen’s introduction as a species of 
authorizing text, much like those that preceded most slave narratives. Like this prefatory material 
“Allen’s introduction,” Radano asserts, “obscures the black presence in the name of its 
celebration.” Slave Songs merged these elements of abolitionist print culture with the religious 
songbooks that were widely circulated throughout the nineteenth century. In compiling Slave 
Songs the editors deployed these genre conventions as part of a contradictory move. The book at 
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once “destabilized” nineteenth-century racial logic by opposing white supremacist forces that 
sought to ignore African Americans in service to national reunification after the War. At the 
same time, it also served these white supremacist tendencies by attempting to advance notions of 
bourgeois civility through the very notation system that enabled this music’s place in print 
media.358  
The tension surrounding the preservation and emergence of black folk culture at the heart of 
the project was also influenced by the folkloric and balladry studies that had developed at 
Harvard through an intellectual circle with which the editors of Slave Songs were closely 
involved. Heavily influenced by Johann Gottfried Herder’s notions about the role pre-national 
folk cultures played in constituting contemporaneous social developments, this group combed 
through past folk expressions as a means of explaining developments in the 1840s and 50s.359 
This academic formation gave Allen and Ware, both Harvard graduates, and McKim Garrison a 
framework for celebrating the gift of slave songs as essential aspects of U.S. culture while 
controlling the narrative about the social differences their performances necessarily signified. In 
this sense, the collection enacts a central problem of liberalism by at once celebrating 
difference—in this case the “wild” songs of this isolated culture—while simultaneously seeking 
to erase this difference in service to the national narrative. 
This Romantic grounding for the collection, however, gets confused with the opening 
paragraph of Allen’s introduction where he demonstrates a seemingly tortuous understanding of 
the sources of black music and the status of blackface minstrelsy. He writes, 
The musical capacity of the negro race has been recognized for so many years that it is 
hard to explain why no systematic effort has hitherto been made to collect and preserve 
their melodies. More than thirty years ago those plantation songs made their appearance 
which were so extraordinarily popular for a while; and if "Coal-black Rose," "Zip Coon" 
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and "Ole Virginny nebber tire" have been succeeded by spurious imitations, 
manufactured to suit the somewhat sentimental taste of our community, the fact that these 
were called "negro melodies" was itself a tribute to the musical genius of the race.360 
 
Here, as Allen characterizes the preternatural musical abilities of African Americans and laments 
their absence from the purview of folklorists, he makes the counterintuitive suggestion that songs 
commonly associated with the blackface stage, ones we might consider “spurious imitations” 
themselves, were actually examples of original, authentic black music that had been 
subsequently attenuated by the development of this culture industry. Eric Lott has shown that 
such a double move in characterizations of minstrel music that simultaneously assert this 
tradition’s legitimate and imitative components regarding black culture was a central defining 
aspect of blackface itself.361 Additionally, Karl Hagström Miller has asserted that such moments 
in the collection’s intro place it at the head of a long line of “fluid equations of minstrel 
stereotypes with authentic folklore.”362 The genealogy Allen lays out in this opening gambit, 
though, seeks to avoid this interplay altogether and assert a Romantic, essentialist understanding 
of black music; however, in narrating this brief history, he betrays structural aspects of the 
listening practices he and his fellow compilers engage. Allen’s comments are thus symptomatic 
of a particular tangle of ideas about originality and authenticity that prefigured the formation of 
what Jon Cruz has identified as Allen’s “proto-scientific” perspective.363  
Though the editors generally avoid what we might consider minstrel songs, this material 
finds its way into the collection. One example is “I’m Gwine to Alabamy,” a song Allen’s note 
identifies as “[a] very good specimen, so far as notes can give one, of the strange barbaric songs 
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that one hears upon the Western steamboats.”364 Eric Lott has described the formal similarities 
between this song and Stephen Foster’s “Oh, Susanna.” Focusing on the rhythmic repetition of 
both songs, Lott emphasizes the dialogic relationship between Foster’s music and “slave songs.”  
 
[Figure 4: “I’m Gwine To Alabamy,” Slave Songs of the United States (1867) ed. William Francis Allen, et. al., 186] 
 
Lott asserts that these similarities constitute “striking evidence of the cultural changes that 
were rung on inherited forms, whether it was Foster who transformed the repeated cries into a 
conventional chorus or the slaves who broke down Foster’s (already somewhat creolized) 
discursive structure into a sort of incantatory insistence.”365 He draws this connection to make a 
larger point about ways blackface productions mix folk-driven music that featured formal 
elements—particularly rhythm—purely for the sake of their sonic effects with bourgeois, 
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sentimental, and discursive popular music. “I’m Gwine to Alabamy,” like other such songs, 
features rhythmic exclamations at the end of each line—probably as an aide-to-work—alongside 
a narrative of the slave trade. In reading Lott’s analysis back into Slave Songs one sees Allen 
attempting to separate this mixed form in describing the song as “barbaric”—at once 
acknowledging and stripping the song of its status as sounding out a history of enslavement, and 
in turn, removing it from the formal gnarl that might lend it a more cosmopolitan valence. 
However, Allen’s resistance to an understanding of this music as participating in cross racial 
borrowings runs deep. At one moment in the introduction, he admits that “of course there was 
constant intercourse between neighboring plantations” and, as a result of the slave trade, even 
“between different states,” but this sense of circulation does not extend, in Allen’s account, 
beyond what he sees as the closed culture of enslavement.366 
In line with this understanding of the song, it is worth noting that Allen himself hints at its 
history of circulating through the routes traveled by the enslaved river boatmen he names as the 
song’s source, citing a group of musicians and singers who had for some time occupied a place 
as important figures in the American musical landscape. Foster himself is known to have taken at 
least one riverboat trip to the Deep South, providing a circumstantial link between his 
compositions and those Allen records.367 Additionally, Allen clearly intends to highlight the 
uniqueness of the musical culture collected in Slave Songs by reference to these river boatmen, 
but as Martin Delany suggests with his fictional representation of this group, they were deeply 
enmeshed within a complex network of commercial and cultural exchange, an economy that 
Allen’s investment in racial division elides. This song certainly gives a sense of the cross-
cultural appropriations that informed blackface minstrelsy but it also conveys how the notions of 
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“the folk” that were produced as part of this culture industry formed the assumptions about 
origins that Allen and company operated under. In attempting to represent an account of the 
origins of black music, Slave Songs also reveals itself as part of the invention of these very 
origins.  
This conventional racial logic becomes more apparent in Allen’s discussion of the influence 
of camp meetings on black spirituals. He writes 
It is, we repeat, already becoming difficult to obtain these songs. Even the "spirituals" are 
going out of use on the plantations, superseded by the new style of religious music, "closely 
imitated from the white people, which is solemn, dull and nasal, consisting in repeating two 
lines of a hymn and then singing it, and then two more, ad infinitum. They use for this sort of 
worship that one everlasting melody, which may be remembered by all persons familiar with 
Western and Southern camp-meetings, as applying equally well to long, short or common 
metre. This style of proceeding they evidently consider the more dignified style of the two, as 
being a closer imitation of white, genteel worship--having in it about as little soul as most 
stereotyped religious forms of well instructed congregations." 
 
Going against the grain of current historical assessments that characterize camp meetings as sites 
that helped enable the production of new forms of black music, including spirituals, Allen 
imagines clearly defined lines around these musical forms. In Allen’s estimation, rather than 
representing opportunities for cultural exchanges—between enslaved people from different parts 
of a given section of the country and between enslaved people and white people—camp meetings 
threatened the erosion of the slave songs he and the other editors sought to collect. Quoting an 
article by Harriet Beecher Stowe from the Watchman and Reflector, Allen also introduces an 
early representation of the essentialist concept of “soul” that comes to define later formations of 
black music. Allen uses this concept in the context of his—and Stowe’s—characterization of 
lining out. As I discuss in the previous chapter, contrary to Allen’s characterization of this 
technique as bowdlerizing black music, it is commonly thought to have enabled its formation and 
dissemination. With this dismissal Allen unwittingly invokes a larger historical trajectory for 
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African American music than his book at first seems to admit, one that includes not only the 
music that was produced on plantations, but also the religious music that was produced as part of 
the black struggle for freedom.  
The slippery distinctions Allen draws in his introduction stem from the work behind the 
scenes that the group did in order to clearly delineate the parameters of black and white music. 
For instance, in a letter to her uncle John, who had written about this music, Lucy put the 
question about the degree and character of black borrowings of white hymnody. John responded 
with a note of caution: 
Indeed, I have not always been sure when I heard a negro song. And I would advise you to 
avoid being deceived on this point by the name or reputation a piece may have as of that 
class. So many of them pass for such which are really of white origin & composition, both in 
poetry & the music—especially the so-called religious songs. For instance, “Wake up Jacob, 
day is breaking” is an old Camp meeting hymn of the white Methodists, though deriving 
most of its spirit & relish (for our ears) to the peculiar vocalisms of the negroes. And many of 
their favorite melodies, as well as the words are only parodies & imitations—though often 
decided improvements—of those they have learned at the “white” meetings.368 
 
The perhaps expected point that John makes to his niece underscores both the essentialist ideas 
about black music under which the compilers of Slave Songs labored, but John also makes clear 
that this came with a heavy suspicion that they might somehow get duped. Additionally, John 
exhibits a stereotypical liberal attitude about the place of black culture that both admits and 
disavows the difference represented by newly freed slaves. Furthermore, we also see the ways in 
which the compilers of this collection discounted innovations in performance as itself a 
contribution to American music. While we might expect that this way of thinking would yield 
lines of division between black and white musical culture that were strictly guarded, at times 
Allen is at odds with his desire to produce clearly defined demarcations. He writes,  
Still, the chief part of the negro music is civilized in its character--partly composed under the 
influence of association with the whites, partly actually imitated from their music. In the 
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main it appears to be original in the best sense of the word, and the more we examine the 
subject, the more genuine it appears to us to be. In a very few songs, as Nos. 19, 23, and 25, 
strains of familiar tunes are readily traced; and it may easily be that others contain strains of 
less familiar music, which the slaves heard their masters sing or play.369 
 
As it is for many preservation projects, this search for origins was, therefore, motivated by 
fantasies of loss. Allen writes,  
The public had well-nigh forgotten these genuine slave songs, and with them the creative 
power from which they sprung, when a fresh interest was excited through the educational 
mission to the Port Royal islands, in 1861. The agents of this mission were not long in 
discovering the rich vein of music that existed in these half-barbarous people, and when 
visitors from the North were on the islands, there was nothing that seemed better worth their 
while than to see a ‘shout’ or hear the ‘people’ sing their ‘sperichils.’370 
 
It is perhaps an obvious point to make to say that Allen—with his emphasis on ‘genuine slave 
songs’—operated under stereotypical, racist assumptions about black culture; however, it is 
important to note that he experiences these notions as a kind of loss that motivates his translation 
of them from the imaginary of the minstrel stage to the emerging pseudo-science of documentary 
ethnography. If blackface minstrelsy was animated by a concept of the real that admitted self-
conscious productions of black culture, Allen and company offered their readers a revision of 
this concept that claimed to put the real, but disappearing, folk material at their fingertips. He 
suggests that his effort capitalizes on the touristic impulses that drove people to witness 
phenomena like ring shouts by offering his reader-performer the raw material to perform this 
culture themselves. He goes on to define plantation performances as a dying feature of the 
southern cultural landscape, a development he greatly laments. These notions of loss motivate 
Allen’s characterization of Slave Songs as an authoritative volume. “[I]t seems time at last,” 
Allen writes, “that the partial collections in the possession of the editors, and known by them to 
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be in the possession of others, should not be forgotten and lost, but that these relics of a state of 
society which has passed away should be preserved while it is still possible.”371 
Allen makes this collection’s investment in the plantation as the site of black music making 
clear in his discussion of the book’s title. He quotes Lucy McKim Garrison’s article from 
Dwight’s Journal in support of his thesis of enslavement as the controlling narrative for all of 
these songs. 
Our title, ‘Slave Songs,’ was selected because it best described the contents of the book.  
  
A few of those here given (Nos. 64, 59) were, to be sure, composed since the proclamation of 
emancipation, but even these were inspired by slavery. ‘All, indeed, are valuable as an 
expression of the character and life of the race which is playing such a conspicuous part in 
our history. The wild, sad strains tell, as the sufferers themselves could, of crushed hopes, 
keen sorrow, and a dull, daily misery, which covered them as hopelessly as the fog from the 
rice swamps. On the other hand, the words breathe a trusting faith in rest for the future--in 
“Canaan's air and happy land,” to which their eyes seem constantly turned.372  
 
Naming two songs collected by Thomas Wentworth Higginson—“Many Thousands Go” and 
“Hail, Mary”—Allen admits that some of the songs were likely composed after the Emancipation 
Proclamation, but were, in his estimation, nevertheless forged by the experience of enslavement. 
With “Many Thousands Go, or as it is known today, “Many Thousands Gone,” Allen cites a 
song that has served as an enduring anthem for black civil rights struggles since the end of the 
War. Combining a rejection of conditions of enslavement with a memorial to the “many 
thousands” who have succumbed to slavery’s abuses throughout its long history, this song adopts 
a complex temporal perspective. Allen characterizes this perspective as simply looking backward 
at the toil of enslavement and forward to the rest that the future promises. While these 
temporalities shape the song, Allen’s comments leave out its present tense rejection of 
enslavement as a defining feature of black culture, where the singer clearly marks space for 
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claiming a new position in society. Whereas Allen frames this song within the dichotomy of 
labor and rest, he avoids the singer’s contemporaneous pursuit of a different economic system 
entirely, an aspect of this song bolstered by its history as a response to the Emancipation 
Proclamation. This association becomes more obvious with the juxtaposition of this song and 
“Hail, Mary,” which merges militant strains of Christianity, New Testament salvation, and 
formerly enslaved persons’ engagement with the Civil War.  
 
 





Figure 6: “Hail, Mary Slave Songs of the United States (1867), ed. William Francis Allen, et. al., 122 
 
Allen’s characterization of this music carries into his commentary on the methodology the 
compilers used to create their transcriptions. As he would have it, transcribing this music was 
nearly impossible because the sounds formerly enslaved Africans incorporated into their songs 
were foreign to European transcription systems, and one of his primary sources for this claim 
was McKim Garrison’s letter to the editor of Dwight’s Journal that began the group’s interest in 
the project. Returning to the letter itself one discovers that Allen cites it selectively. In the letter 
McKim Garrison details her experience hearing a performance of “Poor Rosy.” In the portion 
Allen quotes, McKim Garrison’s remarks recall the nature imagery that Higginson deploys in his 
army diaries: “The odd turns made in the throat, and the curious rhythmic effect produced by 
single voices chiming in at different irregular intervals, seem almost as impossible to place on 
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the score as the singing of birds or the tones of an Æolian Harp.”373 Taken in isolation McKim 
Garrison displays a suspicion here of the viability of representing what she characterizes as 
irregular sounds through musical notation and textual description. Neither of the analogues she 
uses for black music, birdsongs nor the tones of an Aeolian Harp, could be represented by the 
European notation system because the rhythms and melodies that form this “music” are random, 
and outside of standardized scale systems. This perspective characterizes the compilers as 
intermediaries who struggle to fit these “odd turns of the throat” and “curious rhythms” to the 
printed page, to regularize what one reviewer termed a kind of “wild poetry.” Puzzling over this 
conundrum Allen declares, “[t]he best that we can do, however, with paper and types, or even 
with voices, will convey but a faint shadow of the original. The voices of the colored people 
have a peculiar quality that nothing can imitate; and the intonations and delicate variations of 
even one singer cannot be reproduced on paper.”.374McKim Garrison obliquely acknowledged 
this minimizing process when, in describing her own efforts at song collecting, she tells the 
editor of Dwight’s Journal that she “reduced a number of them to paper” (my emphasis). 
However, in her letter to the editor McKim Garrison also succinctly asserts that “[t]he airs […] 
can be reached. They are too decided not to be easily understood, and their striking originality 
would catch the ear of any musician.” Allen’s anxieties about the accuracy of the transcription of 
these songs is absent and, going further, McKim Garrison characterizes the oddities of African 
American sonic performance as still within the ambit of the lingua franca of Western music.  
There is a tension at play here between the group’s recourse to analogies between this music 
and the natural world, on the one hand, and their larger project of forcing these songs into the 
artificial textual representations of these songs in musical notation. The former impulse is very 
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much in line with the group’s transcendental, Romanticist investments in folk culture, which 
emphasized the spontaneous, natural beauty of such productions. Like birds, born with gift of 
song, or the Aeolian harp, played by the blowing of the winds, the compilers of Slave Songs 
heard the songs they recorded as arising from the intersection of the inherent musical aptitude of 
formerly enslaved people that conditioned their responses to the slave system. Such a 
perspective, however, necessarily produced a degree of anxiety about the project since, in trying 
to force this sui generis and “natural” music into European transcription forms they brought it 
into the realm of constructed, abstract symbolic representation. Ronald Radano has defined this 
relationship in dialectical terms: “The artifice of notation thus constructs the naturalness of song, 
which in turn heightens awareness of the limits—indeed, the veritable strangeness—of 
transcription itself.” Radano argues that this dialectical movement—between the natural and the 
constructed—allowed for “the newly conceptualized figuration of difference as an ‘Africa’ 
existing between the lines.”375 Taking this a bit further, one observes the definitions of these 
exchanges between the natural and the artificial as important to constructions of African 
American identity.  
We see these issues around the recordability of these songs at stake in contemporary reviews 
of this collection. The New York Times, for instance, hyperbolically called Slave Songs a 
“monumental book,” with “two-fold interest, one intrinsic, and the other historic,“ ”being the 
record of a race that is rapidly changing and passing away.” This review lauds the “authenticity 
of the songs” and the “accuracy of their transfer,” calling it a book full of humor and pathos, of 
grotesque but genuine sentiment, and as we said, a real monument to the slave race of the 
South." If we are to take this review seriously, then, Slave Songs was to be an important text in 
preserving the culture of the plantation South and defining African Americans as ex-slaves. 
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Echoing the collection’s anxieties about the loss of this culture, the Times asserts that Slave 
Songs “convey reminiscences of a time that a decade of edification will destroy.” Interestingly, 
despite an otherwise glowing review, the paper ultimately characterizes Slave Songs as boring. 
“These songs are not only exceedingly similar,” the editors write, “but exceedingly monotonous, 
as anybody who has stayed two or three hours in a camp-meeting will testify." Such ambivalence 
shapes the entire project since the music it purports to preserve is, in the minds of the collectors, 
evolutionarily backwards and doomed to fade away, a perspective that betrays the blind spot in 
the group’s methodology when faced with ever-changing nature of the music itself. 
Reviews identified the stakes of this collection to be the very status of African American 
culture itself. An 1868 review essay on the significance of Slave Songs, The Hartford Daily 
Courant characterizes the book as an important milestone in negotiating the entrance of ex-
enslaved persons into American society. The songs in this collection, the editors assert, “are the 
best answer one could give to the systematic abuser of the negros, who will have it that because 
these poor fellows are black they are not men." They continue: “It would puzzle any 99 out of 
100 of these defamers of a wronged and deeply injured race, to produce a melody equal to the 
least successful of slave songs." Despite this progressive characterization of this music, the 
editors of this piece write that continued contact with whites will be great “practical education” 
for ex-enslaved persons and look forward to a “new literature and new music from this 
impassioned, though hitherto, dumb race.” This process will transform “the key notes to an 
original music” into a “developed and elaborated […] science." According to this review, not 
only are the songs of the ex-enslaved evidence of perseverance through suffering, but they are 
also a step in the process of cultivation and refinement. 
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 As I have been suggesting, despite the presence of the overt racial conventions that we might 
expect from a project like Slave Songs of the United States, the ways black music and black 
culture emerged from within social constraints also are apparent in this book. This is revealed if 
we think about the book as a document of performance, rather than simply an archive of these 
songs. In closing my analysis of this collection, I focus on the ways representations of 
performance appear as important for the overall project of the book as well as the emergence of 
black culture in the post-bellum period. 
In addition to preserving the songs of the enslaved, the compilers of this book saw it as a 
pedagogical document that would enable readers to perform the songs it contained. This was a 
tricky prospect, however. In proposing that they could read about the culture of formerly 
enslaved people while inhabiting this culture through performances of these songs, Allen and 
company not only engaged in appropriative practices that had long structured white responses to 
black music, they also conflated their own efforts to fix these songs in print with the apparent 
fluid, improvisatory nature of the music they recorded. Thus in addition to engendering what Jon 
Cruz calls an ethnosympathetic response to the black suffering exuded by the lyrics of these 
songs this collection also revealed technical and methodological changes African Americans 
were making to the production of music in the U.S. Though there are many such changes, I will 
close my analysis of Slave Songs by discussing improvisation.  
There are many moments in the text when the songs Allen and the other compilers are 
attempting to collect escape them because of the ephemeral nature of the performances they 
encounter. Lyrics, rhythms, and melodies were all subject to manipulation, contributing to the 
already difficult transcription process. Rather than thinking of these seemingly spontaneous 
changes to this music as a failure that the compilers had to overcome, it is more useful to 
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understand these moments in terms of what Bruce Russell called “improvised sound work.” 
Russell defines this understanding musical improvisation as a praxis that sought to alter what 
Pierre Bourdieu calls the field of cultural production.376 Musical improvisation signals a complex 
formal attitude toward music making. On the one hand, such music is spontaneous and composed 
in the moment it is performed. On the other, such extemporaneous music necessarily implies the 
traditions to which it responds and, in Russell’s conception, manipulates.In looking closely at 
Allen’s descriptions of the music in Slave Songs, one encounters formerly enslaved musicians 
engaged in the same kind of manipulation of the field of cultural production.  
This becomes obvious in his frustrations about the transcription process. He writes, “[w]hat 
may appear to some to be an incorrect rendering is very likely to be a variation; for these 
variations are endless, and very entertaining and instructive.”With these representations of 
improvisational music Allen tacitly acknowledges that Slave Songs, in Ronald Radano’s words, 
“unleashes a black sense of subversive play.”377 One moment in which this becomes apparent is 
Allen’s description of what he terms “basers” who lead musical performances. As, these singers 
established the structure of the tune they also “seem to follow their own whims, beginning when 
they please and leaving off when they please, striking an octave above or below (in case they 
have pitched the tune too low or too high), or hitting some other note that chords, so as to 
produce the effect of a marvelous complication and variety, and yet with the most perfect time, 
and rarely with any discord.”378 Allen remarks here on a practice that evokes the long tradition of 
African American improvisatory music including songs performed by enslaved Africans, the 
wandering chorus of Richard Allen’s hymnbooks as well as later developments in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. Reading this practice within the pages of Slave Songs, however, one sees 
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how improvisation was being used to directly respond to the Civil War. In his notes about the 
song “Hail, Mary,” for example, Higginson notes that the word “soul” has been replaced by 
“soldier,” an improvised lyrical change that emphasizes the pressing moment of the War. 
In her letter to Dwight’s Journal Lucy McKim Garrison describes a similar phenomenon 
unwittingly acknowledging the role of repetition in allowing the improviser room enough to 
create new parts for the music being played. 
A complaint might be made against these songs on the score of monotony. It is true there is a 
great deal of repetition of the music, but that is to accommodate the leader; who, if he be a 
good one, is always an improvisator. For instance, on one occasion, the name of each of our 
party who was present was dexterously introduced. 
 
As in many twentieth-century African American musical forms, McKim Garrison observes that 
an underlying repetitive structure enabled the “improvisator” to shape the particular performance 
that took place. In this case, the leader is engaged in deploying this technique to draw the crowd 
into the song he sings, suggesting a collapse of the kind of distance the compilers later adopt as 
they begin their “proto-scientific” collection of songs. 
Improvisational elements of this music are apparent in Allen’s discussion of rhythm as well. 
He writes,  
 
The negroes keep exquisite time in singing, and do not suffer themselves to be daunted by 
any obstacle in the words. The most obstinate Scripture phrases or snatches from hymns 
 they will force to do duty with any tune they please, and will dash heroically through a 
trochaic tune at the head of a column of iambs with wonderful skill. We have in all cases 
arranged one set of words carefully to each melody; for the rest, one must make them fit the 
best he can, as the negroes themselves do. 
 
In addition to noting the inventive, unique qualities of the music o display in this collection, 
such accounts suggest deeper implications for musical performance and what it implies about 
social organization. Rather than relying on received, proscribed understandings of music and 
sound, these musicians altered these conventions to their own purposes, ushering in new modes 
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of musical expression. Such moments also have an instructional valence, imploring white readers 
and audiences to participate in similar improvisatory ways. Musicologist Samuel Charters adopts 
similarly instructive language in his assessment of these moments in Slave Songs when Allen 
feels unsure of the stasis of a given song. Charters writes, “The rhythms of individual notes also 
should be sung freely, especially since, as Allen noted, when he tried to have a song repeated he 
usually was sung a melody that was different from what he had already notated. It is the flow of 
the texts over the bar-lines that gives life to the verses themselves.”379 Underneath the editors’ 
concerns with methodology, therefore, are hints at the vitality of this music that the collectors 
sought to standardize, and what we see in Slave Songs are efforts to regularize black musical 
production in the face of the continual variations and mutations this music underwent to suit 
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